
THE GR.EAT DISCOURSE ON CAUSATION 

The Mahanidana Sutta, "The Great Discourse on 
Causation," is the longest and most detailed of the Buddha's 
discourses dealing with dependent arising (pa;icca samuppada), 
a doctrine generally regarded as the key to his entire teaching. 
The Buddha often described dependent arising as deep. subtle 
and difficult to see, the special domain of noble wisdom. So 
when his close disciple Ananda approaches him and suggests 
chat this doctrine might not be as dee p as it seems, the stage is 
set for a particularly profound and illuminating exposition 
of the Dhamma. 

This book contains a translation of the Mahanidana Sutta 
together with al I the doctrinally important passages from its 
authorized commentary and subcommentary. A long intro
ductory essay discusses the rich philosophical implications 
of the sutta; an appendix explains the treatment of dependent 
arising according to the Abhrdhamma system of condition~! 
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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE 

The present .work follows the precedent set by my previous 
two works for making available in English major Pali Buddhist 
suttas accompanied by their classical commentarie5.1 It offers 
a translation of the Mahanidana Sutta along with abundant 
selections from its principal exegetical texts, elucidating it from 
the Theravada Buddhist perspective. The Mahanidana Sutta 
itself comes fifteenth in the Digha Nikaya, the frrst division of the 
Sutta Pitaka belonging to the Pali Canon. It is th~ longes! dis
course of the Buddha dealing with dependent arising (pa/icca
samuppiida), a topic pointed to by the Buddha himself as the 
central principle of his teaching. The word nidiina in th<, title 
shows up frequently in a chain of synonyms signifying the idea 
of cause. Within the text it has been rendered as "source," the 
primary word "cause"' being reserved for the more common 
hetu. But an intelligible rendering of the sutta's title required a little 
freedom, so there it has been translated "causation", which oer
tainly communicates the intended sense far more smoothly than 
anything that could have been derived from "source." The 
prefix maha, meaning "great," is often added to the title of a long 
iutta, usually to distinguish it from a shorter sutta of the same 
name. But from the high regard with which the Mahii.nidiina 
Sutta is viewed within the Theravada Buddhist tradition, it seems 
unlikely that the compilers of the Pali Canon called it a "great 
discourse" merely as an indication of its length. Far more pro
bably their intention was to emphasize the sutta's own intrinsic 
greatness, which they saw in the profundity of its subject matter, 
ilf~ thoroughness of its exposition, and the wealth of its implications 
for an understanding of the human condition. 

The exegetical texts on the sutta consist of a commentary and a 
subcom.mentary. The former is found in the Surnaflgalaui/,asini,. 
the complete commentary (a!!hakathii) to the Digha Nikaya. It 
is the work of the great Indian expositor Bhadantiicariya Buddha
ghosa, who composed it on the basis of the ancient Sinhala com
mentaries he studied at the Mahavihiira in Sri Lanka in the fifth 

l The Discourse on the All-Embracing Net of Views: The Brahmajiila Sutta and its 
Commentarial Exegesis and The Discourse on the Root of Existence: The MiUllpariy(l,ya 
Sutta and its Commentarial Exegesis, both published by the BuddhU.t Publication 
Society, 1978 and 1980, respectively. 
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century C.E. The subcommentary (!ik<i), written to clarify the 
primary commentary and carry further the explication of the 
sutta, is ascribed to Bhadantiicariya Dharnmapiila. He too 
was an Indian, a resident of Baclaratittha near Madras, and 
probably lived in the century following Buddhaghosa. The 
commentary, as giving an account of dependent arising, could 
have been very much longer thanitis, but one circumstance made 
a bulky work unnecessary. In his monumental treatise, the 
Visuddhimagga, Bhadantacariya Buddhaghosa kd already written 
a full exposition of the subject, thus, when he took up the com
mentary to the Mahanidiina Sutta, he did not have to repeat 
himself on every point but could focus his attention on the special 
issues raised by the sutta itself. As to the general problems 
posed by dependent arising, those he could deal with in a syn
optical manner, sending the earnest stud«nt to the Visuddhi11lilgga 
for details. 

The format of this work is the same as that of my previous 
translations. The sutta is given first with.@ut comment and with 
only a few notes. This is followed by the commentarial section 
which, like those of the earlier works, has been composed select
ively. My guiding principle has been to include everything of 
doctrinal importance, especially from the commentary, while 
omitting irrelevant digressions and side remarks as well as the 
copious grammatical and etymological clarifications inevitable 
in days when commentaries also functioned as Pali dictionaries. 
The pass1ges selected from the two exegetical texts have been 
arranged according to the numerical divisions of the sutta. Thus 
the explanation for any sutta statement elucidated in the comme~.\l:
aries can be found by first looking up the corresponding passage 
number of the commentarial section and then locating the sutta 
statement itself, usually signalled by the capitalization of its key 
phrase. 

The Introduction explains the main principles of the sutta and 
explores some of the lines of thought stimulated by the Buddha's 
suggestive utterances. Though the first section of the Introduction 
gives a short overview of dependent arising, the essay is not in
tended. as a primer on the doctrine but generally presupp<>Ses 
prior familiarity with it gained from othet reliable sources. As 
might be ea<pected from a discourse spQken to demQnstrate the 
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full depth of dependent ar1S1ng, the Mahii.nidii.na Sutta contains 
several terse and very pithy passages the meaning of which is not 
at all evident; yet these are not directly elaborated upon 
either in other suttas or in the commentaries. Therefore, to 
uncover their meaning, a certain amount of individual inter
pretation was required, with reflection and intuition contributing 
as much to the conclusions arrived at as study of the texts. The 
results of these investigations can be seen particularly in the sections 
on contact, the "hidden vortex," the "pathways for designation," 
and in the expansion of the Buddha's very concise arguments 
against the three "considerations ef self." 

One prominent feature of the exegetical texts on the Mahii.nidii.na 
Sutta called for special explanation on its own. This is their 
treatment of dependent arising according to the Abhidhamma 
system of conditional relations. If I had attempte<I to deal with 
this in the Introduction I would have had to digress too much 
from the main thread of the <liscussion and would have placed 
too great a burden on the essay. To avoid this I have added 
an appendix giving this method of treatment the separate attention 
it requires. 

Though each reader will find his own way of approaching the 
material presented h€re, intensive study will probably be most 
fruitful if the sutta is read first by itself, a second time in con

_junction with the introductory essay, and a third time in con
junction with the commentarial eKegesis. 

·Colombo, 
Bri Lanka, 
May 1983. 

BHIKKHU BODHI 
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INTRODUCTION 

Dependent Arising 

In the Theravada Buddhist tradition the Mahiinidii.na Sutta 
is regarded as one of the profoundest discourses spoken by the 
Buddha. Its principal theme is pariccasamuppiida, "dependent 
arising," and that immediately alerts us to its irnportance. For 
the Pali Canon makes it quite plain that dependent arising is not 
merely one strand of doctrine among others, but the radical insight 
at the heart of the Buddha's teaching from which everything 
else unfolds. For the Buddha himself, during his period of struggle 
for enlightenment, dependent arising came as the astonishing, 
eye-opening di.;;covery that ended his groping in the dark: 
'' 'Arising, arising'-thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard 
before there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom: understanding, 
and light" (S. XII. 65/ii.105). A series of suttas shows the 
same discovery to be the essence of each Buddha's attainment 
of enlightenment (S. XIII. 4-10). Once enlightened, the mission 
of a Tathiigata, a Perfect One, is to proclaim dependent arising 
to the world (S.XII.20/ii.25-6). So often does the Buddha 
do this, in discourse after discourse, that dependent arising soon 
becomes regarded as the quintess.ence of his teaching. When the 
arahat Assaji was asked to state the Ma!>ter's message as concisely 
as possible, he said it was the doctrine that phenomena arise and 
cease through causes (Vin. i. 40). With a single sentence the 
Buddha dispels all doubt about the correctness of this summary: 
"Ht who sees dependent arising sees the Dhamma, he who sees the 
Dhamma sees dependent arising" (M.28/i. 191). 

The reason dependent arising is assigned so much weight lies 
in two essential contribulions it makes to the teaching. First 
it provides the teaching with its primary ontologica1 principle, 
its key for understanding the nature of being. Second, it provides 
the framework that guides its programme for deliverance, a causal 
account of the origination and cessation of suffering. These two 
contributions, though separable in thought, come together in the 
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thesis that makes the Buddha's teaching a "doctrine of awakening": 
that snffering ultimately arises due to ignorance about the nature 
of being and ceases through wisdom, direct understanding cf the 
nature of being. 

The ontological i:rinciple ccntributcd by dependent ansmg 
is, as its name ~uggests, the arifing of phenomena in dependence 
on conditions. At a s1roke this principle disposes cf 1he notion 
of static self-cnnt2.u1ed entities and shows that the "texture" of 
being is through and through relational. Whatever comes into 
being originates through conditions, stands with the support 
of conditions, and ceases when its conditions cease. But dependent 
arising teaches something more rigorous than a simple assertion 
of general conditionality. What it teaches is specific conditionality 
(idappaccayata), the arising of phenomena in dependence on specific 
conditions. This is an important point often overlooked in 
standard accounts of the doctrine. Specific conditionality 
correlates phenomena in so far as they belong to types. It holds 
that phenomena of a given type originate only through the condi
tions appropriate to that type, never in the absence of those 
conditions, never through the conditions appropriate to some other 
type. Thus dependent arising, as a teaching of specific condi
tionality, deals primarily with structures. It treats phenomena, 
not in terms of their isolated connections, but in terms of their 
patterns-recurrent patterns that exhibit the invariableness of law: 

"Bhikkhus, what is dependent arising? 'With birth as 
condition aging and death come to be'-whether Tathagatas 
arise or not, that element stands, that structuredness of pheno
mena, that fixed determination of phenomena, specific con
ditionality. That a Tathagata awakens to and comprehends. 
Having awakened to it and comprehended it, he explains 
it, teaches it, proclaims it, establishes it, reveals it, analyzes 
it, and clarifies it, saying: 'See, bhikkhus, with birth as con
dition aging and death come to be'. The reality in that, the 
undelusiveness, invariability, specific conditionality-this, 
bhikkhus, is called dependent arising" (S. XII.20/II.25-6). 

The basic formula for dependent arising appears in the suttas 
countless times: "When there is this that comes to be; with the 
arising of this that arises. When this is absent that does not 
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come to be; with the cessation of this that ceases. " 1 This gives 
the principle in the abstract, stripped of any reference to a content. 
But the Buddha is not interested in abstract formulas devoid 
of content; for him content is all-important. His teaching is 
concerned with a problem-the problem of suffering (dukkha)-and 
with the task of bringing suffering to an end. Dependent arising 
is introduced because it is relevant to these concerns, indeed not 
merely relevant but indispensable. It gives the framework needed 
to understand the problem and also indicates the approach that 
must be taken if it is to be resolved. 

The suffering with which the Buddha's teaching is concerned 
has a far deeper meaning than personal unhappiness, discontent, 
or psychological stress. It includes these, but it goes beyond. 
The problem in its fullest measure is existential suffering, the 
suffering of bondage to the round of repeated birth and death. 
The round, the Buddha teaches, has been turning without 
beginning, and as long as it turns it inevitably brings "aging and 
death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, and despair." To gain 
deliverance from suffering, therefore, requires more than relief 
from its transient individual manifestations. It requires total 
liberation from the roW1d. 

In order to end the round, the conditions that sustain it 
have to be eliminated; and to eliminate them it is necessary to 
know what they are, how they hold together, and what must be 
done to extinguish their causal force. Though the round has 
no first point, no cause outside itself, it does have a distinct generative 
structure, a set of conditions internal to itself ,vhich keeps it 
going. The teaching of dependent arising discloses this set of 
conditions. It lays them out in an interlocking sequence which 
makes it clear how existence repeatedly renews itself from 
within_. and how it will continue into the future through the con
tinued activation of these causes. Most importantly, however, 
dependent arising shows that the round can be stopped. It 
traces the sequence to its most fundamental factors. Then it 
points out that these can be eliminated and that with their elimina
tion the round of rebirths and its attendant suffering are brought to 
a halt. 

Imru:mirh sati idarfi hoti; irfiass 'uppadil idarh uppajjati. Imasmiril asati idam 
na hoti; imassa nirodhi idaril nirujjhati. (e.g. S.XII, 21./ii.28). 
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As an account of the causal structure of the round, dependent 
arising appears in the suttas in diverse formulations. The fullest 
and most common contains twelve factors. The formula has 
two sides. One shows the sequence of origination, the other 

the sequence of cessation: 

Bhikkhus, what is dependent arising? With ignorance as 
condition volitional formations come to be; with volitional 
formations as condition consciousness; ,vith consciousness 
as condition mentality-materiality; ,vith mentality - material
ity as condition the six sense bases; with the six sense 
bases as condition contact; ,vith contact as condition feeling; 
with feeling as condition craving; with craving as condition 
clinging; with clinging as condition existence; ,vith existence 
as condition birth; with birth as condition aging and death, 
sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, and despair come to be. 
Such is the origin of this entire mass of suffering. This, 
bhikkhus, is called dependent arising. 

But with the remainderless i3ding away and cessation of 
ignorance volitional formations cease; with the cessation of 
volitional formations consciousness ceases; v,.rith the cessation 
of consciousness mentality-materiality cea~es; with the ces
sation of mentality-materiality the six sense bases cease; 
with the cessation of the six sense bases contact ceases; with 
the cessation of contact feeling ceases; with the c~sation 
of feeling craving ceases; with the cessation of craving clinging 
ceases; with the cessation of clinging existence ceases; with 
the cessation ot existence birth ceases; v..1ith the cessation 
of birth aging and death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, 
and despair cease. Such is the cessation of this entire mass 
of suffering. (S. XII. I/ii. 1-2) 1

• 

The prevailing interpretation regards the series as spanning 
three successive lives, the twelve factors representing the causal 
and resultant phases of these lives alternated to show the round's 
inherent capacity for self-regeneration. Thus ignorance and 

1 It will be noted that, as the twelvefold formula accormts for the origin and 
cessation of suffering, it offers an expanded version of the second and third 
noble truths. In fact, in one sutta (A.iii.61 /i.177) the two ~ides of the formula 
arc stated in full as explanations of these two truths. 
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volitional formations represent the causal phase of the previous 
life which brought about existence in the present; the five factors 
from consciousness through feeling are their fruit, the resultant 
phase of the present life. Craving, clinging, and existence re
present rene\Ved causal activity in the present life; birth and 
aging and death sum up the resultant phase of the future life. 

At the risk of oversimplification the sequence can be briefly 
explained as follows. Due to ignorance~formally defined as 
non-knowledge of the four noble truths-a person engages in 
motivated action, ,vhich may be ,vholesome or unwholesome, 
bodily, verbal, or mental. These actions, referred to here as 
volitional formations, constitute kam1na. At the time of rebirth 
kamma ~onditions the re-arising of consciousness, which comes 
into being bringing along its psychophysical ac\juncts, "mentality
materiality." In dependence on the psychophysical adjuncts, 
the six sense bases develop-the five outer senses and the mind
base. Through these contact takes place between consciousne!IB 
and its objects, and contact in turn conditions feeling. In response 
to feeling craving springs up, and ifit grows firm, leads into clinging 
Driven by clinging actions are performed tending to new existence. 
These actions, kamma backed by craving, eventually bring 
a nc,v existence: birth followed by aging and death. 

To prevent misunderstanding it has to be stressed that the dis
tribution of the factors into three lives is an expository device 
employed for the purpose of exhibiting the inner dynamics 
of the round. It should not be read as implying hard and fast 
divisions, for in lived experience the factors are always intert\vined. 
The past causes include craving, clinging and existence, the present 
ones ignorance and volitional formations; the present resultants 
begin with birth and end in death, and futnrc birth and death 
will fall upon the same resultants. Moreover, the present resultant 
and causal phases should not be seen as temporally segregated from 
each other, as if assigned to different periods of life. Rather, 
through the entire course of life, they succeed one another with 
incredible rapidity in an alternating sequence of result and re
spoH.Se. A past kamma ripens in present result<;; these trigger 
off new action; the action is followed by more results; and these 
are again followed by still more action. So it has gone on through 
time without begilUling, and so it continues. 
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From this it is clear that dependent arising does not describe 
a set of causes somehow underlying experience, mysteriously 
hidden out of view. What it describes is the fundamental pattern 
of experience as such, when enveloped by ignorance as to the basic 
truths about itself. This pattern is always present, always potential
ly accessible to our awareness. Only, without the guidance 
of the Buddha's teaching, it will not be properly attended to, 
and thence will not be seen for what it is. It takes a Buddha to 
point out the startling truth that the ba5ic pattern of experience 
is itself the source of our bondage, "the origin of this entire mass 

of suffering." 

Cast and Setting 

Among the many suttas on dependent ansmg spoken by the 
Buddha, the Mahanidana Sutta is the longest and most detailed; 
it is also perhaps the richest as a source of insights. Despite its 
length, however, the Mahanidan~ Sutta does not give the most 
complete formal exposition of dependent arising. It lacks the 
abstract formula and a statement of the sequence of cessation. 
Moreover, its series of conditions omits three factors of the standard 
version: ignorance, volitional formations, and the six sen.,;e bases. 
These omissions have led some scholars to suggest that the tw'elve
fold formulation may be a later augmentation of a shorter original; 
but such suggestions remain purely conjectural, misleading, and 
objectionable on doctrinal and textual grounds. All in all, omis
sions of the Mahii.nida.na Sutta are more than compensated for by 
its detailed explanations, interesting digressions, and supplementary 
sections. Indeed, it might well be suspected, contrary to the 
thesis of historical development, that in the present sutta the 
Buddha has varied the usual exposition expre<IBly to create an 
opportunity for such special methods of treatment.' 

The sutta begins when the venerable Ananda, the Buddha's 
personal attendant, approaches the Master and exclaims that 
though dependent arising is deep and appears deep, to himself 
it seems "as clear as clear can be" (utti.i,nakuttanaka). The Pali 
word uttana, "clear," also mean,; "shallow," and is sometimes 
contrasted with "deep" (gamhbira), as in the example given in the 

1 For a tabular comparison of the two versions, sec Table I. 
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commentary. Thus .Ananda's words, though doubtlessly innocent 
and respectful in intent, confront the Buddha with a challenge. 
They call upon him to reconfirm the profundity ofhis teaching 
by demonstrating the depth of its most distinctive doctrine. 

The Buddha first checks the venerable .Ananda with the gentle 
admonition: "Do not say so, Ananda! Do not say so, Ananda!" 
These words, according to the commentary, intimate both praise 
and reproach. They praise Ananda by implying his special 
qualities which enabled him to comprehend dependent arising 
so clearly: his accumulation of merit over many lives, his previous 
study, his attainment of stream-entry, his vast erudition. They 
reproach him by hinting at the limitations of his understanding: 
he could never have penetrated conditionality without the guidance 
of the Buddha; he still remains a stream-enterer barely past the 
entrance to the path; even when he reaches the final stage of 
arahatship he will not attain the knowledge of a chief disciple, 
paccckabuddha, or fully enlightened Buddha. In the sutta itself, 
after restraining the venerable Ananda, the Buddha corrects 
him by repeating his original statement on the profundity of 
dependent arising: "This dependent arising, Ananda, is deep 
and it appears deep." The phrase about the deep appearance, 
the subcommentary says, is zdded to stress the fact that dependent 
arising is exclusively deep. We .might perhaps understand the 
first phrase to refer to dependent arising as an objective principle, 
tl1e second to refer to the verbal exposition ofthat principle. To
gether they indicate that dependent arising is deep both in essence 
and in manifestation. 

The commentary takes up the Buddha's statement and amplifies 
it by explaining four respects in which dependent arising can be 
called deep: because of its depth of meaning, depth of phenomena, 
depth of teaching, and of penetration. A,; this fourfold analysis 
is found in several places in the commentaries, it merits some 
consideration. The first two kinds of depth apply in opposite 
ways to the link between each pair of factors. The "depth of 
meaning" ( atthagamhhirata) applies to the link viewed from the 
standpoint of the effect looking back to its condition, the "depth 
of phenomena" ( dhammagambhirata) from the standpoint of the 
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condition looking forward to its effect. 1 Each standpoint high
lights a different kind of profundity. In the former case the 
profundity lies in the invariable dtperuknce of the effect on its con
dition: ho\v the effect always comes into being and continues with 
the support of its condition, never in the absence of the condition. 
In the latter case the profundity consists in the efficacy of the 
condition: how it exercises its causative role in relation to its 
effect. 

The "depth of teaching" (desanagambhirata) refers to the diversity 
in methods used by the Buddha to expound dependent arising. 
The diversity is dictated by two consideration,;: first, by the com
plexity of the subject itself, which only reveals its multiple facets 
when illuminated from various angles; and second, by thC persons 
being taught, who can only understand the teaching when its 
presentation is adapted to their needs and capacities. As the 
Buddha excels in both ''eloquent exposition" and "skillful means," 
the result is the great variety in the methods of teaching the doctrine. 

The fourth kind of depth, "depth of penetration" (pa/ivedha
gambhirata), derives its meaning from the exegetical term sabhava, 
"intrinsic nature," used in the commentaries to define the notion of 
dharnmii, "phenomena." Etymologically, the word dhamma means 
that which supports; according to the commentarial gloss of the 
,vord, what they support is their own intrinsic nature.2 At the 

The two words attha and dhamma have been rendered here as "meaning'' and 
"phenomena" for the sake of consistency with the rest of the translation and 
because that see1ns to be their intended literal meaning. Puzzlement may 
orise over the connection between the commentary's explanations of the tv,ro 
"depths" and the lead terms "meaning" and "phenomena." The key to 
this connection is found in the Visuddhimagga (pp. 485-6), ,vhich in elucidating 
the two terms atthapatisambhidii~ "analytical knowledge of meaning," and 
dhammapatisambhidU, "analytical kno,vlcdge of phenomena," explains attha 
as a term for the effect of a cause (hetuphala) and dhamma 
as a condition (paccaya). In support of this interpretation, the commentator 
quotes the Vibhanga (of the Abhidhamma Pitaka): "Knowledge about aging 
and death is the analytical knowledge ofmeaning;knowledge about the origin 
of aging and death is the analytical knowledge of phenomena ...... Knowledge 
about formations is the analytical knowledge of meaning; knowledge about 
the origin of formations is the analytical knowledge of phenomena." 

2 Atta,w pana sabhiiva,Ti dhiirentr ti dhammll. Dhs. A. 39. Despite this definition, 
the commentaries allow to dlwmma a wider range of meaning than sabhiiva 
Thus there are dhammii, which do not support a sabhiiva, namely, certain con• 
ceptual entities and the attainment of cessation. See the note on the two 
terms by Ven. Bhikkhu NaQamoli, Vism., p. 317, n. 68. 
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ontological level a dhamma and its intrinsic nature coincide; there 

is no fundamental difference in mode of being between a thing 

and its nature. But epistemological purposes allow a distinction 

to be drawn between them. The dhamma then becomes the 

phenomenon in its concreteness, the intrinsic nature the set of 
qualities it actualizes. The intrinsic nature includes both the 

"particular characteristic" ( visesalajckha,µz), i.e. the qualities deter

mining the dhamma as a thing of a particular sort-as earth element, 

a feeling, a volition, etc.-and the "general characteristics" 

(samannalakkka'1J,tl), the features it shares with other things, es

pecially the triad of impermanence, suffering, and not-selfness. 

It is through the characteristics that the intrinsic nature of the 

dhamma is penetrated dnring the development of insight (vipassanii). 

Therefore, for each factor of dependent arising, the commentary 

enumerates the principal characteristics, which the subcommentary 

takes up for elucidation. 

Shortly after his enlightenment, while still pondering whether 

or not to teach the Dhamma to others, the Buddha had realised 

that "a generation delighting in attachment" would meet diffi

culty in understanding dependent arising (M.26/i.167). Now, 

with the closing sentence of the introductory section, he states the 
consequence of not understanding it. Because it has not under
stood and penetrated "this Dhamma" of dependent arising, "this 
generation" - the world of living beings - has become entangled 

in defilements and wrong views and thus cannot escape from 

sarils3.ra, the round of rebirths, "with its plane of misery, unfortunate 
destinations, and lower realms." The statement confirms the 

depth of dependent arising even without need for fnrther argument 
or discussion. The whole world of living beings revolves in the 
round of birth and death, repeatedly returning to the lower 

worlds, because of its failure to comprehend this one principle. 

The penetration of dependent arising therefore becomes a matter 

of the utmost urgency. It is the gateway to liberation 

through which all must pass who seek deliverance from the 
round. 
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Specific Conditionality 

The rest of the sutta, according to the commentary, develops 
&om the Buddha's two pronouncements of ,II: "this dependent 
arising is deep", and "_this generation has become like a tangled 
skein". The former leads into the first main division of the sutta, 
the detailed account of dependent arising (12-22); the latter 
is followed up in the second main division, in which the Buddha 
undertakes a methodical investigation of views of self (123-32). 
All these sections are technically classified as "exposition of the 
round" (vattakathii); they illustrate the noble truths of suffering 
and its origin. But the Buddha also teaches the ending of the 
round (viva!!akathii), the noble truths of the cessation of suffering 
and the path. These truths are shown elliptically in the third 
and final division of the sutta (133-35). They are represented 
by the arahat, the liberated one, who has disentangled the chain 
of conditions and passed beyond the confines of the round. 

The Buddha begins his instructio,i proper with a short catechism 
on dependent arising intended to elicit the condition for each 
dependent factor in the series (12). The catechism pursues 
the series in reverse order from aging and death being dependent 
on birth back to consciousness being dependent on mentality 
materiality. He then states the entire sequence again in forward 
order, without the catechism, adding the regular refrain identifying 
the series as the origin of suffering ('IJ 3). This completes the 
brief account, conspicuous by the absence of three familiar factors
ignorance, volitional formations, and tl1e six sense bases. There then 
follows a longer exposition in which the Buddha returns to each 
proposition of the original sequence and elaborates upon its mean
ing. His explanation serves three main purposes: (i) to elucidate 
the meaning of specific conditionality by showing what is involved 
when one phenomenon is called a specific condition for another; 
(ii) to facilitate a more precise understanding of dependent arising 
by analyzing the conditioning factors into their constituents; and 
(iii) to demonstrate how each condition contributes to the arising 
of the ,tate dependent on it. 

In the sutta the Buddha docs not offer a formal definition of 
specific conditionality; even the abstract formula is not mentioned. 
But the explanation of the connection between each pair of factors 
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suffices to make the underlying principle clear. Specific con
ditionality is a relationship of indispensability and dependency: 
the indispensability of the condition ( e.g. birth) to the arisen 
state (e.g. aging and death), the dependency of the arisen state 
upon its condition. The sutta explanation accentuates the 
minimal requirement for one phenomenon to be the condition 
for another. It shows conditionality determined negatively, 
as the impossibility of the dependent state appearing in the absence 
of its condition. Other suttas characterize conditionality in more 
positive terms, as a contributory influence passing from the con
dition to the dependent state. This much is already implied 
by the second phrase of the abstract formula: "With the arising 
of this, that arises". Elsewhere more is added. The condition 
originates (samudaya) the dependent state, provides it with a source 
(nidiina), generates it (jiitika), gives it being (pahhava), nourishes 
it (ahara), acts as its foundation (upanisii), causes it to surge 
(upayiipeti). 1 The commentaries too, show their sensitivity to 
this twofold meaning of conditionality when they first define a 
condition as a state indispensable to another state's arising or 
presence, then add 11a condition has the characteristic of as
sisting, for any given state that a.5msts the presence or arising of 
a given state is called the latter's condition" (Vism. XVII.68.p.612). 

When dependent arising is explained in terms of indispensability, 
this cautions us against interpreting it as a principle of caw;al 
necessitation. Though the condition can take on an active causal 
role in arousing the dependent state, it does not necessitate the 
latter. In certain cases an inseparable bond connects the two, 
so that whenever one arises the other is bound to follow, e.g. 
birth is always followed by death. But there arc other cases where 
such a bond is lacking, where the condition can occur without 
arousing the dependent state. As abstruse as this point may 
seem, it has the profoundest implications for a teaching of deli
verance. For if dependent arising described a series in which 
each factor necessitated the next, the series could never be broken. 
All human effort directed to liberation would be futile and the 
round would have to turn forever. But a relationship of con
ditionality, unlike a necessitarian one, allows for a margin of 
freedom in responding to the condition. The place in the sequence 

l See S. XII. 11, 23, 27, 66, 69. 
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of conditions where that margin takes on the greatest importance 
is the link between feeling and craving. It is at that brief moment 
when the present resultant phase has come to a culmination in 
feeling, but the present causal phase has not yet begun, that the 
issue of bondage and liberation is decided. If the response to 
feeling is governed by ignorance and craving, the round continues 
to revolve; if the response replaces craving with restraint, mind
fulness, and methodical attention, a movement is made in the 
direction of cessation. 

Though the formula for dependent ansmg presents the factors 
in a linear sequence, this should not be taken to imply that they 
fit together in a temporally progressive chain of causes and effects. 
As was pointed out earlier, the selection of factors and their 
sequential arrangement are made from the instructional point 
of view, the purpose being to expose the inner dynamics of the 
round in order to demonstrate how to disn1antle it. By resorting 
to abstraction, each phrase in the formula treats as a one-to-one 
bond what is in actuality a situation of immense complexity 
involving a multitude of conditions arousing and sustaining a multi
tude of dependent phenomena. In some cases a strong causal 
influence operates from one factor to another, in others the relation 
is one of mere necessary dependence. In some cases the formula 
describes a movement from condition to effect occupying time, 
even a succession of lives; in others it portrays a cross-section 
of events occurring at the same moment. 

To clarify the relationship beteween each conditioning factor 
and its dependent state, the exegetical texts apply the system 
of twenty-four conditional relations set forth in the Pat~hana, 
the seventh and last book of the Abhidhamma Pitaka. The 
commentary does so summarily, generally mentioning only the 
major headings of conascence condition and decisive support 
cqnclition; in more complicated cases it simply says that one is 
a condition for the other "in many ways." The sll.bcommentary 
expands the summary, enumerating the types of conditions sub· 
sumed under the major headfngs and spelling out the "many 
ways." In the Appendix the twenty-four conditions have been 
briefly sketched and exemplified in their application to depen
dent arising. Thus here only the two main conditions will be 
discussed. 
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The conascence and decisive support conditions are the 
primary examples of tw'o contrasting kinds of conditional re
latioruhip, distinguished by their temporal · mode. Conascence 
i'l the prototy--pe of the tie betw'een simultaneous phenomena, 
things sharing a common origination and cessation. It includes 
under itself such other conditions of the Patth5.na system as mutual
ity, supp-::>rt, a<;sociation, and presence; some of these are narrower 
in scope (e.g. m>J.tuality), others broader (e.g. presence). Decisive 
supprJrt is the m,JSt p-:-o~-inent condition relating non-simultaneous 
phenomena. It sig.1ifies the powerful causal inrluence one thing 
may exert on a!lother when they are separated by an intei:val 
of time--either a moment's lap1e {object decisive support), im
mediate succcs5ion (proximity decisive support), or an extended 
period (natural decisive support). There are other conditional 
relations which do not fall neatly under these tvvo headings, but 
these two suffice to show the diversity possible in the interre1ations 
of the factors of dependent arising. Such diversity precludes 
attempts to force the5e relations into a uniform mould either of 
simultaneity or succes">ion, errors occasionally committed by 
earlier interpreters of the doctrine. 

The Sequence of Conditions 

In the Mahanidana Sutta the Buddha expounds the sequence 
of coaditions in reverse order. Conceptual1y there may be be no 
difference in meaning whether the sequence is presented in forward 
order or in reverse. But the Buddha's exposition of the Dhamma 
has another purpose besides the bare communication of con
ceptual meaning. That purpose is to lead on-to arouse the will 
and set it moving towards the intended goal of the teaching, the 
cessation of suffering. The reverse order presentation of the 
sequence serves that purp:Jse with an effectiveness unmatched 
by the other. The forward order presentation expounds de
pendent arising from the standpoint of completed comprehension: 
it is the Buddha revealing to others what he has him.self fully 
fathomed from the bottom up. The reverse order presentation 
expo:iad~ the series from the standpoint of existential inquiry. 
It at o.1ce co:tl'ronts the auditor with the problem of his being, 
thf!n takes him on a step by step descent down the chain of con
ditions that underlies that problem. In so doing it recapitulates 
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the process by which the future Buddha himself discovered 
dependent arising, and thence tends to kindle a spark of the same 
enlightenment.1 

The series begins with aging and death as the epitome of the 
suffering inherent in existence. This is the spur which awakens 
a sense of urgency and sets off the search for a solution. The state
ment that aging and death occur with birth as condition ('I! 4) 
drives home the point that suffering is ineluctable. Merely to 
have come into being, to have taken up a body, is to be thrown 
irresistibly towards decline, decay, and death by nothing else than 
the passage of time itself. But the statement has another side: 
it points in the direction of a solution. Whatever suffering there 
is, all that is conditioned. It occurs in dependence on birth. 
If birth also is dependent on some condition, and that condition 
can be removed, then it would be possible to end all suffering. 
Birth is the first point in each individual existence, the moment 
of conception. Conception, the Buddha teaches, does not occur 
through biological causes alone; it also involves a stream of con
sciousness passing over from a previous life. Thus the inquiry 
into the specific condition for birth takes us back beyond the 
moment cf conception into the life which preceded it. 

TI,., condition for birth, the Buddha says, is existence ('I\ 5). 
This he analyzes as threefold: sense sphere existence (kamabhava), 
fine material existence (rupabhava), and immaterial existence 
(arupabhava). Ordinarily these terms denote the realms of existence, 
the three successive tiers of sarhsii.ra into which rebirth can take 
place. But because rebirth into each realm is brought about 
through a particular kind of kamma, the word, "existence" comes 
to be transferred from the realm to the kanima conducing to 
rebirth into that realm. The two are distinguished as kamma
existence (kammabhava) and rebirth-existence (uppattibhava).• Since 
rebirth-existence includes birth, the exegetical tradition inter
prets the existence that conditions birth as kamma-existence-the 

I See S. XII.65/ii.104-5). 
2 The distinction is explicitly drawn, with full definitions, in the Vibhaftga (p.137) 

It does not seem to be stated as such in the suttas, but may have been based 
on such passages as the following: "'If, Ananda, there were no kamma ripening 
in the sense sphere realm, would sense ~phere existence be discerned'? 
- 'Certainly not, venerable sir'" (A.III.76/i.223). The Patisambhidamagga 
too treats existence, in the context of dependent arising, as identifiable v,rith 
volition, thus as kamma. (Pts. i.52). 
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kamma of the previous life that generates the succeeding birth and 
sustains vital forces throughout the entire span of life. Thus "sense 
sphere existence" is the kamma leading to the sense sphere realm 
i.e. all unwholesome kamma and wholesome k.amma short of the 
meditative attainments; "fine material existence" is kamma 
leading to the fine material realm, i.e. the four jhiinas; "immaterial 
existence" is the kamma leading to the immaterial realm, i.e ... the 
four immaterial attainments. As the kamma producing ne,v 
existence obviously requires time before it can show its results, 
existence is a condition for birth as a decisive support condition, 
not as a conascence condition. 

The specific condition for existence in both aspects is clinging 
(upii.diina): clinging to sense pleasures (kam'upadana), clinging 
to views (ditth'upiidana), clinging to precepts and observances 
(sUabbat'upadiina), and clinging to a doctrin~ e,f self (attaviid'upadana) 
(1 6). 'fhe first is an intensification of sensual craving, the other 
three adherences to wrong views. In all its forms clinging has the 
sense of firm grasping. This grasping induces motivated action 
and thence conditions kamma-existence. It also sustains the 
rebirth process whereby the accumulated kamma fructifies and 
thus becomes a condition for rebirlh-ex.istence.1 

The specific condition for clinging is craving. In the sutta 
craving has been subdivided in two ways: first by way of its 
immediate object, into craving for each of the six sense object~ (,f7); 
second, by way of its projected aim, into craving for sense pleasures 
(kiimata".'hii), craving for existence (bhavala".'hii), and craving 
for non-existence ( vibhavata,;hii) ('I\ 18). Sensual craving and clinging 
to sense pleasures signify the same mental factor, greed or lust 
(lobha), at different stages of intensity. The former is the initial 
desire for sense enjoyment, the latter the attachment which sets 
in through the repeated ind'.!lgence of the desire. Craving also 
gives rise to the clinging to views, generally to the view that 
favours its dominant urge. Thus craving for existence leads to a 
be:.lief in the immortality of the soul, craving for non-existence to 
a theory of personal annihilation at death. Craving for serue 
pleasures can give rise either to an annihilationist view justifying 

See the Appendix for a treatment of tl,,is link by way of the PayJiana systftll 
of conditions. 
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full indulgence here and now, or to an etemalist view prom1s1ng 
a heaven of delights to those with the prudence 10 exercise 
present restraint.I 

Craving can become a condition for clinging to sense pleasutes 
only as a decisive support, since by their definitions a time lapse 
mu!t separate the two. But it can condition the other three 
kinds of clinging under both headings. It is a decisive support 
when earlier craving lead~ to the subsequent adoption of a wrong 
view, a conascence c.ondition when craving co~exists with the view 
being adhered to through its influence. 

Craving, in turn, comes to be with feeling as condition. Feeling 
(vedanii) is the affective tone of pleasure, pain, er their absence, 
which occurs on every occasion of t"Xptrience through any of the 
six sense faculties. Craving can arise in response to all shree 
kinds of feeling: as the yearning for pleasant feeling, the with to 
flee from painful feeling, the relishing of the dull peace of neutral 
feeling. But its strong support is pleasant feeling. For craving 
"seeks enjoyment here and there," and the enjoyment it seeks it 
finds in pleasant .fe"eling. Pleasant feeling therefore becomes the 
"bait of the round" (va[(<.imisa) which maintains thr insatiable 
drive for enjoyment. 

Jn the usual sequence, immediately after eliciting feeling as 
the condition for crz.ving, the Buddha brings in contact as the 
condition for feeling. Here, however, he introduces a variatior... 
From feeling he returns to craving and then extracts from craving 
a new series of nine factors, each arising in d~pendence on its 
predecessor ( '\l 9). Craving leads to the pursuit of the objects 
desired, and through pursuit they are eventually gained. When 
gained one makes decisions about them: what is mine and what 
is yours, what is valuable and what disposable, how much I will 
keep and how much enjoy. Because of these decisions, thoughts 
of desire and lust arise. One develops attachment to the objects, 
adopts a possessive attitude towards them, and falls into stinginess, 
refusing to share things with others. Regarding everyone else 
with fear and suspicion, one seeks to safeguard one's belongings. 
When such greed and fear become widespread, they need only 

1 For a fuller discussion of the connection between craving and views see Net 
of Views, pp. 35-36. ' 
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a slight provocation to explode into the violence, conflicts, and· 
immorality spoken of in the sutta as "various evil, unwholesome 
phenomena.'' 

This summary makes the purpose of the digression clear: it is 
to show that the principle of dependent arising can be used to 
understand the origins of social disorder just as effectively as it can 
be used to understand the origins of individual suffering. Like 
all other problems, the ailments of society arise from causes, and 
these can be traced in a sequence leading from the manifestations 
to the underlying roots. The conclusion drawn from this inquiry 
is highly significant: the causes of social disharmony lie in the 
human mind and all stem ultimately from craving.1 Thus 
craving turns out to be the origin of suffering in more ways than 
one. It brings about not only continued rebirth in samsara ,vith 
its personal pain and sorrow, but also the cupidity, selfishness, 
violence, and immorality that wreck all attempts to establish peace, 
cooperation, and social stability. The commentary labels the two 
sides of craving as Hcraving which is the root of the round" and 
'obsessional craving." But it should be noted that the two ex
pressions do not denote distinct types of craving; they simply 
point out different angles from which any given instance of craving 
can be viewed. For the craving that results in disorder and 
violence at the same time generates unwholesome kamma and 
maintains the round, while the craving for pleasure and existence 
that maintains the round also leads to the breakdown of social 
harmony. 

Whether craving be viewed as a ''root of the round" or as an 
obsession leading to greed and violence, it finds its condition in 
feeling. Feeling, in turn, or1g1natcs from contact (phassa). 
Contact is the "coming together" (sangati) of consciousness with 
an object through a sense faculty. The six sense facultics--eye, 
ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind-are the internal bases for 

I The Mahii.nidii.na Sutta is not the only discourse of the Buddha which applies 
dependent arising to the analysis of societal problems. Some other suttas 
which investigate the chain of conditions nndf'rlying social disorder are the 
Sakkapafiha Sutta (D.21), the l\1ahiidukkhakkhandha Sutta (M.13), and 
the Kalahavivada Sutta (Sn.IV.I I). Despite minor differences in formulation, 
the conclusions reached are th~ same. 
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.contact, the corresponding six sense objects the external bases. 
Contact is distinguished as sixfold by way of the internal bases 
('If 19). Simultaneowily with its arising, feeling also springs up, 
conditioned by it under the heading of c.onascence. 

The next section of the discourse introduces another variation. 
In the standard exposition of dependent arising the sequence 
moves from contact so the six sense bases. In the Mahanidana 
Sutta, however, the Buddha bypasses the six sense bases entirely 
and goes back a step to bring in mentality-materiality as the 
condition for contact. To dispel the perplexity this unfamiliar 
move might provoke, he then introduces a striking passage, not 
found elsewhere in the Canon, giving a methodical demon
stration of his statement. As the passage employs severa1 techni
.cal terms not defined either here or in other suttas, interpretation 
cannot be settled by scholarship alone but also requires reflection 
and intuition. Before turning to the new terms however, it is 
best to review more familiar territory. 

"Mentality-materiality" (niimarii.pa) is a compound 1erm usually 
used in the suttas to signify the psychophysical organism exclusive 
of consciousness, \vhich serves as its condition. The suttas define 
the term analytically as follows: 

"What, bhikkhus, is mentality-materiality ? Feeling, per
ception,volition, contact, attention-this is called mentality. 
The four primary elements and the material form deriving 
from them - this is called materiality. Thus this mentality 
and this materiality are called mentality-materiality.". 
(S.XII.2/ii.3-4) 

When mentality-materiality is correlated with the five aggre
gates, materiality is identified with the aggregate of material 
form (rupa), mentality with the three aggregates of feeling (vedanii), 
perception (sailf!ii), and mental formations (sankMra). 1 Occasion
ally in the suttas the range of the term is extended to include 

Vism. XVII.187, pp. 644-5. According to commentarial etymology, the 
mental factors are called ntima because of their bending (namana) towards the 
object in the act of apprehending it. The commentaries also incorporate 
consciousness into ni.ima on the ground that it too cognizes by bending towards 
the object. Though nama literally means "name," to use that as a rendering 
in the present context would be misleading. However, when the mental 
body is said to be necessary for "designation-contact," this shows that a 
connection between the original sense of "name" and the doctrinal sense of 
"mentality" still remains in view. 
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the external sense bases as wt.II: "This body and external 

mentality-materiality, these are a duality. Dependent on this 

duality there is contact" (S.XII.19/ii. 24). In such cases mentality· 

materiality becomes the entire experiential situation available 

to consciousness, the sentient organism together with its objective 

spheres. 

''Designation-contact'' (adhivacanasamphassa) and ''impingement· 

contact" (pa/ighasamphassa) are two terms peculiar to the present 

sutta. The commentary identifies the former with mind-contact, 
the latter with the five kinds of sense contact, but it does not 

explore the special meanings attached to these terms. The sig

nificance emerges from the Buddha's argwnent demonstrating 

how mentality-materiality is the condition for contact. The Buddha 

says that designation-contact is impossible in the material body 
(rupalciiya) when those qualities distinctive of the mental body 

(ni.imahiya) are absent, and impingement-contact is impossible in the 

mental body when those qualities distinctive of the material body 

are absent. Thus each kind of contact, in the way stipulated, 

depends upon both the mental body and the material body. 

As mentality and materiality are here described as bodies, it is 

clear that they are intended in the narrower sense, as two sides of 

the sentient organism, rather than in the broader sense as including 

the objective spheres. 

The argument points to the special role of contact as the meeting 

ground of mind and the world. Though all experience involves 

the union of mind and the world, of consciousness and its objects, 

contact represents this union mo:.t eminently. By its very defini

tion it requires an external base (the object), an internal base 

(the sense faculty), and consciowiness (which lrom its own per· 
spective is always internal to itself). But experience is a two-way 

street, and the union represented by contact can result from 

movement in either direction: from the mind outwards towards 

the world or from the world inwards towards the mind. Outward 

movement occurs on occasions of mind-consciousness, when 
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conceptual and volitional activity prevail, inward movement 
on occasions of sense consciousness, when the mind's relation 
to the objects is one of passive receptivity. 1 

Outward movement begins with designation, the act of naming. 
By ascribing names the mind organizes the ra,v data of experience 
into a coherent picture of the ,vorld. It fits things into its con
ceptual schemes, evaluates them, subordinates them to its aims. 
But designation cannot take place in a material body devoid 
of mentality. It requires the mental body to concoct and ascribe 
the labels, and each of the mental factors contributes its share. 
Even slight shades of difference between them show up in the 
chosen designation. Thus a difference in feeling may decide 
whether a person is called "friend" or "foe," a difference in per
ception whether a fruit i~ considered "ripe" or "unripe," a difference 
in volition whether a plank of \\'ood is designa1ed "'future door" 
or "future tabletop," a difference in attention whether a distant object 
is designated "moving" or "stationary." When the designation 
is ascribed to the object, a union takes place of the designating 
consciousness with the designated object via the designation. 
That union is called "designation contact." As the discourse 
goes on, we ,vill see that the process of designation acquires an 
increasingly more prominent role. 

Designation-contact, as applied to external oltiects, presupposes 
sense perception to bring those objects into range of the designating 
consciousness. Sense perception begins with ''impingement'' 
(pa/igha), a t cchnical term signifying the impact of an object 
on a sense faculty. When this impact is strong enough, a sense 
consciousness arises based on the appropriate sense faculty. The 
union that takes pl'lce when consciousness encounters the impin
gent object is termed "impingement-contact." Though properly 

'fo forestall a misunderstanding which might arise over the ensuing discussion, 
it should be pointed out here that mind-consciou.c;nes$ is not exclusively intro
spective, concerned solely with abstract ideas, images, and judgements. 
Besides arising through the mind door with purely idcational objects, it can also 
arise through the physical sense doors_ taking the five sense data as objects. 
All conceptual operations, including the designation and evaluation of sense 
experience, are the work of mind-consciousness. The five kinds of sens~ 
consciousness have the sole function of apprehcndng their respective sense 
objects, which they then make available to mind-consciousness for categorization 
and comprehension. "These five faculties - the faculties of eye, ear, nose, 
tongue, and body - have diiferent domains, different objects, and do not 
experience each other's objective domains. The mind is the resort of these 
five faculties, and mind experiences their objective domains"(M.43/i.295). 
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belonging to mentality, impingement-contact cannot occur in the 
mental body alone. By definition it is contact occurring through 
the physical sense faculties, and thus requires the material body 
to provide the internal bases for its arising. 

The two terms, impingement and designation, have a fW1da· 
mental importance which ties them to dependent arising as a 
who]e. They again indicate the basic oscillatory pattern of exper
ience referred to earlier, its movement back and forth bern,een 
the phases of reception and response. The receptive phase sees the 
maturation of the kammic inflo\v from the past; it is represented 
here by impingen1ent issuing in sense consciousness. The responsive 
phase involves the formation of new kamma; it is represented 
by designation issuing in action. Each impingent object 
elicits from tl1e mind an appropriate designation, and this sparks 
off an action considered the fitting response. Thus the relation
ship bet,veen impingement and designation depicts in cognitive 
terms the same situation depicted in conative terms by feeling 
and craving: the regeneration of the round of existence through 
present activity building upon the kammic inheritance from the past. 

The Buddha's demonstration continues by way of synthesis. 
\Vithout the mental factors there could be no designation-contact 
and without the material body with its sense faculties there cou]d 
be no impingement-contact. Thus in the absence of both the 
mental body and the material body neither kind of contact could 
be discerned. The conclusion follows that contact is dependent 
on mentality-materiality, thence that mentality-materiality is 
the condition for contact1 . 

One puzzle posed by this passage remains. In formulating his 
questions, it would have been quite sufficient for the Buddha 
to have worded the hypothetical clause simply in terms of the 
absence of the intended subject, e.g. "If the mental body were 
absent...... " or "If the material body were absent ........ ", etc. 
Instead, quite uncharacteristically, he uses the more complex 

It should be noted that although there can be no designation-contact in the 
material ?ody without both mentality and materiality, there can be designation• 
~on tact ~n the mental .body alone, apart from materiality, namely, in the four 
1mmatenal planes of existence. However, the converse does nol hold. Since 
contact is a factor of the ,mental body there can be no contact of either kind 
in a bare material body devoid of mentality. 
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phrasing: "If those qualities, traits, signs, and indicators through 
which there is a description ........ were all absent. ....... ". The 
question comes up, then, why the Buddha resorts to this 
complicated mode of expression instead of using the simpler, more 
direct phrasing. Later developments in the sutta suggest an answer, 
but to discuss it we will have to wait until we come to them. 

The Hidden Vortex 

The next two paragraphs ('I! 21-22) bring the investigation 
Qf dependent arising to a climax by revealing a "hidden vortex" 
underlying the entire process of samsaric becomingt. This 
hidden vortex is the reciprocal conditionality of consciousness 
and mentality-materiality. The Buddha first establishes con
sciousness as the specific condition for mentality-materiality by 
demonstrating that it is indispensable to the latter at four different 
times: at conception, during gestation, at the time of emerging 
from the womb, and during the course of life ( 'I! 21). 
Consciousness is already a condition at the moment of conception 
since mentality-materiality can "take shape in the womb", i.e. 
furm into an embryo, only if consciousness has "descended into 
the womb." The description of consciousness as descending 
is metaphorical; it should not be taken literally as implying that 
consciousness is a self-identical entity which transmigrates from 
one life to another. The Buddha expressly repudiates the view 
that "it is this same consciousness that travels and traverses ( the 
round of rebirths)" (M.38/i.258). Consciousness occurs by way 
of process. It is not an ongoing subject but a series of transitory 
acts of cognition arising and passing away through conditions. 
Each act is particular and discrete-an occasion of eye-conscious
ness, ear-consciousness, nose-consciousness, tongue-consciousness, 
body-consciousness, or mind-consciousness. Based on its sense 
facu]ty it performs its function of cognizing the object, then 
gives way to the next act of consciousness, which arises in immediate 
succession. 

But though metaphorical, the phrase "descent of consciousness" 
makes an important point. It indicates that at conception con
sciousness does not arise totally anew, spontaneously, without 

l The image of a vortex is suggested by Bhikkhu :&aria,nanda, The Magic ef 
th, Mind, (B.P.S., 1974), pp. 251f. 
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:antecedents, but occurs as a moment in a "continuum of con
·sciousness" which has been proceeding uninterruptedly from one 
life to another through beginningless time. If, at the time the 
man and woman sexually unite, no such continuum of consciousness 
is available, kammically attuned to the situation, conception 
will not occur and there will be no formation of the embryo 
(M.38/i.266). In the commentaries the first occasion of con
sciousness in a new life is called the "rebirth-linking" consciousness 
(patisandhivii'Hiii,1J,a). It is given this name because it "links together" 
the new existence with the previous one, thence with the entire 
past history of the series. Generated by a kamrnically formative 
consciousness of the previous life, it brings with it into the new 
life the whole stock of dispositions, character tendencies, and kamma 
accumulations impressed upon the continuum. At the moment 
the rebirth consciousness springs up in the womb, the other four agg
regates co1nprised in mentality-materiality arise along with it. The 
fertilized ovum becomes the nucleus for the material body, con
sciousness itself directly calls up the factors of the mental body. 
Once locked together at conception, consciousness sustains mentality
materiality throughout the remainder of the life-span. Without 
it the body would collapse into a mass of lifeless matter, the 
mental factors become totally defunct. 

But the relationship between the two is not one-sided. To 
show this, the Buddha alters his regular exposition of dependent 
ansing. Instead of taking the series back as usual to volitional 
formations and ignorance, he reverses his last statement and says; 
"With mentality-materiality as condition there is consciousness" 
('if 22). Just as the embryo cannot form unless consciousness 
"descends" into the womb, so consciousness cannot start the 
new existence in the womb unless it ''gains a footing" in mentality
materiality. Further, consciousness requires mentality-materiality 
not only at conception, but all through life. It depends on a 
vital functioning body with its brain, nervous system, and 
sense faculties. It also depends on the mental body, as there 
can be no cognition of an object without the more specialized 
functions performed by contact, feeling, perception, volition, 
attention, and the rest. Thus consciousness stands upon the 
\vhole complex of mentality-materiality, subject to the latter's. 
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fluctuations: "WitlL the arising of mentality-materiality con
sciousness arises, with the ceasing of mentality-materiality con
sciousness ceases" (S.XXII.56/iii.61). 

The disclosure of the es5ential interdependence of consciousness 
and mentality-materiality has momentous consequences for 
religious and philosophical thought. It provides the philosophical 
"middle way" between the views of eternalism and annihilation
ism, the tvvo extre1nes which polarize man's thinking on 
the nature of his being. Each side of the conditioning relationship, 
while balancing the other, at the same time cancels out one of 
the two extremes by correcting its underlying error. 

The declaration that consciousness depends on mentality
materiality counters the extren1e of eternalism, the supposition 
that the person contains an indestructible, unchanging essence 
that can be regarded as a permanent self. Of all man's faculties, 
it is consciousness that most readily lends itself to the eternalist 
assumption, for a reason not difficult to understand. Everything 
within experience is seen to change, but the knowing of change 
remains constant and thus (to the reflective worldling) seems 
to require a constant knower, one who knows but does not change. 
This changeless knower must be the 1nost fundamental factor 
in the act of knowing, and consciousness appears to fulfill this 
role best. For in reflection the other faculties, bodily and mental, 
all point to consciousness as their mainstay and support, ,vhiJe 
consciousness does not point to anything more basic than itse]f. 
Thus consciousness is cast in the role of the changeless self-existent 
subject, to be seized upon hy the eternalist philosopher as the 
transcendental ego, by the religious thinker as the irrunortal 
soul1 . Once consciousness is so apotheosized, the other factors 

From the variety of formulated views ofsclf,as will be seen belo,v, it is clear 
that in principle anything in the personality can be identified as self. But 
for the spiritually sensitive worldling, consciousness is the prime candidate, 
as the Buddha indicates: ''Bhikkhus, the uninstruc~td worldling can become 
disenchan1ed with this body; he can become dispassionate towards it and 
liberated from it ...... But that which is called mind, mentation and conscious-
ness, wit1: that h~ cannol beco~e disenchanted; he cannot beco'me dispassionate 
towards 1t and liberated from 1t. For what reason? Because for a long time 
~hikkhus, the uninstructed worldling has been attached to this, appropriated 
it, and misapprehended it thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self.'" 
(S. Xl!.61/ii.94). The fourth partial-eternalist view of the Brahmajala Sutta 
(D. l/1.21), too, regards the five physical faculties as an impermanent self 
"mind, mentation, and consciousness" as a permanent and changeless self, 
which "will remain the same just like eternity itself" (see Net of Views, 
pp. 72-73). 
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of the personality come to be regarded as its appendages, limiting 
adjuncts v,:hich obscure its intrinsic purity. From this the con
clusion is dravvn that if consciousness could only be separated 
from its appendages it ,vould abide forever in its O\.\'n eternal 
essence-for the monistic thinker as the universal self or the un
differentiated absolute, for the theist as the purified soul ready 
for union ,vith God. To achieve this separation then becomes 
the goal of spiritual endeavour, approached via the religious 
system's specific disciplines. 

The Buddha's revelation of the dependent nature of consciousness 
pulls the ground away from all idealistic attempts to n1ake it an 
e-::ernal self. In his own quest for enlightenment the Buddha-to-be 
refused to stop with consciou,;ness as an impenetrable final term 
of inquiry. After he had pursued the sequence of conditions 
back to consciousness> he asked one further question, a question 
,vhich for his time must have been incredibly bold: "What is the 
condition for consciousness?'' And the ans,ver came: ''Then, 
bhikkhus, through methodical attention I comprehended with 
,visdom: 'When there is mentality-materiality consciousness comes 
to be. With mentality-materiality as condition there is con
sciousness This consciousness turns back from mentality
materiality, it does not go beyond' (S.XII.65/ii.104). 

Consciousness appears as an enduring subject due to lack of 
.attention. When mindfully examined the appearance of lasting
ness is dissolved by the perception of its impermanence. Con
sciousness constantly arises and falls, and each ne\v arising occurs 
through conditions: "In many "'·ays the Exalted One has said 
that consciousness is dependently arisen. Apart from conditions 
there is no origination of coru;ciousness" (M.38/i.258). In every 
phase of its being it is dependent on its adjuncts, without which 
it could not stand: "Bhik.khus, though some recluse or brahmin 
might say: 'Apart from material form, apart from feeling, apart 
from perception, apart from mental formations, I ,vill describe 
the coming and going of coru;ciousncss, its passing away and re
arising, its growth, development, and maturation' - that is 
impossible" (M.102/ii.230). Consciousness ''turns back" from 
mentality-materiality and "does not go beyond" in that it does 
not reach back to an absolute and indestructible mode of being. 
Far from releasing consciousness into eternity, the removal of 
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'mentality-materiality brings only the end of consciousness itself: 
'With the cessation of mentality-materiality consciousness ceases." 
For this reason, instead of seizing upon consciousness as the 
inalienable core of his being, the noble disciple of tbe Euddha 
oontemplates it in a different light: "Whatever there is included 
in consciousness, he considers it as impermanent, as suffering, 
as a disease, a blister or a dart, as misery, as affliction, as alien, 
as disintegrating, as not-self" (M.64/i.435). 

Taken by itself, the statement that consciousness is dependent 
upon mentality-materiality (especially materiality) might be 
understood to suggest the nihilistic view that individual exis
tence utterly terminates at death. For if consciousness requires 
the living body as support, and the body perishes with death, it 
would seem to follow that death brings the end of consciousness. 
There ,vould then be no kammic efficacy of action, no fruition of 
good and evil deeds, and thus no solid basis for morality. To cou
nte-r this error, the other proposition has to be taken into account: 
"with consciousness as condition there is mentality-materiality." 
Coniciousness commences each existence. It is the first and 
primary factor which sets the new life going and without it con
ception could not occur at all. Consciousness is compared to the 
seed for the generation of new existence (A.III.76/i.223), and 
this comparison gives us the key. Just as the seed which sprouts 
into a young tree must come from a previous tree, so the "seed" of 
consciousness which starts the new life must come from con
sciousness in a previous life. What drives consciousness from one 
existence to another are the defilements of ignorance and craving; 
what gives it direction, determining it to particular forms of 
existence, are the volitions constituting kamma. These conditions 
brought consciousness from the past life into the present life, and 
as long as they remain operative they will propel it into a future 
life. The continuum of consciousness will again spring· up est
ablished on a new physical base, and in that continuum karruna 
will find the field to bear its fruits. When the reciprocal conditio
nality of consciousness and its psychphysical adjuncts is properly 
understood, neither eternalism nor annihilationism can win as.5ent. 

Thus, locked in their vortical interplay, consciousness and 
mentality-materiality support each other, feed each other, and 
drive each other on, generating out of their union the whole 
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series of dependently arisen states ending in aging and death. 
No matter how far back the round is traced into the past the same 
situation prevaiJs: one ,vill find on]y consciousness and mentality
materiality in mutual dependence, infec.ted by ignorance and 
craving, never a first point when they began, never a time 
before which they were not. Again, no n1atter hov.1 far forward 
the round continues into the future, it wi11 still be constituted by 
the same pair bound together as reciprocal conditions. The 
two in union are at once the ground of all existence and the "stuff" 
of all existence. In any attempt to explain the round they are 

the final terms of explanation. 

This is the purport of the Buddha's words c,[ 22): "It is to 
this extent that one can be born, age, and die, pass away and re-
arise ........ to this extent that the round turns for describing this. 
state of being, that is, when there is mentality-materiality together 
with consciousness." The subcommentary succinctly conveys 
the sense of this statement in its gloss on the phrase "to this extent" 
("by this much"): "Not through anything else besides this, 
through a self having the intrinsic nature of a subject or agent 

or through a creator God, etc." (p.107). 

The Pathway for Designation 

The concluding sentence of ,r 22 contains another statement 
,vhose implications and connection with the discourse as a whole 
require exploration: "(it is) to this extent that there is a pathway 
for designation, to this extent that there is a pathway for language, 
to this extent that there is a pathway for description, ........ that is, 
when there is mentality-materiality together with consciousness." 
As usual, the first step in unravelling the meaning is the elucidation 
of terms. "Designation" (adhivacana), "language" (nirutti), 
and "description" (pafi .. iiatti), according to the subcommen~ 
tary, are near synonyms signifying, with minor differences 
of nuance, verbal statements expressive of meaning. The 

upathway" (patha) for designation, language, and description is the 
domain to which they apply, their objective basis. This, the 
commentary says, is the same in all three cases - the five 
aggrega~es, spoken of here as "mentality-materiality together with 
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consciousness." 1 Thus the passage can be taken to concern. 
in some el!iptical way, the relation between concept., language, 
and reality. But still the question remains as to the relevance 
of this to an exposition of the round. 

To bring that relevance to light it is nec~sary to investigate 
briefly the nature of reference, the act which establishes connections 
benveen words and things. Designation, language, and description 
are the tools of reference, enabling us to interpret and evaluate 
our experience privately to ourselves and to communicate our 
thoughts to others. These tools of reference require referents. 
As means of designating, discussing, and describing, they neces
sarily point beyond themselves to a world of referents which 
they designate, discuss, and describe. That world is "the pathway 
for designation, language, and description." But reference in
volves more than simply the indicating of a referent. It also 
involves signification, the ascribing of meaning to the referent. 
While the referent provides the locus for meaning, the meaning 
itself is contributed by the mind making the reference. The 
section on contact should be recalled, where it was shown that 
designation depends upon the mental body.2 It is in the mental 
body that designations, linguistic expressions, and descriptions 
take shape, and from there that tl1ey are ascribed, end-products 
of a complex process drawing upon the contributions of many 
individual mental factors. Like photographs turned out by a 
camera, the conceptual and verbal ~ymbols that issue from the 
mental body can be no more accurate in representing actuality 
than the instruffient which creates them is accurate in recording 
actuality. Distortion occuring in the process of cognition is 
bound tc- infiltrate the act of reference and leave its mark upon 
the conceptual :,chemc through which experience is interpreted. 
When feeling is :,eized upon as food for de!>ire, when perception 

A Samyutta sutta (S.XXII.62/iii.71-73) co~firm~ thi.> identi~n;tio~. It 
speaks of three "pathways for language, des1gnat1on, and de~cnpt_1on ,} th~ 
five aggregates ·which haYe .ceased are the pat~way for .the des1gnat1on was 
(ahosi), those aggregates which have not yet a~1sen are tne path""'ay for the de
signation ''will be'' (bhavissati), and those ""'hich have presently ar1s~n are the 
pathway for the designation "is" (aithi). As the fiye aggre~at.t>s include all 
phenomena whether internal. or cxter~, m~ntabty-matenahty here must 
be intended in the comprehensive sense, as 1nclud1ng the outer sense bases. 

2 The CUlavedalla Sutta (M.44/i.301) expresses the same idea thus: "Having 
previousiy applied thought and ~ustained thought, after~vards one breaks 
out into speech. Ther~fore apphcd thought and sustained thought are 
verbal fonnations.'' 
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becomes a scanning device for finding pleasure, when volition is 
driven by greed and hate and attention flits about unsteadily, 
one can hardly expect the mfntal body to mirror the world "as 
it really is" in flawlessly precise concepts and expressions. To 
the contrary, the system of references that results wilJ b{ a muddled 
one, reflecting the individual'!> biases, presuppositions, and waY"vard 
emotion') as much as the things they refer to. Even when the 
assignment of meanings to terms conforms lo the conventions 
governing their u~e, that is no guaran1ee against aberrant re
ferences; for often these conventions stem from ancl reinforce 
unrecognized co1nmon error, the "collective hallucinations" of 
the world. 

Of all the tools of reference a person may use, those of greatest 
importance to himself are the ones that enable him to establish 
and confirm his sense of his own identity. These are the design
ations "mine," "I am," and "myself." In the Buddha's teaching 
such ideas and all related notions, in the way they are ordinarily 
entertained, are regarded as conceptual outcroppings of the 
ego-consciousness. They are fabrications of the mind (mathita), 
subjective conceivings (ma1111ita), conceptual proliferations (papaflcita) 
grounded in ignorance, craving, and clinging. But the "un
instructed worldling" (assutavci puthujjana), the individual unlearned 
and untrained in the Buddha's teaching, does not even suspect 
their falsity. Not knowing that their real origins arc purely 
internal, he assumes they simply duplicate in thought what exists 
as concrete fact. Thus he takes them to possess objectively the 
meaning he ascribes to them, as standing for a self and its belong
ings. Caught up in his own deception, he then makes use of 
these notions as instruments of appropriation and identificaticn. 
Through the designation "mine" he establishes a territory over 
which he claims control, through the designations "I am" and 
"myself" he establishes an identity upon which he builds his 
conceits and views. 

The objects of these conceptual and verbal manipulations are 
the five aggregates. These are the referents_, the "path,,vay for 
designation," to which the worldling's references necessarily 
refer: "There being material form, feeling, perception, mental 
formations, and consciousness, bhikkhus, it is referring to them, 
adhering to them (':fpadii,ya abhinivissa), that one considers 'Thi::. 

~ .. ·~ ·s. ,rvJ I~;. TQl 
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is mine, this I am, this is my self'" (S.XXII.150/iii.181-183). 
Correct designation requires that the referent be designated 
without overshooting its real nature by attributing to it some 
significance it does not have. But the '\\'orldling's cognitive 
processes, being under the dominion of ignorance, do not prese~t 
things as they are in themselves. They prese~t th~m 1~ 

distorted forms fashioned by the defilements at worK behind his 
cognition. Therefore, when he refers to. the referents in thou~ht 
and speech, his references are loaded v,11th a charge of mearun_g 
deriving from their subjective roots. In his reflection upon his 
irrunediate experience he does not see simply material form, 
feeling, perception, mental formations, and consciousness. . He 
reads his designations into the referents and comes up with: 
"Material form which is mine, which I am. Feeling ........ percerr 
tion ........ mental formations ........ consciousness which is mine, 
which I am" (see S.XXII.l/iii.3-4). Since the worldling already 
sees a self when he considers his experience analytically, when 
he encounters dependent arising - which describes experience 
dynamically - he inevitably views it through the same distorting 

lens. 

(The Exalted One said:) "With the six sense bases as 
condition contact comes to be." - "Venerable sir, who makes 
contact?" - "Not a proper question. I do not say 'One 
makes contact.' If I should say 'One makes contact' it would 
be proper to a,;;k: 'Who makes contact?' But I do not 
say this. Since I do not say this the proper question to ask 
me is: 'Through what condition does contact come to be?' 
To this the proper answer is: 'With the six sense bases as 
condition contact comes to be. With contact as condition 
feeling comes to be,." - "Venerable sir, who feels?" 

(S.XII.12/ii.13). 

-So it goes on all the way down the line. He sees someone 
who craves, who clings, who exists, who is born,. ,vho ages, who 
dies. He holds: "Aging and death are one thing, the one to 
whom they occur is another. Birth is one thing, the one to w~om 
it occurs is another" (S.XII.35/ii.61). For him the whole vor!lcal 
interplay of consciousness and mentality-materiality seems to 
revolve around a stable center, the "who" to whom it is happening. 
What he does not see and cannot see, as long as he remains im-
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mersed in his assumptions, is: "to this extent the round turns for 
describing this state of being, that is, when there is mentality
materiality together with consciousness." 

With this we come upon the reason why the Buddha declares 
dependent arising to be so deep and difficult to understand. It is 
deep and difficult not simply because it describes the causal pattern 
governing the round, but because it describes that patte.rn in 
terms of bare conditions and conditioned phenomena without 
reference to a self. The challenge is to see that whatever happens 
in the course of existence is merely a conditoned event happening 
through conditions in a continuum of dependently arisen pheno
mena. It is not happening to anyone. There is no agent 
behind the actions, no kno,ver behind the kno,ving, no trans
migrating self passing through the round. What binds the factors 
of experience together, at any given moment and from moment 
to moment, is the principle of dependent arising itself - "when 
there is this, that comes to be; with the arising of this, that arises." 
This itself is sufficient because this by itself is adequate and complete. 

By pointing to the juncture of consciousness and mentality
materiality as the pathway for designation, language, and de
scription, the Buddha delimits the final domain of reference as 
the phenomena comprised in dependent arising. All concepts, 
words, and linguistic expressions emerge from these and all ulti
mately refer back to them. This includes such designations as 
"mine," "I," and "self," as well as the more elaborate verbal 
formulations employing them. Though such terms seem to 
imply a self as their referent, if that self is sought for it cannot be 
found. All that is found as the final referents are the five aggre
gates, and when these are methodically examined they fail to 
exhibit the qualities that would qualify them as self. Selfhood 
implies permanence, autonomy, and mastery over things; the 
five aggregates all turn out to be impermanent, conditioned, 
and unmasterable. 

However, though aself and its belongings cannot be discovered, 
the conclusion does not follow that such words as "mine," "I" 
and "self" are to be proscribed. These words and their derivatives 
have a perfectly legitimate, even necessary, use as tools of com
munication. They are index terms for referring to situations 
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too complex for full descriptions phrased exclusively in terms 
of "bare phenomena." The Buddha and his disciples use them 
in their speech as freely as anyone else; but when used by them 
these terms do not betray underlying attitudes of craving, conceit, 
and wrong views, as is generally the case with their employment 
by others. For them the terms are entirely divested of their 
subjective overtones, used with a recognition of their purely re
ferential function: "These, Citta, are merely names, expressions, 
turns of speech, designations in common use in the ,vorld. And 
-of these a Tath3.gata makes use, indeed, but he does not mis
apprehend them" (D.9/i.201-2). 

The foregoing discussion suggests an answer to a puzzle 
mentioned earlier but left unresolved - that concerning the 
Buddha's manner of formulating his questions about the 
conditions for contact (see above, p. 21). The complex phrasing 
may be taken to imply a distinction between two kinds 
of entities: the fully actual phenomena pertanung to the 
''path\vays for designation, languagr, and description" and 
the mental constructs derivative upon them. 1 The fully actual 
phenomena are things endo\\'ed with their own intrinsic 
natures (sabhiiva); that is, the five aggregates. These things exist 
quite independently of conceptualization. Th,ry might be appre
hended in thought and designated and described by words, 
but they do not depend upon thought and verbal expression for 
their being. They acquire being through their own conditions, 
'"'hich are other fully actual phenomena. Mental construct~, 
in contrast, have no being apart from conceptual formulation. 
They do not possess intrinsic natures, but exist solely in the realm 
of ideas and thought. They refer to actual phenomena and 
their components invariably derive from them, since the fully 
actual phenomena are the foundation and building blocks for 
all mental construction. But to form the construct, the given 
data have been pressed through various conceptual operations 
such as abstraction, synthesis, and imaginative embellishment. 
Consequently, the finished product is often difficult to trace back 
to its experiential originals. 

1 In later scholastic terminology the contrast is between parinipphannii dhammii. 
and parikappitii dhamma. 
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The criterion for distinguishing the two is implied by the sutta 
phrase "those qualities, traits, signs, and indicators through which 
there is a description cf the mental (material) body." As things 
endowed with intrinsic natures, fully actual phenomena reveal 
their natures through certain characteristics, which are discovered 
as objective features of the world. By way of these characteristics -
·''those qualities," etc. - the phenomena are experienced 
immediately as objects of direct cognition, and this cognition validates 
their reality as things existing independently of conceptualization. 
The mental constructs, on the other hand, do not reveal their 
own distinctive "qualities, traits, signs, and indicators." Though 
they may be ascribed to the world as if fully actual, all attempts 
to locate them within the world through directly cognizable 
characteristics eventually turn out to be futile. Investigation 
always leads, on one side, to the mental processes responsible 
for the construction, on the other, to the "pathways" which 
provide the raw materials and the objective basis to which the 
completed constructs are ascribed. 

The same passage also suggests certain principles regarding 
description. It implies that ''veridical description,'' i.e., description 
true from the special standpoint of insight-contemplation, not 
only represents actuality correctly, but represents it solely in 
terms of what is discovered in contemplation - its constituent 
phenomena, their qualities, and their relations. Examples would 
be such statements as: "The earth element has the characteristic 
of hardness, consciousness that of cognizing an object," etc. ; 
or "All material form is impermanent," etc.; or "Craving arises 
with feeling as condition," etc. Such description may be 
distinguished from "deviant description," which either posits 
mental constructs as actual existents (a Creator God, the world 
,spirit, the personal soul, the absolute, etc.), or else ascribes 
to the actual phenomP.na attributes they only appear to possess 
due to cognitive distortion. The most important of these, 
from the standpoint of the Dhamma, are the appearances of 
!>eauty, pleasure, permanence, and self (subha, sukha, nicca, attii). 
The relevanace of this distinction to the sutta will become 
-clear later, when we come to the section on descriptions of 

self. 
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Toe pathways for designation, language, and description are not 
all that the vortical interplay of consciousness and mentality• 
materiality makes possible. The Buddha says that it also makes 
possible a sphere for wisdom (pailii.iivacara). The sphere for wisdom 
is the pathways themselves: the five aggregates in process of de
pendent arising. As long as the aggregates are enveloped by 
ignorance, they become the basis for conceiving the deluded 
notions "mine," "I am," and "my self." But when they are 
examined with mindfulness and clear comprehension, they become 
transformed into the soil for the growth of wisdom. Wisdom 
works with the same set of referents, but exhibits them 
from a new point of view, one which leads to the abolition of all 
conce1vtngs: "Whatever material form there is, whatever feeling, 
perception, mental formations, and consciousness - past, future, 
or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, 
far or near - all that one sees with perfect wisdom as it really 
is: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this isnot my self'. For 
one knowing and seeing thus, there are no more ego~conceptions, 
conceptions of'mine', and underlying tendencies to conceit in reg
ard to this conscious body and all external signs" (S.XII.91/iii.136). 

Descriptions of Self 

In the next section of the sutta ('If 23) the Buddha seems to 
divert the discussion to a new topic apparently unrelated to the 
focegoing exposition. The commentary clarifies the movement 
of the discourse by pointing out that this new section refers back 
to the Buddha's original statement that "this generation has become 
like a tangled skein." The purpose is to elucidate this statement 
by identifying the tangles and showing how the process of entangle
ment has taken place. Thus the discussion is still concerned v.ith 
the causal structure of the round, only now it approaches that 
structure from a different angle. 

The reason "this generation has become like a tangled skein" 
is its failure to understand and penetrate dependent arising. The 
non-penetration of dependent arising is an aspect of ignorance, 
and ignorance ( as the usual twelvefold formula shows) is the 
most fundamental condition for the round. Thus the basic 
factor responsible for the continued movement of dependent 
arising is the non-penetration of dependent arising itself. Or, 
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to state the matter in different words, what keeps beings in 
bondage to the round is their own lack of insight into the 
conditioning process that keeps them bound. · 

Ignorance is a state of privation, an absence of true knowledge : 
knowledge of the four noble truths, of dependent arising, of the 
true characteristics of phenomena. But the mind, like nature:, 
cannot tolerate a vacuum. So when true knowledge is lacking, 
something else in the guise of knowledge moves in to take its place. 
What moves in are views (di!thi). Views are erroneous opinion, 
about the nature of the world, personal existence, and the way to 
deliverance. They range from simple unexamined assumptions, 
to formulated doctrines, to theories and speculations, to elaborate 
systems of belief. Views generally pose as detached, sober, 
rational attempts at understanding ultimate issues. But beneath 
this pose they create a tremendous amount of trouble - confusion 
within and confliCts without. In their vast diversity, their lack 
of sound foundations, their internal contradictions and mutual 
incompatibility, views give little ground for confidence. That 
is why, in adhering to them, "this generation has become like 
a tangled skein." Views are the tangles, knots, and matting in 
the works that prevent it from passing beyond sarilsii.ra. 

Earlier it was said that of all the designations a person uses, 
those most important to himself are the ones that confirm his 
sense of his'' own identity. By the same token, of the numerous 
views a person may hold, those held to with the greatest tenacity 
are his views of relf, which define for him that identity. The 
Buddha has shown that behind these views of self lies an enormously 
powerful investement of emotion. The emotion comes from 
craving, and when it is invested in a particular view it turns that 
view into an instrument of clinging. Thus an Cxamina~ion of 
views of self, far from diverting the discussion from dependent 
arising, actually focuses it in more closely upon a specific factor 
in the sequence of conditions - namely, upon clinging in its 
mode of "clinging to a doctrine of self" (attarliid'upMana). In 
this mode clinging takes on a role of critical importance, for it 
represents that point in the unfolding of the conditions where 
ignorance and craving - in themselves blind forces - acquire an 
intellectual justification. They join up with the intellect to create 
for themselves a conceptualized view of self, which protects them 
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with a semblance of rationality. Therefore, in order to dislodge 
ignorance and craving, a preliminary step often becomes necessary: 
to take away their protective shield of views. 

The Buddha begins his examination of views of self by laying 
out the different descriptions of self ( attapaniiatti) proposed by 
speculative thinkers. The title of the section and the frequent 
use of the word "describes" (paiiftapeti) connect this discussion 
with earlier ones on description. In the closing statement of 
,r 22 the Buddha drew the boundaries to the domain of description 
as the five aggregates, implying that it is in terms of these factors 
that all legitimate de.,cription is formulated. The passage on 
contact ( ,r 20) suggested that veridical description, valid from the 
viewpoint of insight contemplation, de,cribes the world strictly 
in terms of its fully actual phenomena, their qualities, and their 
relations. Now, in this section on descriptions of self, the Buddha 
will show what happens when these stipulations are neglected, 
when thought oversteps its bounds and runs wild in the wilderness 
of its own conceivings. 

Descriptions of self are the outcome of the worldling's attempt 
to work out a_ reflective interpretation of his existence. This 
task he invariably approaches by speculating about his self. De
pending on his personal predilections, reasoning, and experience,. 
he f<>rmulates (or adopts) a particular conception of self, then 
blows this up into a full-fledged theory accounting for its origins, 
destiny, and relation to the world. Not content simply to define 
his views to himself, he seeks to gain acceptance of them from 
others. Thus, to win adherents, he issues detailed descriptions 
of the self, offers arguments in favour of his doctrine, and tries 
to diseredit the doctrines of his rivals. 

In various suttas the Buddha has surveyed the results of 
speculative thought, the fullest treatment being the Brahmajala 
Sutta with its sixty two views on the self and the world. In the 
present sutta he reduces this diversity to twelve views consisting 
of four primary positions each capable of appearing in three different 
modes. After explaining all the views the Buddha does not attempt 
to dispose of them with individual refutations. Such an approach 
does not generate genuine understanding; moreover, it would 
involve him in the same "M:uffiing of views," the doctrinal quarrels. 
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and contentions, he exhorts his own disciples to avoid. Instead 
of grappling with theoretical formulations, he pursues the adherence 
to views of self down to a more fundamental level where the specul
ative enterprise originates. 

The worldling's en,leavour to understand his existence always 
turns into speculations on self because he carries into his :,ystematic 
thinking the everyday presupposition that self is the basic truth 
of his existence. This presupposition he accepts prior to and 
quite apart from all serious reflection; indeed he does not even 
recognize it as a presupposition, for the reason that he perceives 
a self as inherent in his rxperience. Conceptually he tries to 
pinpoint this self in relation to the experiential situation, and this 
results in ''considerations of self," which become the pre•speculative 
basis for his more systematic "descriptions of self." The Buddha's 
method of dealing with views in this sutta is to pass directly from 
the descriptions of self to the underlying consideraticns. He sets 
forth the alternative ways of considering self, <xamines them, and 
shows that none can stand up under scrutiny. When all possible 
ways of considering sdf are seen to be defective, logic leads hack 
to the conclusicn (not explicitly drawn in the sutta) that none 
of the descriptions of self is tePable. 

The section on descriptions of self prepares the way for the 
Buddha's critique by exhibiting the speculative views of self 
in their mutual opposition ( 123). The commentary explains 
that these views can arise either from meditative experience or 
from bare reasoning. In the case where they arise from medi
tative experience, the commentary treats them (perhaps too 
narrowly) as originating from misinterpretations of the "kasil}.a 
sign,'' the inwardly visualized image of the meditation object. 
If the sign itself is apprehended as self, self will be conceived as 
material; if the area covered by the sign, or the mental factors 
contemplating it, is apprehended, self will be conceived as im
material. If the sign is unextended, i.e. confined to a small area, 
self will be conceived as limited; if the sign is extended as far as 
visualization will allow, self will be conceived as infinite. Per
mutation of these paired alternatives yields four primary ways of 
describing self. 
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Having determined the nature of self, the theorist· next considers 
its future destiny ( ,r 24 ), an issue of vital importance to himself 
as it concerns the fate of his cherished identity. Temporal specul
ations admit of three possibilities, which in principle can be com
bined with any of the four basic views. 1 The first two are clear: 
the arutlhilationist view (ucchedaviida) that the self exists only in the 
present life and utterly perishes at death, and the eternalist view 
(sassataviida) that the self continues permanently into the future. 
The third proposition is perplexing even in the Pali; the translation 
given in the text below renders it as literally as po,sible. The 
commentary interprets the statement as indicating ilie dispute 
between the annihilationist and tl,e eternalist: each declares 
his intention to convert his opponent to his own viewpoint. But 
as the context requires a third view of the future of ilie self, an 
ahernative interpretation might be suggested. Perhaps the 
passage can be taken to express the view that e:tiemal · exi,tence 
is something the self must acquire. On this view the self is not 
everlasting by nature, but by making the appropriate effort it 
can be raised from transience to ~temity. However, in _the absence 
Of corroboration from other sources, this interpretation must 
remain hypothetical. 

In the sutta the Buddha does not explicitly criticize these 
speculations, but his statement about the pathway fot description 
is enough to indicate where the theorists have gone astray. The 
descriptive content of their assertions is perfectly legitimate, ~ it 
draws entirely on what is given within experie~ce: material and 
immaterial phenomena, limited and extended kasiJ}.a signs, 
present existence and future existence. The error lies in the 
ascription of this content to a self and in tl,e consequent postula
tion of self's eternal existence or arutlhilation. Witl, that 
step description has deviated from its proper pailiway, for what 
is discovered within experience has been used to describe what 
can never be discovered but only presupposed - an unjusti
fiable move. The theorist, however, does not recognize his 
mistake. As he starts off with a "sett1ed view of self," whatever 

1 The phrase "in principle" is added becawe in actuality there is a tendency for 
certain of the basic views to combine with one of the temporal views more 
readily than with the other. Thus a description of self as limited and material 
will tend to the annihilationist mode, a description of self as infinite and im
material will tend to the eternalist modct. 
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he encounters, whether in his reasonings or his meditative attain
ments, will only go to confirm his preconception. In this way an 
unexamined assumption at an earlier stage becomes the basis 

for a firmly grasped error at a later stage. 

A short section on "non-descriptions of self" ( ,r 25-26) is in
cluded to contrast the speculative theorists with ilie followers of 
the Buddha's tea.ohing, who on the basis of tl,eir own attainments, 
learning, or practice refrain from proposing deteriptions of self. 
The key to this section is a sentence from the commentary: "They 
know that tl,e counterpart sign of the kasil/a is only a counterpart 
.sign and that the immaterial aggregates are only immaterial 
aggregates." That is, iliey keep their descriptions well within 
the range of the describable. They do not overstep the limits by 
ascribing to real. things an unreal significance, such as selfhood, 
-eternal existence, or annihilation. If they describe their attain
ments in meditation, they dCSGribe them in terms of what is 
found by direct cognition: a constellation of dependently arisen 
phenomena all impermanent, suffering1 and not-self. 

Considerations of Self 

Descriptions of-self arise because, in his non-theoretical moments, 
the theorist engages in considerations of self ( attasamanupassanii). 
Both the descriptions and considerations are views, but the con
siderations· occupy a more elementary stage on the scale of sub
jectivity. Descriptions of self involve a high degree of reflection. 
They theorize about self, speculate over its destiny, advance 
reasoned arguments and proof,. Considerations of self are not 
entirely unreflective, but the reflection that goes into them lacks 
the elaborateness and 1efinement of the descriptions: Their 
basic function is to substantiate the idea c,f self by relating it to 
the given content of experience. For this reason the considerations 
are far more wide,pread than the description>. Few try to work 
out systematic views about the self, but almr.st everyone - whether 
commoner or philosopher - cherishes S0me notion about what 
he is beneaili his names and forms. That notion is his 

consideration of self. 
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The problem of finding some. identity for self arises because the 
worldling continually conceives his experience with the idea 
"I am." This idea- called a conceit (miina), a desire (chanda), 
and underlying tendency (anu.raya), but not a view (see S.XXII.89/ 
iii.130) - crops up spontaneously in his mind due to the basic 
ignorance. The world.ling accepts rhe idea "I am" as indicating 
what it seems to indicate, a self. "Self" is the notion of a truly 
existent "I," an "I"whichis not a mere referential designation but 
an enduring center of personal identity. The worldling embraces 
this idea of self as an overwhelming certainty; at the same time, 
however, it remains for him an enigma. Self is his identity, 
what he really is at the core of his being, yet it never reveals its 
own identity, freely and openly, to direct cognition. Its identity 
is always somtthing that has to be figured out, not something 
it clearly manifests. However, since the world.ling finds the idea 
of self unimpeachable, he feels it must have some identity, and 
thus (without quite being aware that he is doing so) he proceeds 
to give it one. 

To provide it with an identity he must make use of the material 
available to him for consideration, and that is the five aggregates. 
Thus all considerations of self are formulated with reference to the 
aggregates: "Those recluses and brahmins, bhikkhus, who con
sidering self consider it in various ways, all comider the five 
aggregates or a certain one of them" (S.XXII.47/iii.46). Since 
the five aggregates constitute the person (sakkiiya), the view ot' a 
self existing in relation to the aggregates is called "personality 
view" (sakkayaditthi). Personality view can assume twenty forms, 
arrived at by conceiving self in four ways relative to each aggre
gate: "Herein, bhikkhu, an uninstructed worldling, who is 
without regard for the noble ones . . . . . ... considers material form 
as se]f, or self as possessing material form, or material form as in 
self, or self as in material form. He considers feeling ........ per-
ception ........ mental formations . ..... .. consciousness as self, or self 
as possessing consciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as 
in consciousness. Thus, bhikkhu, there is personality view" 
(S.XXII.82/iii.102). . 

With personality view the indeterminate "I am" receives a 
determinate identity. It is transformed into the designation 
"this I am," where the "this" represents the content the aggregates 
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provide for identifying the conceptually vacuous "I." 1 Once 
the 'I,, is defined in thought, speculation takes over to elaborate 
more specific views about its past and future and other matters 
of vital concern. Thus all speculative flights on the self's 
nature and destiny begin with the inherent tendency to conceive 
the person as self. If speculative views be regarded as the knots 
that bind the world.ling to the round, personality view can be 
considered the rope, 

Bhikkhus, this sarhs8rra is without conceivable beginning. 
No first point is discerned of beings roaming and wandering 
(in sarfisara), hindered by ignorance and fettered hy craving. 
Just as a dog, tethered by a leashand tied to a stout pole or 
post keeps running and circling around that same pole or 
post, in the same way, bhikkhus, the uninstructed world.ling, 
who is without regard for the noble ones ........ considers 
material form as self . . . . . . . . or self as in consciousness. He 
keeps running and circling around that same material form, 
that same feeling, that same perception, those same mental 
fonnations, that same ccnsciousness. Running and circling 
thus, he is nQt released from material form, feeling, perception, 
mental formations, and consciousness; he is not released from 
birth, aging and death, from sorrow, lamentation, pain, 
grief, and despair, he is not released from suffering, I declare. 
(S. XXII.99/iii.!50). 

In the Mahiinidana Sutta the Buddha does not investigate the 
whole gamut of personality view in all its twenty forms. Instead 
he selects one aggregate, the aggregate of feeling, as representative 
of the lot and then examines three alternative ways it can be made 
a basis for conceiving self. One who recognizes a self either con
siders feeling as self, or self as altogether without feeling, or self 
as distinct from but subject to feeling ( 'If 27 ) . According to the 
commentary, the second is the view that self is matter, the third 
the view that self is a combination of the other three mental 

J If the Buddha'• earlier words about the pathway for description are seen as 
anticipating his exposition of "descriptions of self,'' per~ps it. would not .be 
going too far to sec the words about the pathway for des1gnat1on as relating 
in a similar way to "considerations of self." The designations would be the 
thoughts "this I am" and "this is my self" that finalize these considerations, 
The middle term "language'' coul<;l th~n be taken to SiK1_1ifr the Ou~~d 
verbal expression of both the designations and the d~ptions, which 10 
themselves need not be so expressed. These correlattons, however, are 
conjectural. 
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aggregates.• This suggests certain connections with the developed 
descriptions of self: the first and third considerations lead to the 
description of self as immaterial, the second to the description 
of self as "having material form." · 

As these three formulations are exhaustive, when the Buddha 
shows them all to be unacceptable the view of self is left without 
a foothold. It should be pointed out, however, that the Buddha 
does not refute the three views with independent lines of argument. 
He employs the method of reductio ad absurdum. Starting with the 
theorist's own premises, he shows that if the implications of his 
position are clearly spelled out, it leads to consequences he himself 
would not be willing to accept. Thus tho Buddha's demonstration 
undermines each view from within itself; or rather, it shows that 
each view is already undennined from within itself by its own 
implicit internal contradictiom. 

The Buddha examines first the view that feeling is self ( ,r 28-29). 
The theorist who asserts this view is asked to state whuh kind of 
feeling he considers as self: pleasant feeling, painful feeling, or 
neither-pleasant-nor-painful feeling.• These three kinds of feeling 
are distinct and mutually exclusive. Only one can be experienced 
at a time. Thus when one kind of feeling has arisen, the other 
two are necessarily absent. Calling attention to this diversity 
in feeling already deals a blow to the notion of self. It exposes 
feeling as a succession of distinct states lacking the enduring identity 
essential to selfhood. 

. If feeling is self, whatever attributes belong to feeling also belong 
to self and whatever happens to feeling also happens to self. Since 
feeling is impermanent, t:onditi?ned, dependently arisen, and 
s11bject to destruction, it would follow that the same pertains to 
self. This is a conclusion the .. theorist could not. accept, as it 
contradicts his conception o~ self as permanent, unconditioned, 

I · In making thiS specification·, the conimentary assumes that ev~ry concCption 
of selfhood implies a positive identification of self with one, or another of the 
aggregates. However, if the alternatives laid out by the.Buddha are intended 
to mirror ·ordil'lary thought patterns, insistence on such defiriiteness may go 
too far. In ordinary thought (and even in reflection) self may be g-iven an 
identity ·simply by being set iri relationship to the aggrega_tes, without neces

. sarily being equated with them either. individually or coUectively. The crucial 
point is this: that any attempt to identify self must refer it to the aggregates, 
and this sets the stage for the demolition of the identification, as we will see. 

2 ·Cf. the Upanishadic conception of the self as pure bliss (ilnanda). 
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independent, and indestructible; yet his initial thesis fo~ces it 

him Fw1:her all feeling ceases and disappears, so 1f one upon . , . . . 
identifies a particular feeling as self, with the ceasmg of that feeli~ 
one would have to assert that self has disappeared - for the theorist 
an unthinkable situation, as it would leave him without the self 

he is seeking to establish. 

The theorist might try to salvage his position by refusing to tie self 
down to particular feelings. Instead he regards feeling in general 
as self. But this po.sition leads to snags of its own. Se~ would 
still be impermanent, as with the · breakup of each feelmg self 
would undergo dissolution. As the qualities of selfhood must 
attach to all feelings, the three mutually exclusive feelings w~uld 
have to share the permanence attributed to self. Thus all feelmgs 
would somehow exist at all times and self would be a compound of 
different feelings, an impossible conclusion. Moreover, as feeling 
is observed to constantly arise and pass away, self would do so 
like\vise, in· direct contradiction to the unstated premise that 
selfhood necessarily excludes arising and passing aw~y.' Therefore, 
as self would turn out to be "impermanent, a IlllXture of plea
sure and pain, and subject to arising and falling away," the view 
that feeling is self is unacceptable. 

The second view, which asserts self to be altogether without 
experience of feeling, ·the commentary identi~es as the ~ew that 
self is bare material form. The Buddha reJects the vtew of a 
completely insentient self on the ground that such a self coul~ 
not even conceive the idea "I am" ( ,r 30). The argument J/1 

based on the theorist's presupposition (again unstated) that 
selfhood requires some degree of self-eonsci~usness. As':"ibing 
selfhood to something which cannot affirm its own existence 
as a self defeats the very purpose of claiming selfhood. The 
dependency of the idea "I am" on fee~fo.g. implicity refers back 
t the section on contact ( ,r 20). Feehng 1S part of the mental 
b:dy, and without the factors of the mental body designatio?~ 
contact (in this case, the de5ignation "I am") cannot occur 1n 

The argument is more fully stated in the Chachakka ~1;1-tta: "Ifanyo~e should 
'Feeling is self' that is not tenable. For an arising and a falhng away 

:yfeeling are disce~ed. Since its arising and fallirig away a~e discerned,. th_e 
consequence would follow: 'My self arises. an~ falls av:_ay. The_~'?fore 1t 11 

not tenable to say 'Feeling is 11elf.' Thus feehng 1s not self (M.148/iu.283). 
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the material body. A material body without feeling does not 
affirm self and thus cannot be self; it remains only a mass of 
matter. 

The third view attempts to avoid the faults of the first two 
positions by making self the subject of feeling ( 'I[ 31). As on 
this view self remains distinct from feeling, the impermanence of 
feeling need not undermine the permanency of self. As self 
undergoes feelings, the absurdity of a totally insentient self is 
sidestepped. This position in effect establishes a dualism of self 
and the psychophysical faculties as its adjuncts. The self cannot 
be reduced to the adjuncts and thus does not share their 
vicissitudes; but it enters into wuon with them and through them 
experiences the world. Perhaps the closest historical parallel 
to this view is the Sankhya philosophy withits dualism of purusha, 
the self as the changeless witness of nature, and prakriti, nature 
itself, the ever-changing psychophysical field. 

Though more promising at first than the other two pOSitlons, 
this position too turns out to be flawed. Fundamental to the 
notion of selfhood is an inherent capacity for self-affirmation; 
as the autonomous subject of experience, self should be able to 
affirm its own being and identity to itself without need for external 
reierents. Yet, the theorist is forced to admit, with the cessati~n 
of feeling, in the complete absence of feeling, the idea "I am this" 
could not be conceived. The assumed self can only identify 
itself as "this," e.g. "I am the experiencer of feeling," by reference 
to its psychophysical adjuncts. If these are removed, all points of 
reference for self to conceive its identity are removed and it then 
becomes a conceptual cipher. Again, the earlier statement 
should be recalled: without mentality-materiality together with 
consciousness there is no pathway for designation. When the 
referents are withdrawn, the designation "I am this" vanishes. 

It is no use trying to dismiss the Buddha's rhetorical question as 
irrelevant on the ground that the clause about feeling ceasing 
"absolutely and utterly" is purely hypothetical and feeling can 
continue forever. For whether or not feeling does in fact ever 
cease absolutely is immaterial. The question clinches the point 
that the supposed self, being incapable of identifying itself without 
reference to its adjuncts, becomes totally dependent upon them for 
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its identity - a strange predicament for an autonomous self to 
get into. Moreover, as the acljuncts it depends on for its identity 
are impermanent and conditioned, it becomes impossible to main
tain the permanency and unconditionedness of self. But an 
impermanent and conditioned self is not a self at all, but a con
tradiction in terms. Thus once again, beginning with the theorist's 
own unstated premises, the assertion of self turns out to be in
admissible. Since all three positions are internally contradictory 
yet exhaustive of all possible views on self, the c.nly escape route 
from the impasse is to reject the notion of selfhood altogether. 
Far from being a gesture of despair at the end of a blind alley, 
this relinquishing of all conceptions of self becomes a step through 
the door to liberation. 

Thus the Buddha passes from exposing the flaws in considerations 
of self to demonstrating how a bhikkhu who abandons all these 
considerations attains arahatship ( 'II 32 ). The commentary says 
that the bhikkhu is one who practise, meditation on the foundations 
of mindfulness (satipa//hiina). Since feeling was used to expound 
the views sustaining the round, we may presume that the bhikkhu 
strives to develop insight by practising the contemplation of feeling 
(vedaniinupassanii). He discerns the rise and fall of feeling, sees 
all feelings as stamped with the three characteristics of imperma
nence, suffering ,and not-selfness, and so refrains from conceiving 
self in relation to feeling. Passing on to the contemplation of 
phenomena (dhammn.nupassanii), he extends his insight into the 
three characteristics from feeling to all the five aggregates. What
ever he contemplates from among the aggregates, he considers: 
"This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self." When his 
insight comes to maturity he cull off clinging and attains nibbii.na 

here and now. 

Such a bhikkhu, established in arahatship, does not affirm any 
of the four standard views on the status of a Tathagata after death. 
A Tathagata here is a perfected individual, one who has reached 
the final goal. In the philosophical circles of the Buddha's time, 
all thinkers of standing .were expected to define the condition of 
the Perfect One after death, and these pronouncements had to 
fit into the tetralemma. But the Buddha refused to endorse any 
of the four position... The reason is not merely that he regarded 
them as idle speculations not conducive to spiritual edification. 
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Thi, is part of the reason, the best known part, but it is not the 
whole story. In rejecting the four views the Buddha says, in 
regard to each, that "it does not apply," and thisstatement implies 
that there is a philosophical consideration behind his silence not . , 
merely a pracncal one. The most fundamental reason the Buddha 
rejects the entire tetralemma is that all four positions share a 
common error: the assumption that a Tathagata exists as a self. 
Thus their formulations veer towards the speculative extremes. 
The view that a Tathiigata exists after death is eternalism; the view 
that he does not exist after death is annihilationism; the third 
and fourth positions are, respectively, a syncretism and agnosticism 
grounded upon the same assumption. For the Enlightened One, 
who has seen the arising and passing away of the five aggregates, 
all ego-conceptions, conceptions of''mine,'' and underlying tenden
cies to conceit have been abandoned. . Thus, with the uprooting of 
all c_onceivings, he does not even see a self-existent Tathagata 
to die, let alone to be eternalized or annihilated after death.' 

The same reason for maintaining a "noble silence" applies to 
the arahat bhikkhu described in the sutta. But here the reason 
is stated more obliquely: that he has directly known "the extent 
of designation. and the extent of the pathway for designation," 
etc. In the hght of the earlier discussicn, the meaning of this 
passage should be clear. The liberated bhikkhu understands 
the distinction between the terms of reference - designations, 
language, and descriptions - and the ''pathways'' of reference, 
the referents comprised in the five aggregates. Understanding this 
distinction he cannot be led astray by such tenns as "I " "mine " 
" l""" " d "be.· " H , , . se _1, person, ~n n~. e no longer takes them as simple 
indicators of reality or ascnbes to them a significance born from 
deluded cognition. He knows their proper range of application 
and can use the,m freely when needed without being trapped by 
them. So too with the designation "Tathagata.'' The bhikkhu 
knows that '.'Tath&gata" is just a convenient term for referring to 
a conglomerate process cf _impermanent, empty phenomena 
which are suffering in the deepest sense. He understands that 
this process has arisen dependent upon conditions, that the con
ditions which brought it into being have been eradicated and that 
with the breakup of the body the process will come to a; end: 

I See M 72, S. XLIV. 7, 8. 
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"Friend Yamaka, if they were to question you thus: 'Friend 
Yamaka, with the breakup of the body, after death, what 
happens to the bhikkhu who is an arahat, a destroyer of the 
.cankers?' - being thus questioned, what would you answer?" 

"If, friend, they were to question me thus, I would answer; 
'Friends, material form is impermanent. What is imperma
nent is suffering. It is suflering that has ceased and paased 
away. Feeling ........ perception ........ mental formations ....... . 
consciousness is impermanent. What is impermanent is 
:Suffering. It is suffering that has ceased and passed away'" 
(S.XXII.85/iii.112). 

The Liberated One 

Having shown the arahat in a general way, without distinctions, 
in the final sections of the sut1a (1133-36) the Buddha introduces 
a division of the liberated one into two types: the pannavimutla 
arahat, ''the one liberated by wisdom,'' and the ubhatobhiigavimutta 
arahat, "the one liberated in both ways." Both types achieve 
arahatship through wisdom, always the direct instrument for 
cutting off the ignorance that holds the defilements in place. For 
both the content of that wisdom is the same, the understanding 
of the four noble truths. For both the eradication of defilements 
is equally complete and final. What distinguishes them is their 
facility in serenity (samatha) - the extent to which they have 
gained mastery over the meditative attainments on the side of 
concentration (samadhi). 

A clear sutta statement of the difference between the two types 
is found in the Ki!;agiri Sutta (M.70/i.477-8). There the ubhato
bhiigavimutta is described as a person who dwells "having suffused 
with the body" (kayena phusitvii) the immaterial emancipations 
which are peaceful and transcend material form; and having seen 
with wisdom, his cankers are destroyed. The panMvimutta does 
not dwell "having suffused with the body" the inunaterial emanci
pations; but having seen with wisdom, for him too the c.ankers 
are destroyed. The distinguishing mark between them, then, 
is the "bodily suffusion" of the immaterial emancipations - the 
four immaterial attainments and the cessation of perception and 
feeling. The ubhatobhiigavimutta arahat has this experience, the 
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paniiiiuimutta lacks it.1 The conunentary regards ubhatobhaga
llimutta arahatship as the consummation for the person originally 
spoken of as "not describing self," paiiiiiivimutta arahatship as 
the consununation for the bhikkhu who does not consider self 
The reason for this connection, presumably, is that the former 
passage may be read as alluding to the inunaterial attainments, 
while the latter contains no indications of any attainments in 
serenity. 

In the sutta itself the panniivimutta arahat is described in terms of 
his understanding of the different realms of existence. This 
indirect presentation gives the Buddha the opportunity to sketch 
the topography of samsiira. Already, by explaining the conditions 
responsible for rebirth, he has depicted the generative structure 
of the round Now, by showing the planes where rebirth can 
take place, he draws a picture of its cosmological terrain. The 
planes are divided into the seven stations for consciousness and the 
two bases; elsewhere these are collectively called the nine abodes 
of beings.• The round, the Buddha said earlier, turns only so 
long as consciousness "gains a footing" in mentality-materiality. 
The seven stations for consciousness provide the cosmic expanse 
of mentality-materiality where consciousness gains that footing, 
establishes itself, and comes to growth.3 

The paniiiivimutta arahat attains liberation by understanding 
each of the nine planes of existence from five angles: by way of its 
or1g1n, passing away, satisfaction, unsatisfactoriness, and the 
escape from it.• The origin and passing away of the planes can 
be interp1eted both as the conditioned origination and cessation 
of existence in those realms and as the momentary production and 
dissolution of their constituent phenomena. The former inter
pretation, taken as a basis for contemplation, leads to the compre-

1 The commentary defines the two types by statements from the Puggalapa,iif.atti 
(of the Abhidhamma Pitaka). These statements are identical with the passage 
from the Kitiigiri Sutta except that they explain the distinction with reference 
to the eight emancipations collectively rather than to the immaterial eman
cipations alone. In specif)'ing the latter the sutta definition is more lucid. 

2 For a diagrammatic representation, see Table 2. 

3 The commentary points out thatconsciousnessis also present in the base of 
neither perception nor non~perception, but in such subtle form that the base 
cannot be classified among the seven stations. In the four immaterial planes 
there is no materiality, but only consciousnei,s and mentality. 

4 Samudaya, althangama, assiida, iidinar1a, nissar{l'IJa. 
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hension of dependent ansing, the latter to insight first into im
permanence and then into the other two characteristics, suffering 
and not-selfness. Contemplation of the remaining three &pects. 
brings understanding of the four noble truths: "satisfaction" 
implies craving, the truth of the origin of suffering, "unsatisfactori
ness" the truth of suffering, "escape" the truth of cessation together 
with the path. When a bhikkhu understands the nine planes 
from these five angles, he abandons clinging and attains araltatship 
as one liberated by wisdom. Since he has not gained mastery 
over the meditative attainments (at least not the immaterial ones), 
it is clear he does not arrive at insight by contemplating these 
planes clairvoyantly. His knowledge is inductive rather than 
direct. By direct insight he can see that the phenomena included 
in his own experience have an origin, a passing away, satisfaction,. 
unsatisfactoriness, and an escape. By induction he understands. 
that these five aspects extend to all phenomena throughout all 
planes. 

Nothing is said in the sutta itself about the pannavimutta arahat's 
abilities on the side of serenity. The commentary, filling in, explains 
that this type is fivefold: the "dry insight meditator" who attains 
araltatship by the power of insight alone without the support of a 
fine material sphere jhiina, and those who reach araltatship after 
basing themselves on one or another of the four fine material 
sphere jhiinas. The paniiiirnmutta arabat is thus certainly not 
bereft of achievement in serenity; to the contray, he can carry 
serenity quite far. However, not being an obtainer of the eight 
emancipations, unable to dwell "having suffused these with the 
body," he lacks the power of eminent concentration. 

The ubhatobhagavimutta arahat, in contrast, is expressly described 
by way of his mastery over the eight emancipations. The eman
cipations c,r 35) include the nine successive attainments reached 
by the power of concentration: the four jhanas, the four immaterial 
attainments, and. the cessation of perception and feeling. The 
four jhanas ·are not mentioned among the emancipations under 
their own name, but are included by the first three items in the 
set. The cessation of perception and feeling requires not only 
concentration but also insight; it can be attained only by non
returners and arahats who have already mastered the immaterial 
attainments. On the basis of the commentarial discussion, it 
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-seems that for a meditative attairunent to qualify as an emancip
tion it is not enough merely that it be entered and dwelt in; 
rather, after being attained, it has to be developed to such a 
degree of eminence that it "thoroughly releases" the mind from 
the states opposed to it. 

The commentaries explain the word ubhawbhiigavimutta as 
,meaning both liberated through two portions and liberated from 
two portions. Through his mastery over the immaterial attain
inent:s this type of arahat is liberated from the material body, 
through his attainment of the path of arahatship he is liberated 
from the mental body. This twofold liberation of the ubhato
bhiiga•imutta arahat should not be confused ( as it sometimes is) 
with the two Jiberations - "liberation of mind" (cetovimutti) 
and "liberation by wisdom" (paniiavimutta)-- mentioned in ,J 36. 
These two kinds of liberation are used to describe arahatship in 
general and pertain to all arahats (see M.i/35-36); they even 
appear in a passage describing a type of arahat who does not 
obtain the eight emancipations (A.IV.87/ii.87). "Liberation of 
mind" here signifies the release of the mind from lust that takes 
place through the arahat's prior development of concentration, 
''liberation by wisdom" the release from ignorance that takes 
place through his development of wisdom (A.II.iii.lO/i.61). In 
the commentaries the former is taken to denote the concentration 
faculty in the arahat's fruition attairune0.t, the latter to denote 
the wisdom faculty. 

As the ubhatobhagavimutta arahat is described as one who obtains 
the eight emancipatiom, the question may be raised how fat his 
aecomplishment in this area must go to merit the tide "libera1ed 
in both ways." The Ki~ii.giri Sutta cited above makes it plain 
that the immaterial emancipations are netessary. But need he 
obtain all these without omission? The exegetical texts answer 
in the negative. The commentary says that the "one liberated 
in both ways" is fivefold by way of those who attain arahatship 
after emerging from one or another of the four immaterial attain
ments and the one who attains after emerging from cessation. 
The subcommentary explains that if one obtains even a single 
immaterial attainment one can be called a gainer of the eight 
emancipations and thus be liberated in both ways. But nothing 
less than that will do. The exegetical 1exts, arguing do\-Vn an 
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unorthodox opinion that the fourth jhana is sufficient, emphasize 
that only the immaterial attainments give the complete experien
tial liberation from material form needed to qualify for tht title. 

Though it is clear from this that the "one liberated in both 
ways" admits of grades, in the Mahii.nidana Sutta the Buddha 
explains this type by way of the highest grade. He shows the 
liberated one at the height of his pcwers as a bhikkhu who enjoys 
complete proficiency in all eight emancipations and who, through 
the destruction of the cankers, dwells in the fruition of attainment 
of arahatship. By his twc.fold liberation he is the perfect living 
embodiment of the ending of the round. Since he can ascend at 
will through all the emancipations to enter and dwelJ in the ces
sation of perception and feeling, he is able to realize in this very 
life freedom from the vortex of coruciousness and- mentality
materiality. And since, with the attainment of arahah-hip, he 
has abolished all defilements, he is assured that with the end of 
his bodily existence the vot tex will never turn for him again. Thence 
the Buddha concludes the ''Great Discourse on Causation" with 
words that both extol the doubly liberated arahat for his own 
achievement and commend him as a model for others: "There 
is no other liberation in both ways higher or me.re sublime than 
this one." 
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PART ONE 

THE MAHA NIDANA SUTTA 

Dependent Arising 

1. Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Exalted One 
was living among the Kurus, at the town of the Kurus named 
:Kapmasadhamma. Then the Venerable .Ananda approached the 
Exalted One, paid homage to him, and •at down to one side . 
. Seated, he said to the Exalted One: 

''It is wonderful and marvellous, venerabJe sir, how this de
pendent arising is so deep and appears so deep, yet to myself it 
seems as clear as clear can be." 

"Do not say so, .Ananda ! Do rot say so, .Ananda ! This 
-dependent arising, .Ananda, is deep and it appears deep. Because 
of not understanding and not penetrating this Dhamma, .Ananda 
this generation has become like a tangled skein, like a knotted 
ball of thread, like matted rushes and reeds, and does not pass 
beyond sarils&ra with its plane of misery, unfortunate destinations, 
and lower realms. 

2 "Ananda, if one is asked: 'Are aging and death due to a 
specific condition?' one should say: 'They are'. If one is asked: 
'Through what condition is there aging and death?' one should 
•ay: 'With birth as condition there is aging and death'. 

".A.nanda> if one is asked: 'Is birth due to a !tpecific condition?' 
one should say: 'It is'. If one is asked: 'Through what condition 
is there birth?', one should say: 'With existence as condition 
there is birth', 

"Anand.a, if one is asked: 'Is existence due to a specific con
dition?', one should say: 'It is', If one is asked: 'Through what 
condition is there existence?', c.ne should say: 'With clinging 
as condition there is existence'. 
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11 A.nanc1a, if one is a..ked 'Is clinging due to a specific condition?': 
,one should say: 'It is'. If one is asked: 'Through what condition 
is there clinging?', one should say: 'With craving as condition 
there is clinging'. 

"AnanCa, if one is asked: 'Is craving due to a specific con
·dition ?', one should say: 'It is'. If one is asked, 'Through what 
·Condition is there craving?', one shc.,uld say: 'With feeling as 
-condition there is craving'. 

"Ananda _. if one is asked: 'Is feeling due t.o a specific condition?', 
one should say: 'It is'. If one is asked: 'Through what con
dition is there feelir.g ?', one should say: 'With contact as condition 
there is feeling'. 

"lnanda, if one is asked: 'Is contact due to a specific condition?', 
one should say: 'It is'. If one is asked: 'Through what con
,dition is there contact?', one should say: 'With mentality
materiality as condition there is contact'. 

"Ananda, if one i, asked: 'Is mentality-materiality due to a 
-specific condition?'. one should say: 'It is'. If one is a,ked: 
'Through what condition is there mentality-materiality?', one 
should say: 'With consciousness as condition there is mentality
materiality'. 

u lnanda, if one is asked: 'Is consciousness due to a specific 
,condition?', one should say: 'It is'. If one is a!)ked: 'Through 
what condition is there consciousness?', one should say: 'With 
mentality-materiality as condition there is consciousness'. 

3. "Thus, Ananda, with mentality-materiality as condition 
there is consciousness; with consciousness a.s condition there is 
menta·ity-materiali1y; with mentality-materiality as condition 
there is contact; with contact as condition there is feeling; with 
{eeJing as condition there is craving; with cravi.!!K_}lS conditic!1 
there is clinging; with clingi[lg_l\L!;.O!l!lition 1her.,_ is existence; 
~fxist~~~e as -eonditi~-·there is birt\i; and with birth as cc.n
,dition, aging and cif'ath, sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, and 
despair come to be. Such is the origin of this entire mass of 

.,uffering. 
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Aging and Death 

4. "It was said: 'With birth as condition there is aging and 
and death'. How that is so, Ananda, should be understood in 
this way. If there were absolutely and utterly no birth of any 
kind anywhere-that is, of gods into the state of gods, of celestials 
into the state of celestials, of spirits, demons, human beings, 
quadrupeds, winged creatures, and reptiles, each into their own 
state-if there were no birth of beingi of any sort into any state, 
then, in the complete absence of birth, with the cessation uf birth, 
would aging and death be discerned?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, Ananda, this is the cause, source, origin, and 
condition for aging and death, namely, birth. 

Birth 

5. "It was said: 'With existence as condition there is birth'. 
How that is so, Ananda, should be understood in this way. If 
there were absolutely and utterly no existence of any kind any
where-that is, no sense sphere ex.istente, fine material exisfence, 
or inunaterial existence-then, in the complete absence of existence, 
with the cessation of existence, would birth be discerned?" 

'Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, .A.nanda, this is the cause, source, origin, and 
condition for birth, namely, existence. 

Existence 

6. "It was said: 'With clinging as condition there is existence'". 
How that is so, Ananda, should be understood in this way. If 
there were absolutely and utterly no clinging of any kind any
where-that is, no clinging to sense pleasures, clinging to views, 
clinging to precepts and observances, or clinging to a doctrine 
of self-then, in the complete absence of clinging, with the ces
sation of clinging, would existence be discerned?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, .A.nanda, this is the cause, source, origin, and 
condition for existence, namely, clinging. 
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Clinging 

7. "It was said: 'With craving as condition there is clinging.' 
How that is so, Ananda, should be understood in this way. If 
there were absolutely and utterly no craving of any kind any
where-that is, no craving for visible forms, craving for sounds, 
craving for smells, craving for tastes, craving for tangibles, or 
craving for mental objec;;ts-then, in the complete absence of 
craving, with the cessation c.f craving, would clinging be dis
cerned?" 

"C!ertainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, .A.nanda, this is the cause, source, origin, and 
condition for clinging, namely, craving. 

'Craving 

8. "It was said: 'With feeling as condition there is craving'. 
How that is so, Ananda, should be understood in this way. If 
there were absolutely and utterly no feeling of any kind anywhere
that is, no feeling born of eye-contact, feeling born of ear-contact, 
feeling born of nose-contact, feeling born of tongue-contact, 
feeling born of body-contact, or feeling born of mind-ccntact
then, in the compete absence of feeling, with the cessation of 
feeling, would craving be discerned?" 

"Certainly not, venerable ~ir." 

"Therefore, Ananda, this is the cause, source, origin, and, 
,condition for craVing, namely, feeling. 

Dependent on Craving 

9. "Thus, .Ananda, in dependencf upon feeling there is craving; 
in dependence upon craving there is pursuit; in dependence upon 
pursuit there is gain; in dependence upon gain there is decision
making; in dependence upon decision-making there is desire 
and lust; in dependence upon desire and lust there is attachment; 
in dependence upon attachment there is possessiveness; in de
pendence upon possessiveness there is stinginess; in dependence 

·upon stinginess there -is safeguarding; and because of safeguarding, 
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various evil unwholesome phenomena originate-the taking 
up _of clubs and weapons, conflicts, quarrels, and disputes, in
sulting speech, slander, and falsehoods. 

10. "It was said: 'Because of safeguarding, various evil un• 
wholesome phenomena originate-the taking up of dubs and 
weapons, conflicts, quarrels, and disputes, insulting speech, 
slander, and falsehoods'. How that is so, .A.nanda, should be 
understood i'.' this way. _If there were absolutely and utterly 
no safeguarding of any kind anywhere, then, in the complete 
absence of i--a~eguar~ing, with the cessation of safeguarding,. 
would those various eVIl unwholesome phenomena originate?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"1:h.erefore, Ananda, this is the cause, source, origin, and 
condition _for those various evil unwholesome phenomena, namely, 
safeguardmg. 

11. "It was said: 'In dependence upon stinginess there is. 
~afe~arding'. How that is so, .A.nanda, should be understood 
m this ~ay. If there were. absolutely and 11tterly nc stinginess 
o~ any kind at:-ywhere~ th~n, in the complete absence of stinginess, 
with the cessab.on of stingmess, would safeguarding be discerned?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, .Ananda, this is the cause, source origin, and 
condition for safeguarding, namely, stinginess. , 

12. "It was said: 'In depend.ence upon possessiveness there 
is stinginess'. Hc,w that is so, .A.nanda, should be understood 
in this way. If there were absolutely and utterly no possessive
ness of any kind anywhere, then, in the complete absence of 
pos~e.ssiveness, with the cessation of possessiveness, would stinginess 
be discerned?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, Ananda, this is the cause, source, origin, and con• 
dition for stinginess, namely, possessiveness. 

13. "It was said: 'In dependence upon attachment there is 
possessiveness'. How that is so, .A.nanda, should be understood 
in this way. If there were absolutely and utterly no attachment 
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of any kind anywhere, then, in the complete absence of attach
ment, with the cessation of attachment, \\rc.uld possessiveness be 
<ii.seemed?" 

"Certanly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, Ananda, this is the cause, source, origin, and con
dition tOr possessiveness, namely, attachment. 

14. "It was ~aid: 'In dependence upon desire and lust there 
is attachment.' How that is so, .Ananda, should be understood 
in this ,vay. If there were absolutely and utttrly no desire" and 
lust of any kind anywhere, then, in the complete absence of de
sire and lust, with the cessation of desire and lust, would attach· 
ment be cli~cerned ?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, .Anand.a, this is the cause, source, origin, and con
dition for attachment, namely, desire and lust. 

1 S. "It was said: 'In dependence upon decision-making 
there is desire and lust'.. How that is so, .A.nanda, should be 
understood in this way. If there were abs.olutely and utterly 
no decision-making of any kind anywhere, then in the complete 
absence of decision-1naking, with the cessation of decision-making, 
would desire and lust be discerned?" 

"Certainly not, venerable :>ir." 

"Therefore, .A.nanda, this is the cause, source, ongin, and 
-condition for desire and lust, namely, decision·making. 

16. "It was said: 'In dependence upon gain there is decision· 
making'. How that is so, .il.nanda, should be understood in this 
way. If there were absolutely and utterly no gain of any kind 
anywhere, then, in the complete absence of gain, with the ces
~ation of cain, would decision-making be discerned?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, Ananda, this is the cause, source, origin, and con
dition for decision•making, namely, gain. 
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17. "It was said: 'In dependence upon pursuit there is gain': 
How that is so, Ananda. should be understood in this way. If 
there were absolutely and utterly no pursuit of any kind anywhere, 
then, in the complete absence of pur~uit, with the cessation of 
pursuit, would gain be discerned?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, !nanda, this is the cause, source, origin, and con
dition for gain, namely, pursuit. 

18. "It was said: 'In dt"pendence upon craving the1e is pur
suit'. How that is so, .Ananda, should be understood in this way. 
If there we,e absolutely and utterly no craving of any kind any
where-that i~, no craving for sense pleasures, craving for exist-· 
ence, or craving for non-existence-then, in the comp1ete absence 
of craving, with the cessation of craving, wculd pursuit be dis
cerned?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, Ananda, this is the cause, source, origin, and· 
condition for pursuit, namely, craving. 

"Thus, .Ananda, these two phenomena, being a duality, con
verge into a unity in feeling. 1 

Feeling 

19. "It was said: 'With contact as condition there is feeling''.. 
How that is so, .A.nanda, should be understood in this way. If 
there ·.vere absolutely and t•tterly no contaC't of any kind anywhere
that is, no eye-contact, ear-contact, nose-contact, tongue-contact, 
body-contact, or mind-contact-then, in the complete absence 
of contact, with the cessation of contact) would feeling be dis
cerned?'' 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, !nanda, this is the cause, source, origin, and con
dition for feeling, namely, contact. 

1 The two phenomena (dve dha"!"1°') are the two aspects of craving: craving 
as a root of the round and craving as a mental obsession. 
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Contact 

20. "It wa~ said: 'With mentality:n1ateriality as condition 
there is contact'. How that is so, .A.nanda, should be understood 
in this way. 

"If those qualities, traits, dgns, and indicators through which 
there is a description of the mental body were all absent, would 
designation-contact be discerned in the material body?'' 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"If those qualities, traits, signs, and indicators through which 
there is a description of the material body were all absent, would 
impingement-contact be discerned in the mental body?" 

"Certainly not, venerab]e sir." 

"If those qualities, traits, signs, and indicators through which 
there is a description of the mental body and the material body 
were all absent, would either designation-contact or impingement
contact be discerned?" 

"Certainly not, venerab]e sir." 

"If those qualities, traits, signs, and indicators through which 
there is a description of mentality-materiality were all absent, 
would contact be discerned?" 

" Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore ,Ananda, this is the cause, source, or1g1n, and con
dition for contact, namely, mentality-materiality. 

Mentality-Materiality 

21. "It ,vas said: 
men tali ty-materiaJi ty'. 
understood in this way. 

'With consciousness 
How that is so, 

as condition there is 
.il.nanda, should be 

"If consciousness were not to descend into the mother'~ womb1 

would mentaJity-materiality take shape in the womb?" 

"Certainly not venerable sir." 

"If, after descending into the womb, consciowness were to 
expite, would mentality-materiality be generated into this present 
state of being?" 
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"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"IC the consciousness of a young hey or girl were to be cut off. 
would mentality-materiality growup, develop, and ,each 
maturity?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, lnanda, this is the cause, source, origin, and 
.condition for mentality.materiality, namely, consciousness. 

Consciousness 

22. "It was said: 'With mentality-materiality as condition 
there is consciousness'. How that is so, .A.nanda, should be 
understood in this way. If consciousness were nvt to gain a 
footing in mentality-materiality, would an origination of the 
mass of suffering-of future birth, aging, and death-be dis
cerned?" 

''Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, l.nanda, this is the cause, source, or1g1n, and 
condition for consciousness, namely, mentality•materiality. 

"It is to this extent, Ananda, that one can be born, age, and 
die, pass away and re-arise, to this extent that there is a pathway 
for designation, to this extent that there is a pathway for language, 
to this extent that Lhere is a pathway for description, to this extent 
that there is a sphere for wisdom, to this extent that the round 
turns for describing this state of being, that is, when there is 
mentality·materiality together with consciousness.1 

Descriptions of Self 

23. "In what ways, Ananda, does one describing self des
cribe it? Describing self as having material form and as limited, 
one describes it thus: 'My self has material form and is limited'. 
Or describing self as having material form and as infinite, one 
describes it thus: 'My self has material form and is infinite'. 
Or describing self as immaterial and limited, one describes it 

l The PTS edition is followed here. The Bunnese edition adds mliiamaniia
pt:u:cayata pavattati, "(which) occur as conditions for one another." But this 
phrase seems to have been mistakenly read from the commcntarial gloss into 
the text itself. 

thus: 'My self is immaterial and limited'. Or describing self 
as immaterial and infinite, one describe~ it thus: 'My self is im
material and infinite'. 

24. "Therein, lnanda, he who describes self as having material 
form and as limited either describes such a self (as existing only) 
in the present or he describes such a self (as existing) there in 
the future, or he thinks: 'That which is not thus, I will convert 
towards the state of being thus'. 7 Thi, being so, it can aptly 
be said that a settled view ( of self) as having material form and 
as limited underlies this. 

"He who describes self as having material form and as infinite 
either describes such a self ........ (as above) ........ This being so, 
it can aptly be said that a settled view ( of self) as having material 
form and as infinite underlies this. 

"He who describes self as immaterial and limited either de-
scribes such a self ........ (as above) ........ This being so, it can aptly-
be said that a settled view ( of self) as immaterial and limited 
underlies this. 

"He who describes self as immaterial and infinite either de· 
scribes such a self ........ (as above) ........ This being so, it can aptly 
be said that a settled view ( of self) as immaterial and infinite 
underlies this. 

"It is in these ways, Anand.a, that one describing self describes it. 

Non-Descriptions of Self 

25. "In what ways, .il.nanda, does one not describing self 
not describe it? Not describing self as having material form 
and as limited, one does not describe it thus: 'My self has material 
form and is limited'. Or not describing self as having material 
form and as infinite, one does not describe it thus: 'My self has 
material form and is infinite'. Or not describing self as immaterial 
and limited, one does not describe it thus: 'My self is irrunaterial 
and limited'. Or not describing self as immaterial and infinite, 
one does not describe it thus: 'My self is immaterial and infinite'. 

I Atatham va pana santa'm tathattaya upakappessami. This sentence, enigmatic
also in the Pali, renders the original as literally as syntactical requirements 
will allow. Interpretations are given in the Introduction, p. 38, and in the 
commcntarial exegesis. 
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26. "Therein, Ananda, he who does not describe self as having 
material form and as limited does not describe such a self (as 
existing only) in the present, nor does he describe such a self 
(as existing) thru-e in the future, nor does he think: 'That which 
is not thus, I will convert towards the state of being thus'. 
This being so, it can aptly be said that a settled view (of 
self) as having material form and as limited does not 
underlie this. 

"He who does not describe self as having material form and 
as infinite does not describe such a self -------- (as above) -------- This 
being so, it can aptly be said that a settled view ( of self) as having 
material form and as infinite does not underlie this. 

"He who does not describe self as immaterial and limited does 
not describe such a self __ ------ ( as above) -------- This being so, it can 
aptly he said that a settled view ( of self) as immaterial and limited 
-does not underlie this. 

"He who describes self as inunaterial 
describe such a self -------· (as abvve) 
aptly be said that a settled view ( of self) 
finite does not underlie this. 

and infinite does not 
This being so, it can 
as immatetial and in-

"It is in these ways, .A.nanda, that one not describing self does 
not describe it. 

Considerations of Self 

27. "In what ways, Ananda, does one considering (the idea 
-of) self consider it? One considering (the idea of) self either 
·considers feeling as self, saying: 'Feeling is my self'. Or he con
·siders: 'Feeling is not my self; my self is without experience of 
feeling'. Or he considers: 'Feeling is not my self, but my self 
is not without experience of feeling. My self feels; for my self 
-is subject to feeling'. 

28. "Therein, Anand.a, the one who says 'Feeling is my self' 
should be asked: 'Friend, there ,are these three kinds of feeling~ 
pleasant feeling, painful feeling, and neither-painful-nor-pleasant 
feeling. Of these three kinds of feeling, which do you consider 
as self?' 
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".A.nanda, on the occasion when one experiences a pleasant 
feeling one does not, on that same occasion, experience a painful 
feeling or a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling; on that occasion 
one experiences only a pleasant feeling. On the occ~on when 
one experiences a painful feeling one does not, on that same 
occasion, experience a pleasant feeling or a neither-painful-.nor
pleasant feeling; on that cccasion one ex~eriencei on_ly a pa~nful 
feeling. On the occasion when one experiences a neither-painful 
nor-pleasant feeling one does not, on that same occasion, experience 
a pleasant feeling or a painful feeling; on that occasion one ex
periences only a neither-painful-nor pleasant feeling. 

(__- 29. ".A.nanda, pleasant feeling is impermanent, condition~d, 
dependently arisen, subject to destruction, falling way, fadmg 
out, and ceasing. Painful feeling and neither-painful-nor--

1 pleasant feeling are also impermanent, conditione~, dependently 
\ arisen, subject to destruction, falling away, fading out, and 
\ ceasing. 

( !'-''If,- When experiencing a pleasant feeling, one _thinks: '_This 
is my self', then with the ceasing of that pleasant feelmg one thinks: 
'My self has disappeared'. If, when experi~ncing a p_ainful 
feeling, one thinks: 'This is my self', then with the ceasing of 
that painful feeling one thinks: 'My self has disappeared'. If, 
when experiencing a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling, one 
thinks: 'This is my self,' then with the ceasing of that neither
painful-nor-pleasant feeling one thinks: 'My self has disappeared'. 

"Thus he who says 'Feeling is my self' considers as self some
thing which, even here and now, is i11:~ermanent, a .i:ruxture of 
pleasure and pain, and subject to ansing and falling a:'ay. 
Therefore, .Ananda, because of this it is not acceptable to consider: 
'Feeling is my !-.elf'. 

30. "Anand.a, the one who says 'Feeling is not my self; my 
self is without experience of feeling' -he should he asked: 'Friend, 
where there is nothing at aU that is felt, could the idea "I am"1 

occur there?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

The Burmese edition reads ayam a/uJm asmi, "I am this.'' ~~ PTS edition's 
asmi, "I am", is confirmed by the. comm':ntary. Both editions have ayam 
aham asmi as the reading for the following section. 



'Therefore, Ananda, because of this it is not acceptable to 
,consider: 'Feeling is not my self; my self is without experience 
-0ffeeling'. 

31. ".A.nanda, the one who says 'Feeling is not my self, but 
my self is not without experience of feeling. My self feels; for 
my self is subject to feeling'-he should be asked: 'Friend, if 
feeling were to cease absolutely and utterly without remainder, 
then, in the complete absence of feeling, ,vith the cessation of 
feeling, could (the idea) "I am this" occur there?.'" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Therefore, Anand.a, because of this it is not acceptable to 
·consider: 'Feeling is not my self, but my self is not ,vithout 
experience of feeling. My self feels; for my self is subject to 
feeling'. 

32. "Ananda, when a bhikkhu does not consider feeling as 
-self, and does not consider self as without experience of feeling, 
and does not consider: 'My self feels; for my self is subject to 
feeling' -then, being without such considerations, he does not 
,cling to anything in the world. Not clinging, he is not agitated. 
Not being agitated, he personally attains nibb1na. He under
,;tands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what 
had to be done has been done, there is no returning to this state 
-0fbeing'. 

"Ananda, if anyone should say of a bhikkhu whose mind has 
been thus liberated, that he holds the view 'A Tathiigata exists 
after death' -that would not be proper; or that he holds the view 
'A Tathagata does not exist after death'-that would not be 
proper; or that he holds the view 'A Tathagata both exists and 
does not exist after death'-that would not be proper; or that 
he holds the view 'A Tath3.gata neither exists nor does not exist 
after death'-that would not be proper. For what reason? 
Because that bhikkhu is liberated by directly knowing this: the 
extent of designation and the extent of the pathway for design
ation, the extent of language and the extent of the pathway for 
language, the extent of description and the extent of the pathway 
for description, the extent of wisdom and the extent of the sphere 
for wisdom, the extent of the round and the extent to which the 
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round turns. To say of a bhikkhu who is liberated by directly 
knowing this that he holds the view 'One does not know and 
does not see' -that would not be proper. 

The Seven Stations for Consciousness 

33. ".A.nanda, there are these seven stations for consciousness 
and two bases. What are the seven? 

"There are, A.nanda, beings who are diverse in body and 
diverse in perception, such as human beings, some gods, and 
some beings in the lower realms. This is the first station for 
consciousness. 

"There are beings who are diverse in body but identical in 
perception, such as the gods of the Brahma-order who are gener
ated through the first (jhiina). This is the second station for 
consciousness. 

"There are beings who are identical in body but diverse in 
perception, such as the gods of streaming radiance. This is the 
third station for consciousness. 

"There are beings who are identical in body and identical in 
perception, such as the gods of refulgent beauty. This is the 
fourth station for consciousness. 

"There are beings ,vho, through the complete surmounting 
of perceptions of material form, the passing av,.'ay of perceptions 
of impingement, and non-attention to perceptions of diversity, 
( contemplating) 'Space is infinite', arrive at the base of the in
finit)' of space. This is the fifth staticn for consciousness. 

"'There are brings who, having ccmpletely surmounted the 
base of the infinity of space, ( contemplating) 'Consciousness is 
infinite', arrive at the base of the infinity of consciousness. This 
is the sixth station for consciousness. 

"There are beings who, having completely surmounted the 
base of the infinity of consciousness, (conternplating) 'There is 
nothing', arrive at the base of nothingness. This is the seventh 
station for consciousness. 
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"The base of non-percipient beings and, second, the base of 
neither perception nor non-perception, - (these are the two 
bases). 

34. "Therein, Ananda, if one understands the first station 
for consciousn.ess, that of beings who are diverse in body and 
diverse in perception, and if one understands its origin, its passing 
away, its satisfaction, its unsatisfactoriness, and the escape from 
it-is it proper for one to seek enjoyment in it?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir.,, 

"If one understands the remaining stations for consciousness 
the base of non-percipient beings .. ...... the base of neither per-
ception-nor- non-perception, and if one understands its origin, 
its passing away, its satisfaction, its unsatisfactoriness and the 
csc.ape from it - is it proper for one to seek enjoyment 
in it?" 

"Certainly not, venerable sir." 

"Ananda, when a bhikkhu-having understood as they really 
are the origin, passing away, satisfaction, unsatisfactoriness, and 
esoape in regard to these seven stations for consciousness and 
two bases-is liberated through non-clinging, then h~ is called 
a bhikkhu liberated by wisdom. 

The Eight Emancipations 

35. ".Anand.a, there are these eight emancipations. What 
are the eight? 

uone not possessing material form sees material forms. This 
is the first emancipation. 

"One perceiving material forms internally sees material 
forms externally. This is the second emancipation. 

"One is released upon the idea of the beautiful. This 1s the 
third emancipatiun. t 

1 These first three emancipations, besides being each inclusive of the four jh3nas 
as a set seem to be an abridgement of the eight "positions of mastery'~ 
(abhibliiyatana). (See El. 16/ii.110-11.) 
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"Through the complete surmounting of perceptivns of material 
form, the passing away of perceptions of impingement, and non
attention to perceptions of diversity, (contemplating) 'Space 
is infinite', one enters and dwells in the base of the infinity of 
spa:e. This is the fourth emancipation. 

"Having completely surmounted the base of the infinity of 
space, (contemplating) 'Consciousness is infinite', one enters 
and dwelis in the base of the infinity of consciousness. This is 
the fifth emancipation. 

"Having completely surmounted the base of the infinity of 
consciousnes~, ( contemplating) '1~herc is nothing', one enters 
and dwells in the base of nothingness. This is the sixth eman

cipation. 

"Having completely surmounted the base of nothingness, 
one enters and dwells in the base of neither perception nor non
perception. This is the seventh emancipation. 

"Having completely surmounted the base of neither perception 
nor non-perception, one enters and d\vells in the cessation of 
perception and feeling. This is the eighth emancipation. 

36. " .. lnanda, when a bhikkhu attains these eight eman
.cipations in forward order, in reverse order, and in both forward 
and reverse order; when he attains them and emerges from them 
wherever he wants, in whatever way he wants, and for as Jong 
as he wants, and when, through the destruction of the cankers, 
he here and now enters and dwells in the cankerless liberation 
of mind, liberation by wisdom, having realised it for hiniself 
with direct knowledge, then he is called a bhikkhu who is liberated 
in both ways. And, .A.nanda, there is no other liberation in both 
ways higher or more sublime than this one." 

Thus spoke the Exalted One. The venerable .Ananda, satisfied, 
rejoiced in the J-:xalted One's \\·ords. 
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PART TWO 

THE COMMENTARIAL EXEGESIS 

OF THE MAHANIDANA SUTTA 

[Note: CY. - commentary; SUB. CY. - subcommentary. The passage 
numbers of the exegetical section correspond with those of the sutta. The 
explanation for any sutta statement commented on can be located by finrling 
the corresponding passage ntrmber in the exegetical section. The comment 
on the statement is usually introduced by its key v,;or<ls, here in capilals. In 
most cases these cues are found in the commentary itself. Phrases in square 
brackets in the commentary have been supplied fro1n the subcommentary. 
English phrases in parenthesis are the translator's own additions.) 

INTRODUCTORY SECTION 

l. THEN THE VENERABLE A.NANDA APPROACHED 
THE EXALTED ONE 

CY. At what time, and for what reason, did the venerable 
.Ananda approach the Exalted One? He approached in the 
evening, for the purpose of asking a question about the principle 
of conditionality. It is said that on that day the venerable 
Ananda, in order to benefit families, walked for alms in the village 
of Kammasadhamma, (going along) as if depositing a bundle 
of a thousand gold pieces at the door of each house [because, 
by accep1 ing their almsfood, he enabled them to generate a great 
~ of merit]. When he returned from his alm'iround he did 
his duties to the Teacher. When the Teacher entered the Fra
grant Cottage, he venerated him, went to hi,;; f,wn day-quarters, 
and did his duties to his own pupils. After they departed, he 
swept his quarters, prepared his leather 1nat, cooled off hl:-; hands 
and feet with water from the waterpot, and sitting down cross
legged, he attained to the attainment of the fruit of stream-entry. 
Emerging from the attainment at the predetern1ined time, he 
immersed his mind in the principle of conditionality. He explored 
the twelve-factored principle of conditionality three times, first 
starting frcm the beginning thus: "With ignorance as condition 
volitional formations come to be," and working down to the end, 
then working from the end back to the beginning, and then 
working fmm both ends to the middle and from the middle to 
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both ends. As he explored it, the principle of conditionality 
became transparent to him and it appeared "as clear as clear 
can be." 

Thereupon he considered: "The Buddhas all say that the 
principle of conditionality is deep and appears deep; yet to myself, 
a disciple with limited knowledge, it appears clear, transparent, 
and evident. Does it appear so only to myself or to others aJ 

well?" Then he thought: "Let me take this question to the 
Exalted One. For sure the Exalted One will treat this question 
of mine as an opportunity for teaching and, as if lifting up Mount 
Sineru along with its surroundings, he will elucidate the matter 
by explaining a discourse. For there are four areas where the 
thundering of the Buddhas becomes great, their knowledge enters 
its proper field, the greatness of the Buddha-knowledge is dis
cerned, and their teaching becomes deep, stamped with the three 
characteristics, connected with emptiness-namely, the pro· 
mulgation of the Vinaya, the classification of the diversity of 
planes, the exposition of the principle of conditionality, and the 
classification of the diversity of tenet<;.. " 1 

Though the venerable Ananda ordinarily approached the 
Exalted One a hundred or a thousand times a day, he never ap
proached without a cause or reason. So that day he rose up 
from his day-quarters, shook out his leather mat and taking 
it along, in the evening he approached the Buddha with his 
question in mind, thinking: "I will confront the elephant-like 
Buddha and hear his trumpeting cry of knowledge. I will 
confront the lion-like Buddha and hear his lion's roar of knowledge. 
I will confront the stallion-like Buddha and see his stride of know
ledge." Thence it was said above : "He approached in the 
evening, for the purpose of asking a question about the principle 
of conditionality." 

SUB. CY, "As if lifting up Mount Sineru along with its surro
undings": by this phrase he expresses the great difficulty of ex
pounding such a teaching. "The thundering of the Buddhas 
becomes great": this passage is undertaken to show that just 
as the understanding of the promulgation of the Vinaya, the 

Vinayapaiifl.atti, bhummantara, paccayiikiira, samayantara. For a fuller explanation, 
see Net of Views, pp. I30ff. 
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diversity of planes, and the diversity of tenets is the domain only 
of the omniscient knowledge, not shared by others, so too is the 
analysis of conditionality, which is free from the two extremes 
and devoid of an independent agent and experiencer.1 

0 Their thundering becomes great": the thundering of their 
teaching occurring with diverse methods, becomes great, vast, 
and many-faceted because of the complexity and difficulty of the 
subject to be taught. 

"Their kncwledge enters its proper sphere": thence their 
knowledge of hr,w to teach repeatedly enters into the phenomena 
to be taught, laying bare their divisions. 

"The greatness of the Buddha-knowledge is discerned": in the 
teaching and penetration of such a Dhamma, the loftiness of the 
Buddha's knowledge of how to teach and his knowledge of pene
tration beccmes evident. 

Herein, the canonical statement 'All the Exalted Buddha's 
verbal action is preceded and accomp:anicd by knowledge' 
(M.Nd., p. 178) establishes that the Exalted One's teaching is 
never devoid of knowledge and always occurs like a lion's roar. 
Nevertheless, because of the subjet.t to be taught, this present 
teaching can be considered deeper than the others and the sphere 
to be distinctively entered upon by his knowledge. 

THIS DEPENDENT ARISING IS SO DEEP AND APPEARS 
SO DEEP 

CY. Being deep, it appears deep. For something (a body 
of water) might be shallow yet appear deep, like stagnant water 
having a dark colour because of rotting leaves, etc.; this nllght 
be only knee-deep, yet appear to be a hundred fathoms. 2 An
other body of water might be deep yet appear shallow, like the 
serene water of the·Jewcl River, which is a hlllldred fathoms deep 
yet seem, to be knee-deep. Other water might be shallow and 
appear sh.allow, like the water in a pot, etc. And still other water 

1 The two extremes are existence and non-existence, which harden into the 
extreme views of etemalism and annihilationism. 

2 The Pali word uttiina means both "shallow" and "clear." The English 
translation, which must differ to suit the context, loses the full significance 
of the analogy. 
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might be deep and appear deep, like the water in the ocean at the 
foot of Mount Sineru. Thus ,vater can be described in four \\"ays. 

But this is not so in regard to dependent arising. 'l'his can be 
described in only one way, "it is deep and apt'ears deep." But 
though this is so, the venerable Ananda says: "To n1yself it seems 
as clear as clear can be. How wonderful and marvellous, vener· 
able sir!" 1"'hus revealing his own astonishment, he asked a 
question, sat down, and became bilent. 

SUB. CY. Qr1e1J'· Isn't it true that dependent arising is 
exclusively de~p? 1'hen whyi!'J its deep appearance menticned? 

Reply. It is mentioned to show that it is exJusively deep. 
To show by \\'ay uf contrast that it is exclusively deep, the com~ 
n1entator describes four alternative,; that apply to ::omething 
else and then srows that, of the four, only the last is applicable 
to dependent arising. 

DO NOT SAY SO, A.NANDA 

CY. Hearing his statement, the Exalted One thought to him
self: ".A.nanda says that a matter which belongs to the domain 
of the Buddhas is clear to himself. This is like stretching out 
one's hand to take hold of the highest plane of existence, like 
trying to cut through Mount Sineru and remove its core, like 
wanting to cress the ocean without a ship, or like turning over 
the earth and trying to take its nutritive essence. Let me point 
out its depth to him." Th~n he said: "Do not say !'JO, Ananda!" 

SUB CY. By means of four similes the commentator illustrates 
those deep qualities on account of whic.h dependent arising is 
called "deep." Just as it is not possible 10 stretch out one's hand 
and take hold of the highest plane of existence because of its 
distance, so it is not po!'>sible for one with ordinary knowledge 
to grasp the n1eaning of the vclitional formations oeing originate.cl 
and sustained with ignorance as condition, etc. Just as it is 
not possible for an ordinary person to brfak open Mount Sint.ru 
and ren1ove its ..:ore, so it is not possible for one with ordinary 
kncvvledge to penetrativc.ly understand, through division and 
arialysis, the ph~nomcna and rr1t'anings involved in dependent 
arising. Just as it is not po~iblc fc,r an ordinary person to cross 
the ocean by the strength of his arffib, so it is not possible fur one 
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... ith ordinaty knowledge to cross dependent ar,smg by way of 
teaching it. And just as it is not po$ible for an ordinary person 
tu tum over the earth and take its nutritive essence, so it is not 
possible for one with ordinary knowledge to uncover and grasp 
the conditioning nature of the conditions thus: "In such and 
sueh ways ignorance, etc. is a condition for velitiunal for1nations, 
etc." 1-hus the four similes can be interpreted by \o\"ay of the 
fourfold depth of dependent arising.' 

1·his inte1-pretation of the n1ear,,icg is made by way of ordinary 
knowledge, since all those who have set:.n the ttuths2 possess 
penetration (of dependent arising). Nevertheless, because dis
dples and paccekabuddhas have only limited knowledge of it, 
while Buddhas alone have unlimited kno,vledge, dependent 
ari~ing is called "a rr1atter which belongs to the domain of th~ 
Buddhas." 

THE EXTOLLING OF MUNDA 

CY. The Exalted One says "Do not say so, Ananda!" both 
to extol the venerable Anand.a and to restrain him. Extolling 
him, he implies: "Anand.a, you have great wisdom and lucid 
knowledge. Thus dependent arising, though deep, seems clear 
to you. But for others it cannot be characterized as clear; rather, 
it is deep and it appears deep." 

Four similes are given to illustrate this. A well-trained champion 
wrestler, it is said, who had been nourished with nutritious food 
for six months and had exercised with a w1es.tler's stone,3 was 
going to the fighting arena during a carnival Yvhen they showed 
him a wrestler's stone along the way. He asked: ''What is that?"
"A wrestler's stone." -"Bring it here."-"We cannot lift it," 
they said. Then he went over to it him.self. Saying "What 
is so heavy with this?", he lifted two such stones with two hands, 
threw them away like balls, and continued on his way. Though 
the stone was light for the wrestler, it could not be called light 
for the others. As the wrestler had been nourished with nutritious 

I See below, PP 75 ff. 
2 The four noble truths. Those "who have seen the truths" (difl/iasacdl) are 

Buddhas, paccekabuddhas, and noble disciples. 
3 Mallapiisii.na. According to Sub. Cy. a stone which can only be lifted by 

strong wrestlers. 
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food for six months, so the venerable Ananda had been endowed 
with the aspiration (to become a Buddha's personal attendant) 
for a I 00,000 aeoru. As for the wrestler with his great strength 
the stone was light, but not for others, so for the Elder Ananda 
with his great wisdom dependent arising was clear, but it could 
not be called clear for others. 

In the ocean there is a fish called the Timirapingala, 500 yojanas 
long. 2 When it shakes its right fin, it is said, it stirs up the water 
in an area of 500 yojanas; similarly for its left fin, its tail, and 
its head. But when it plays about in the water-shaking both 
fins, striking the water with its tail, ducking its head in and out
it churns up the water in an area of seven or eight hundred 
yojanas until it becomes just like water boiling in a pot on the 
stove. Even water in a region 300 yojanas deep cannot cover 
its back. This fish might say: "They are always saying that the 
ocean is deep. How can it be deep? I can't even find enough 
water to cover my back." For the Timirapingala, with his vast 
body, the ocean might be shallow, but it cannot be called shallow 
for the smaller fish. Similarly, for the Elder .ii.nanda, with his 
vast knowledge, dependent arising might be clear, but it cannot 
be called clear for others. 

The royal Supal).l).a bird is 250 yojanas long, his right and left 
wings fifty yojanas, his tail sixty yojanas, his neck thirty yojanas, 
his beak nine yojanas, and his feet twelve yojanas. When he 
starts to stir up a wind even an area seven or eight hundred yojanas 
is not enough. He might say: "They are always saying that 
space is infinite. How can it be infinite? I can't even find 
enough room to stretch out my wings and stir up a wind." For 
the royal Supa,;il).a bird, with his vast body, space might be limited, 
but it cannot be called limited for smaller birds. Similarly for 
the Elder .Ananda with his vast knowledge. 

Rii.hu, the lord of the titans, is 4,800 yojanas tall. His anru.pan 
is ]200 yojanas, his body 600 yojanas thick, his palms and soles 
300 yojanas, so too his mouth. Each segment of his fingers is 
fifty yojanas, as is the distance between his eyebrows. His brow 
is 300 yojanas and his head 900 yojanas. When he enters the 
ocean the deepest water only comes up to his knees. He might 

2 Tojana. An ancient Indian linear mea.,uremcnt, equivalent to approximately 
a.even miles. 
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say: 111'hey are always saying that the ocean is deep. How can 
it be deep? I can't even find water deep enough to cover my 
knees." For Rahu, with his vast lx,dy, the ocean might be shallow, 
but it cannot be called shallow for others. Similarly for the 
Elder .Ananda with his vast knowledge. 

Dependent arising, though deep, appeared clear to the Elder 
.Ananda for four reasons: (!) because he was endowed with de
cisive supporting conditions from the pru.t; (2) bee.a use of his 
diligence in study; (3) because he was a stream-enterer; and (4) 
because he was highly learned.' 

(!) The venerable .Ananda's endowment with decisive sup
porting conditions from the past began when he formed his 
original aspiration to become the personal attendant of a Buddha. 
This took place 100,000 aeons ago, during the period when the 
Buddha Padumuttara was living in the world. At that time 
.Ananda was the Buddha's younger half-brother, a prince named 
Sumana. On one occasion he supported the Buddha Padumuttara 
and a Sangha of I 00,000 bhikkhus during the annual three months' 
rains residence. At the end of this period he offered food and 
robes to the Buddha and Sangha, and dedicaled. the merit he 
acquired by his good deeds to becoming the personal attendant 
of a future Buddha. The Buddha Padumuttara then foretold 
that his aspiration would come to fulfilment after 100,000 aeons, 
in the dispensation of the Buddha Gotama. Following this he 
continued to perform meritorious deeds through the succeeding 
lifetimes until, in the present life, he went forth under the Buddha 
Gotama and became established in the fruit of stream-entry. 
Thus the venerable .Ananda was endowed with decisive supporting 
conditions from the past, and because he was so endowed de
pendent arising, though deep, appeared clear to him.• 

(2) "Diligence in study" refers to repeatedly studying [the 
texts] under revered teachers, ]istening [to explanations of their 
meaning], questioning [about knotty points], and retaining in 
mind [the texts and tlieir meaning.) The Elder .Ananda had 
do:Ae that exceedingly well. For this reason too dependent 
arising, though deep, appeared clear to him. 

1 Pubb'ii.panissa_l'asampatti, titthai•iisa, sotapannatii, bahussutabhiiva. 
2 Cy. gives a lengthy account of how the venerable Ananda fenned his original 

aspiration; only a synopsis of this is presel'lted here. 
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(3) Further, the principle of conditionality appears clear to 

stream-enterers and the venerable .lnanda was a stream-enterer. 

(4) For those who are highly learned, the delimitation of 
mentality-materiality becomes as evident as a bed and chair 
in a small room illuminated by a lamp, and the venerable .A.nanda 
was the chief of those who are highly learned. Because of his great 
learning dependent arising, though deep, appeared clear to him. 

SUB. CY. The principle of conditionality appears clear to 
stream-enterers because,with the dispelling of delusion,the principle 
"whatever is subject to arising is all subject to ceasing" presents 
itself to them by way of personal direct cognition. 

The 1edelimitation of mentality-materiality" is comprehension 
by delimiting mentality-materiality together with its conditions. 

THE DEPTH OF DEPENDENT ARISING 

CY. Dependent arising is deep in four respects : ( 1) because 
of its depth of meaning; (2) because of its depth of phenomena; 
(3) because of its depth of teaching; and (4) because of its depth 
of penetration.1 

(1) Its depth of meaning (should be understood as) the deep 
meaning of aging and death being originated and sustained with 
birth as condition ........ the deep meaning of volitional formations 
being originatt:d and sustained with ignorance as condition. 

SUB. CY. "The meaning of aging and death being originated 
and sustained with birth as condition": having originated through 
the condition of birth, aging and death become further extended 
in accordance with their own concurrent condition, i.e. they 
continue to occur. Or else the commentary's phrase may be 
construed as "the meaning of originated" (sambh'Utattha)and "the 
meaning ofsustained"(samudiigata/!ha). The meaning of aging and 
death being originated with birth as condition is explained thus: 
"There are no aging and death that do not come to be through 
birth, and there are none that come to be without birth ,on account 
of something else." The meaning of aging and death being 
sustained with birth as condition is that aging and death become 
manifest in accordance with the kind of birth and with the ways 

1 Atthagambhirata, dhnmmagambhirata, desaniigambhiratii, paJiv,dl,agamhhirala. 
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it serves as a condition. This meaning is "deep" in the sense of 
fathomless, since it does not give a footing for knowledge to those 
who have not accumulated wholesome collections ( of meritorious 
qualities). The same method of exegesis should be applied 
to the other terms. 

CY. (2) Its depth of phenomena (should be understood as) 
the deep meaning of ignorance being a condition for volitional 
formations ........ the deep meaning of birth being a condition 
for aging and death. 

SUB. CY. "The deep meaning of ignorance being a con
dition for volitional formations": the mode (akara) through which, 
and the stage (avatthii) at which, ignorance becomes a condition 
for volitional formations. For the mode of occurrence by which 
ignorance becomes a condition for particular volitional formation&, 
and the stage at which it does so, are difficult to comprehend. 
As both of these are difficult to comprehend, the meaning of 
ignorance being a condition for volitional formations through 
nine modes is "deep" in the sense of fathomless, since it does 
not give a footing for knowledge to those who have not accumulated 
wholesome collections (of meritorious qualities).' The same 
method of exegesis should be applied to the other terms. 

CY. (3) Its depth of teaching (•hould be understood) thus. 
In some places in the suttas dependent arising is taught in forward 
order, in some in reverse order, in some in both forward and 
reverse order,in some beginning fromthemiddlein forwardorder . ' or 1n reverse order, or in both. In some places three connections 
and four groups are taught, in some two connections and three 
groups, in some one eonnection and two groupi.2 

SUB. CY. Here "forward order" (anuwma) means: through 
the arising of the condition the conditionally arisen phenomenon 
arises. "Reverse order" (patiloma) means: through the cessation 
of the condition the conditionally arisen phenomenon ceases. 
But forward order also means startin1: from the beginning and 

1 For the nine modes of conditionality, see below, P. 83. 
2 T~e four groups (sankkepa) are: past causes (ignorance and volitional form

at~on~), present results (consciousness through feeling), present causes (craving, 
chng,ng, and _ex1<Jtcnce)., and .future results (btrth and aging and death). Toe 
thr::e connect1ons(sand/u)obta.i.n between past causes and present results,present 
results and present causes, and present causes and future results. See Vism. 
XVII 289-90, p. 669. 
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going through to the end, reverse order starting from the end 
and going back to the beginning. 

In a teaching that proceeds in forward order from the beginning 
or in reverse order from the end, there are three connections 
and four groups. In a teaching that starts from the middle and 
goes back in reverse order-such as the passage, "Bhikkhus, what 
is the source for these four kinds of nutriment?", etc. 
(S.XII.II/ii.II)~there are two connections and three groups. 
So too for a teaching that starts from the middle and goes forward 
in direct order, such as the passage: "In dependence upon the 
eye and vLible forms there arises eye - consciousness. The con
junction of the three is contact. With contact as condition there 
is feeling," etc. (S.XII.43/ii.72). In the passage: "When one 
lives contemplating satisfaction in phenomena which stimulate 
the fetters, craving increases. With craving as condition there 
is clinging," etc. (S.XII.53/ii.86), there is one connection and 
two groups. Dependent arising is even taught by way of a single 
factor. Such is found in the passage: "The instructed noble 
disciple attends to this carefully and methodically in terms of 
dependent arising: 'When there is this that comes to be; with 
the arising of this that arises. When this is absent that does not 
come to be; with the ceasing of this that ceases'. In dependence 
upon a contact to be felt as pleasant there arises a pleasant feel
ing," (S.XII.62/ii.96). That should be understood by way of 
this sutta. 

Thus, because it must be presented in different ways for different 
reasons, dependent arising is deep in teaching. Thence the 
commentator says: "This is its depth of teaching." For no kind 
of knowledge other that the omniscient knowledge (of a Buddha) 

can find a footing in it. 

CY. (4) Its depth of penetration (should be understood 
thus). Deep is the meaning of ignorance as not knowing, 
not seeing, and non-penetration of the truths. Deep is the meaning 
of volitional formations as volitiona:Iy forming, accumulating, 
lustfulness, and lustlessness; the meaning of consciousness as 
emptiness, absence of an agent, and manifestation of rebirth
linking without transmigration; the meaning of mentality
materiality as sjmultaneous arising, seiparableness, inseparable-
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ness, bending and deformation; the meaning of the six sense 
bases as predominan ts, the world, doors, fields, and possession 
of objective domains ;the meaning of contact as contacting,striking, 
conjunction, and encounter; the meaning of feeling as the ex
periencing of the object's taste, as being either pleasant, painful, 
or neutral, as being soulless, and as being felt; the meaning of 
craving as seeking enjoyment, attachment, as being a stream, 
a creeper, a river, and an ocean, and as being insatiable; the 
meaning of clinging as talcing, grasping, adherence, misapprehen
sion, and being difficult to overcome; the meaning of existence 
as accumulating, volitionally forming, and throwing beings 
into the different modes of origin, destinations, stations, and 
abodes; the meaning of birth as taking birth, being born, con
ception, generation and manifestation; and the meaning of aging 
and death as destruction, falling away, breakup, and change. 

The intrinsic natures of these states such as ignorance, etc., 
by the penetration of which these states themselves are 
penetrated through their essential characteristics-those intrinsic 
natures are deep. In this way the depth of penetration ( of 
dependent arising) should be understood. 

SUB. CY. Ignorance has the meaning "not knowing" since 
it is the opposite of knowledge with its characteristic of knowing. 
It h~ the mea~i?g "not seeing" since it is the oppo~ite of seeing 
by direct cogn1t1on of the object. It has the meaning "non
penetration of the truths" since, through its own intrinsic nature 
it does not allow one to penetrate the essential actuality of th; 
truths of suffering, etc., but persistently conceals them and enve
lops them. 

"Accumulating" is the collecting together or piling up of its 
associated phenomena in accordance with its own function. 
"Lustfulness" is one part of the demeritorious volitional form
ations, "lustlessness" the rest. Or else all demeritorious volitional 
formations, as a condition for the arising of lust, as increasing 
lust, and as not opposed to lust, are called "lustfulness", while 
the other volitional formations (meritorious and imperturbable) 
as the opposite of this, are called "lustle5sness." 

Consciousness's meaning of emptiness is deep because con
sciousness is said to be the distinctive basis for the misapprehension 
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of self. As it is said: "For a long time theuninstructedworld.1ing 
has been attached to this, appropriated it, and misapprehended 
it, thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'" (S.XII.61/ii.94). 
Consciousness's meanings of absence of an agent and manifest
ation of rebirth-linking without transmigration are deep because 
of the strength of people's adherence to a self as the agent of con
-sciousness and as the subject of transmigration in samsi'i.ra. 

Mentality-materiality has the meaning of "simultaneous 
arising" because mentality and materiality arise simultaneously 
at the moment of rebirth-linking, and in particular cases during 
the course of existence.1 They are "separable" since there is no 
.association of mentality with materiality or of materiality with 
mentality.2 That they are "inseparable" should be construed 
for certain factors of mentality in connection with other factors 
of mentality and for certain factors of materiality in connection 
with other factors of materiality. Inseparability intended as 
simultaneou~ arising and simultaneous cessation is found between 
the factors of materiality occurring in a single material cluster. 
Or else, materiality and mentality are separable because in one
.c;onstituent and four-constituent existence, respectively, they 
occur completely disconnected from the other, and they are 
inseparable because in five-constituent existence they oc£ur 
together.' Mentality (nama) has the meaning of "bending" 
(namana) in the sense of being directed to an object. Materiality 
(rUpa) has the meaning of "deformation" in the sense of under
going alteration through the encounter with adverse conditions.4 

The sense bases such as the eye, etc. "possess objective do
mains" since they have the power of illumination, the capacity 

I The expression "cowse of existence'' (pavatti) signifies every occasion of 
existence from the moment following rebirth-linking until death. 

2 "Association" (sampay8ga), as a !pecific conditional relation in the abhidhamma 
system, obtains only between co-existt:nt mental factors, and thw does n&t 
apply to the link between mentality and materiality even though these may be 
mutually dependent and connected by other conditional relations. 

3 ''One-constituent existence'' (ekavokarabhava): the plane of non-percipient 
beings, who consist exclusively of the aggregate of material form. "Four
constituent existence"(catuvokarabhava): the immaterial planes, where the four 
mental aggregates exist without material form. "Five-constituent existencen 
(pa,icavokarabhava): the planes of beings constituted by all five aggregates. 

4 "Deformation," as a rendering of ruppanii, attempts to reproduce in English 
a word-play in the original Pali, which unetym.ologically derives the noWl 
ripa, "material form" or "materiality," from the passive verb ruppati, "to be 
wom away," hence "to be deformed." 
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to reveal the objects such as visible forms, etc. which come into 
their range. The "soullessness" (nijjiva//ha) of feeling is deep 
because of the strength of the adherence to the idea that a self 
feels. 

The intrinsic nature of these states such as ignorance, etc. 
is itself"penetration" in the sense that it is penetrated. For itwas 
said in the Introduction (to the commentary to the Digha Nikaya): 
"Penetration is the undistorted intrinsic nature, i.e. the particular 
characteristic to be penetrated in the different phenomena re
ferred to in various places" (l.p.20). This intrinsic nature of 
ignorance, etc. is deep in the sense that it is unfathomable, for it 
does not allow one without knowledge to find a footing in it. 
It can only be penetrated by means of undeluded penetration 
through the knowledge pertaining to the noble path. 

CY. All this [the entire depth of dependent arising, which is 
briefly fourfold but in detail with numerous divisions] appeared 
clear to the Elder Ananda [because he was endowed with the 
four factors mentioned above]. Thence the Exalted One, ex
toHing him, said: "Do not say so, Ananda!" This is the purport: 
'' Ananda, you have great wisdom and lucid knowledge. Thus 
dependent arising, though deep, seems clear to you. Therefore 
do not say: 'Does it appear clear only .to myself or to others as 
well?'." 

THE RESTRAINING OF ANANDA 

CY. It was said: "(The Exalted One says 'Do not say so, 
Anand.a!') to restrain the venerable .Ananda". Thii is the pur
port: "Ananda, do not say 'to myself it seems as clear as clear 
can be'. If it seems 'as clear as clear can be' to you, then why 
didn't you become a stream-enterer on your c,vn instead 
of penetrating the path of stream-entry only in dependence on 
tbe method given by me? Ananda, if only nibbiina is deep, 
and the princij,le of conditionality is clear to you, then why 
haven't you uprooted four defilements-the two gross fetters of 
sensual lust and aversion and the two gross underlying tendencies 
of sensual lust and aversion-and realized the fruit of a once
returner? Why haven't you uprooted those same four defile
ments in their residual form and realized the fruit of a non-
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returner? Why haven't you uprooted eight defilements-the 
five subtle fetters of desire for fine material and immaterial existence, 
conceit, restlessness, and ignorance, along with the underlying 
tendencies of desire for existence, coneeit, and ignorance-and 
realized arahatship? 

"Why didn't you fulfil the perfections for one incalculable 
period and 100,000 aeons and penetrate the knowledge of a chief 
disciple, like Sariputta and Moggalliina? Why didn't you ful
fil the perfections for two incalculable periods and 100,000 aeons 
and penetrate the knowledge of a paccekabuddha's enlightenment? 
If this appears so completely clear to you, then why didn't you 
fulfil the perfections for four, eight, or sixteen incalculable periods 
and 100,000 aeons and realize the omniscient knowledge like the 
Buddhas? Don't you have any use for thete distinguished 
achievements? 

"See your mistake! You, a disciple possessing limited know
ledge, say of this extremely deep principle of conditionality, 'It 
appears clear to me.' This statement of yours goe:s contrary 
to the explanation of the Buddhas. It is not right for such a 
bhikkhu to say something going contrary to the explanation 

of the Buddhas. 

"Ananda, didn't I spend four incalculable periods and 100,000 
aeons striving to penetrate this prine,iple of conditionality? There 
is no gift that I did not give, no perfection that I did not fulfil, 
to penetrate the principle of conditionality. Resolved upon 
penetrating the principle of conditionality, I dispersed the army 
of Mara as though it were powerless, but even then the great 
earth did not move an inch. It did not move in the first watch 
of the night when I recollected my past lives orin the middle watch 
of the night when I attained the divine eye. But in the last watch 
of the night, at dawn, as soon as I saw: 'Ignorance is a condition 
for volitional formations through nine modes', this ten thousandfold 
world-system, sounding like a brass gong beaten by an iron rod, 
let loose a hundred roars, a thousand roars, and it shook like 
a drop of water on a lotus leaf struck by the wind. So deep, 
.A.nanda, is this dependent arising, and so deep its appearance.,, 

SUB. CY. (In the enumeration of the defilements), admittedly 
sensual lust and aversion therru:elves are, in denotation, both the 
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fetters of sensual lust and aversion and the underlying tendencies 
of sensual lust and aversion. But still "fetter" (sarityoJana) has 
.one meaning as the state of binding, while "underlying tendency" 
(anusaya) has another meaning, that of gaining strength in the 
mental continuum because of being unabandoned. Making 
this distinction in functions the basis for a division, the comment
ator says "four defilements." The same method applies to the 
other cases. 

He shows that the penetration of the truths by the achievement 
of the higher paths occurs by way of penetrating the principle of 
conditionality. Then he shows that. in a similar way, the pene
tration of the truths by the achievement of a disciple's enlighten
ment, a paccekabuddha's enlightenment, and the perfect enlighten
ment (ofa Buddha) also occur by way of penetrating the principle 
of conditionality. 

For great bodhisattas who have formed their aspirations, a 
difference is recognized in the time required to accumulate their 
collections (of merits and knowledge) for enlightenment. This 
difference is basedon the quality tftheir energy, whether superior, 
middling, or inferior. Showing this difference the commentator 
says "four, eight, or sixteen incalculable periods." 

"Striving to penetrate the principle of conditionality": by 
this he speaks specifically about the accumulation of the col
lection of knowledge, the fulfilment of the perfection of wisdom. 

All merit is a decisive support for this. Therefore, for all the 
great bodhisattas, their collection of merit is only for the sake 
of their collection of knowledge, since (it is knowledge) which 
has the capacity to bring the full achievement of the perfect en
lightenment. Thus he says: "There is no gift," etc. 

Now to show the supreme depth of dependent arising indirectly, 
by showing the great spiritual power involved in the penetration 
of the principle of conditionality, it is said: "As soon as I saw: 
'Ignorance is a condition for volitional formations through nine 
modes'." Ignorance is a condition for volitional formations 
through the nine modes: arising, occurrence, sign, accumulation, 
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conjunction, impediment, or1g1n, cause, and condition. 1 So 
too are the volitional formations for consciousness, etc. For 
it is said in the Patisarµ,bhidii.magga: "How is wisdom in the dis
cernment of conditions the knowledge of the structure of pheno
mena? Ignorance is the structuring factor for volitional form
ations as their arising, occurrence, sign, accumulation, conjunct, 
impediment, origin, cause, and condition. Through these nine 
modes ignorance is the condition and the volitional formations 
are conditionally arisen", etc. (Pts. i. 50). 

Therein, "nine modes" are nine modes of exercising the con
ditioning nature. ''Arising'': that from which the effect arises, 
the cause for the arising of the effect. Volitional formations 
arise when there is ignorance, not when ignorance is absent; 
thus ignorance is a condition for volitional formations as their 
ar1s1ng. Similarly, volitional formations occur and are guided 
when there is ignorance ( thus ignorance is the cause for their 
ocurrence and their sign). Ignorance is the condition for the 
way they throw beings into the realms of existence and for the 
way they accumulate for the arising of their effect (thus ignorance 
is an accumulation). It is a condition for the way they connect 
and join together with their own effect (thus it is a conjunct), 
and for the way they impede the mental continuum in which they 
have arisen (thus it is an impediment). They originate, arise, 
in the encounter with other conditions (thus ignorance is their 
origin). It sends forth volition~l formations and becomes the 
reason for them (thus ignorance is their cause). The volitional 
formations come forth and occur in dependence upon ignorance 
(thus ignorance is their condition). Thus these nine modes 
should be understood as the distinct ways ignorance exercises a 
cau~ative nature in 1elation to the volitional formations. The 
same method ~hould be applied to the volitional formatioru, 
etc. as the arising, etc. for con5ciousness, etc. The "structuring 
factor" (thiti) is the cause. 

1 llppiida, pavatta, nimitta, iiyiiluina, sam;yoga, paJibodha, samudaya, httu, pacca;,a. 
These nine modes, peculiar to the Pafisambhidamagga, should not be confused 
with the twenty-fou1 conditional relations of the Paffhiina. The former in
dicate nine aspects from which any conditioning relationship ran be viewed 
and apply in toto to every condition in relation to its effect. The latter in
dicate particular ways conditioning phenomena function as conditions, and 
only a select number will apply to any given relationship. The next para
graph attempts to explain the meaning of the nine modes. The passage 
is obscure even in the original, and certain liberties in translation had to be 
taken to bring implicit connections to light. 
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This passage shows the Buddha's undertaking of the discern
ment of conditions at the time (of his enlightenment). And that 
undertaking followed the established pattern. It occurred to 
himself in the same way it occurred to the great bodhisattas of the 
past as they sat at the foot of the Bodhi tree. 

BECAUSE OF NOT UNDERSTANDING A.N'D NOT 
PENETRATING THIS DHAMMA 

CY. "This Dharnma" is the Dhamma of conditions. "Not 
understanding": not understanding it by way of the full under
-standing of the known. "Not penetrating": not penetrating 
it by way of the full understanding by scrutinization and the 
full understanding by abandoning.1 

SUB. CY. "This Dharnma" is dependent ar1s1ng. Since 
this is, in denotation, the causes for the phenomena springing 
from causes, he calls it "the Dhan1ma of conditions." The meaning 
is: the conditionality of (the conditioning phenomena) such as 
birth, etc. with respect to (the conditioned phenomena) such as 
aging and death, etc. 

The delimitation of mentality-mate.riality and the di~cernm~nt 
of conditions do not come about by the mere first interpretation 
-0f phenomena, but by the recur1ent arising of knowledge about 
them called "repeated understanding." Showing the absence 
of both (these kinds of knowledge), the commentator says "not 
understanding it by way of the full understanding of the known." 

The full understanding by scrutinization and the full under
standing by abandoning are included within insight and the noble 
path. In;ight include, them because it occurs as the abandon
ing of the perception of permanence, etc. and it is itself the 
penetrating of phenomena. And the full understanding by 

J The commentaries divide full Widerstanding (parifirW) into three successively 
developed stages. In the first, "full understanding of the known"(ilatapari17illl), 
mental and material ,phenomena are delimited by the defining of their parti
cular characteristics and their conditioned origination ascertained by the dis
cernment of their conditions. In the second, "full understanding by scrutiniz
ation" (tira'{Ulpariiiiia), those same phenomena are surveyed by way of the 
three general characteristics: impermanence, suffering, and not-selfness. 
In the third, "full W1derstanding by abandoning" (pahiinapariii.:iifi.), erroneous 
conceptions are abandoned by the arising of successive insights leading up 
to. the supramW1dane path. The insight-knowledges proper begin at this 
third stage, with the first hvo stages serving as their foundation. 
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scrutinization is its foundation, for it suppresses the opposing 
states, thereby enabling insight to acquire precision and lucidity. 

The noble path includes them because it occurs ~y ~ay cf com
prehension through full understanding and abandomng. Showmg 
the absence of both kinds of penetration, the commentator says 

"not penetrating it by way of the full understanding by scrutiniz

ation and the full understanding by abandoning." 

BECOME LIKE A TANGLED SKEIN (tantiikulajiitii) 

CY. When weaver's yarn which has been badly kept a~d 
gnawed by mice becomes tangled all o~er, it is difficult to ~s
tinguish its beginning and end and to straighten it out from _be~n
ning to end. Similarly, beings have stumbled over the pr~nc1ple 
of conditionality; they have become tangled _an~ be"'.1ldered 
and are unable to straighten it out. However, 1: is possi?le for 
a person to straighten out a tangled skein by relying on his own 
personal ability. But except for the two kinds of bodhisattas 
[ those who will become paccekabuddhas and perfect Buddh:'5], 
other beings are incapable of straighte~ng o~t the principle 
of conditionality on their own [without the 1nstruct1ons of another]. 
And as a tangled skein, moistened with grease and ~orked over 
with a comb becomes clustered and knotted all over, 1n the same 
way these b~ings who have stumbled over conditions and cannot 
set them straight become confused and bound up in knots over 
the sixty-two views. For all those ~~o re~y on views are unable 
to straighten out the principle of condit1onahty. 

SUB. CY. "Stumbled over the principle of conditionality": 

having missed the middle path, they have fallen into the two 

extremes ( of eternalism and annihilationism~.. ".Stumbled over 
conditions'': stumbled by assuming the condit1on1ng phe~o~e~a 
to be permanent, happiness, and self, when in their 1ntrins1c 

· d t If "Unable nature they are impermanent: suffering, an _ no se · 
to straighten out the principle of conditionality": because they 

do not give up their assumptions of permane~e, etc.~ _they are 
nnable to straighten out their own views regarding conditions, and 

"'Compreh?nsion'' (abhisamaya): a technical term for the function! ?f the :ob~@ 

th hich include the fi..111 understanding of the truth of 11uffensg an t c 
pa , w . . . . 
abandoning of craving, the ong1n of suffering. 
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therefore they become tied m knots by way of the bodily knot 
of dogmatic adherences. 1 

LIKE A KNOTTED BALL OF THREAD (kuliigan/hikajatii) 

CY. A "knotted ball of thread" is greased weavers' thread. 
Some say that the term signifies a bird's nest. Both of these are 
tangled and difficult to straighten out from beginning to end. 
The meaning may be interpreted by the method of the previous 
simile. 

LIKE MATTED RUSHES AND REEDS 

CY. These grasses are beaten and made into a rope. If one 
takes that rope when it has become old and has fallen somewhere 
it is difficult to distinguish the beginning and end of those grasse; 
and to straighten them out from beginning to end. However, 
it is possible for a person to straighten them out by relying on his 
own personal ability. But except for the two kinds of bodhlsattas, 
other beings are incapable of straightening out the · principle 
of conditionality on their own. Thus this generation, being 
unable to straighten out the principle of conditionality, has become 
like a ball of thread and does not pass beyond sari:tsara with its 
plane of misery, unfortunate d~tinations, and lower realms. 

The plane of misery includes the hells, the animal realm, the 
realm of afflicted spirits, and the host of titans. All these are 
called the "plane of misery" because of the absence of the joy 
consisting in progres,;, the "unfortunate destinations" because 
they have gone to suffering, and the "lower realms" because 
they have fallen from the heights of happiness. Regarding 
sarh.sira, il is said.: 

The succession of aggregates, 
Elements and sense bases 
Continuing uninterrupted -
That is called sari:tsara. 

1 Idnthsactabkinivesakiiyagantha, literally, "the bodily knot of the adherence. 
'This is true'.'' 
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This generation does not pass beyond all that, does not overcome 
it. But rather (unable to straighten out the principle of condi
tionality) it goes from death to rebirth and from rebirth to death. 
Passing away and taking rebirth-linking over and over, like a ship 
on the ocean driven by a storm or like an ox yoked to a mill
"''h6el, it only revolves in the three reahns of existence, the four modes 
of origin, the five destinations, the seven stations of consciousness, 
and the nine abodes of beings. 

The Exalted One, it should be understood, said all this to re

!train the venerable Ananda. 

DEPENDENT ARISING 

2. CY. Now thls sutta is bound together by two phrases: 
(I) "This dependent arising, .Ananda, is deep," and (2) "Thls 
generation has become like a tangled skein." Therefore, in 
-0rder to show the depth of the principle of conditionality first, 
a5 the sequel to the phrase "This dependent arising, Ananda, 
is deep," the Buddha begins the teaching by saying: 

.A.NANDA, IF ONE IS ASKED: "ARE AGING AND DEATH 
DUE TO A SPECIFIC CONDITION?" (atthi idappaccaya 
jaramara'!],(lrh) 

CY. This is the meaning: '' lnanda, if a wise person is asked: 
'Are aging and death due to a specific condition? That is, is 
there a condition for aging and death through which aging and 
death come to be?,' he should not remain silent or say 'This has 
not been explained by the Tath5.gata,' as he would if were asked 
a question to be set aside, such as 'Are the soul and the body the 
same?'. He should say unequivocally 'They are', just a5', if 
he were asked whether the eye is eternal or non-eternal, he would 
say unequivocaHy 'It is non-eternal'. If he is further asked: 
'Through what condition is there aging and death? What is 
that condition through which aging and death come to be?,' he 
shouki say: 'With birth as condition there is aging and death'." 
The same method applies to all the remaining lases (in the passage 

being explained). 
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WITH MENTALITY-MATERIALITY AS CONDITION 
THERE IS CONTACT 

CY. When it is said (in the usual formulation of dependent 
arising) ''With the six sense bases as condition there is contact " 
inclusion is made of only the six kinds of resultant contact, th~t 
is, eye-contact, etc. But here the Buddha wishes to show the 
distinct conditionally arisen (kinds of contact) whether or not 
they are included by the phrase "With the six sense b~es as con
dition there is contact"; and he alsc wishes to show a distinctive 
condition for contact different from the six sense bases. Thrrefore 
he says: "With mentality-materiality as condition there is contact.u 

What has the Exalted One explained in this section of the sutta? 
He has explained the source (cause) of the conditions.I For 
this sutta is called "The Great Discourse on Causation" because 
it is explained to disentagle and unravel conditions. 

SUB. CY. "Inclusion is made of only the six kinds of resultant 
contact": because in numerous suttas and in the Abhidhamma 
(the factors of dependent arising) that begin with consciousness 
and end in feeling are treated as resu1tants, and thus contact is 
usually interpreted as including only the resultant kinds of contact. 
"Whether or not they are included by the phrase": those included 
are the six kinds of resultant contact; those not included are 
the non-resultant kinds of contact, i.e. wholesome, unwholesome, 
and functional contacts. 

"When the six sense bases are mentioned, only the internal 
sense bases are included; thus the Buddha "wishes to sho\v a 
distinctive condition for contact different ITom the six sense bases." 
For the six sense bases, such as the eye, etc., are not the only con
dition for contact. Material p!1enomena such as the visible 
form base and menta1 phenomena such as eye-consciousness 
are also conditions. As it is said: "In dependence upon the eye 
and visible forms there arises eye-consciousness. The meeting 
of the three is contact " 

"He has explained the source (cause) of the conditions": the 
conditions are the conditioning phenomena such as birth, etc. 
He has explained their causali1y (nidanatta) in relation to (the 

1 Paccayiinii1f1, nidjnaift kathita,,i. 
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conditioned phenomena) such as aging and death, etc., that i,; 
he has explained their unequivocal conditioning nature. To 

shc.;w that there is no deviation in their conditioning nature, the 

teaching in the subsequent sections that begin "It was said" 

('I). 4ff.) is presented. By the two 1erms "disentangle" and 

"'unraveJ" the commentator shows the absence of entanglement. 

Therefore, ::.inae the great subject of ccnditional-causation 

(paccayanidiina) is explained here free fi om entanglement and 

confusion, this sutta is entitled "The Great Discourse on Caus

ation," owing to the ab£ence of variability. 

4. CY. Now to sho\v the real, undelusive, invariable con

ditioning nature of the various conditions, the Exalted One says: 

IT WAS SAID: "WITH BIRTH AS CONDITION THERE 

IS AGING AND DEATH," ETC. 

SUB. CY. The conditioning nature 1s "real" (tatha), true, 

because each particular effect originates through its appropriate 

conditions, neither more nor less. Or else that principle is "real" 

because once their conditions reach completeness, there is no 

non-origination of the phenomena due to be produced through 

them even for a moment. It is is "undelusive" (avitatha), un

deceptive, devoid of deceptiveness, since no phenomenon arises 

through the conditions appropriate to &omc other pheno1nenon. 

It is "invariable" (anannatha) because of the absence of variability.1 

CY. "Gods": gods by rebirth. "Celestials": deities dwelling in 

roots, tree-trunks, etc. "Spirits": non-human beings. "Demons": 

whatever beings are generated. 

In the Visuddliimagga these three qualities of conditionality are interpreted 
somewhat differently (XVII.6, p. 593): "Because each particular phenomenon 
originates through its appropriate conditions, neither more nor less.,it is called 
'reality' (tathata). Because, once their conditions reach completeness, there 
is no non•origination of the phenomena due to be produced through them 
even for a moment, it is called 'undelusiveness' (avitathatii). Since no pheno
menon arises through the conditions appropriate to some other phenomenon 
it is called 'invariability' (anaiiMthatii)." Ven. :&al)amoli's translation 
has been modified to bring it into accord with the terminology used above. 
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SUB. CY. "Gods by rebirth": from the heaven of the 
four great kings up to the highest plane of existence. "Celestials": 
the retinue of the great king DhataraHha. "Spirits": the 
retinue of the great king Vessava:r;ia. "Demoru.": the retinue 
of the great king Viril[haka.1 

THE CAUSE, SOURCE, ORIGIN, A."ID CONDITION 

CY. All these words are synonyms for the reason (karaT)tl). 
For the reason is called "cause" (hetu) because it comes forth in 
order to produce its effect; the "source" (nidana) because it brings
forth its effect as if commanding ''Come and take it''; the ''origin'' 
(samudaya) because the effect originates from it; and the "con
dition'' (paccaya) because the effect occurs in dependence upon it. Birth 
is a condition for aging and death under the heading of decisive 
support. 

SUB. CY. Birth is a decisive support for aging and death 
because the latter occurs when it has occurred and does not occur 
when it has not occUITed. 

5. WITH EXISTENCE AS CONDITION THERE IS BIRTH 

CY. Therein, sense sphere existence includes everything 
between the Avici hell as the lower limit and the "gods who con
trol the creations of othf'rs" a,; the upper limit. 2 That is the 
method of interpretation in regard to rebirth-existence. But 
here existence should be interpreted as kamma-existence, for 
this is a condition for birth under the heading of decisive support.a 

SUB. CY. Query. Isn't it true that rebirth-existence is also 
a decisive support condition for birth? 

Reply. That is true, but it is not primary. Kamma-existence, 
on the other hand, is the primary condition (for birth) since 
it has the nature of generating birth. Sense sphere existence, as 

The three kings are the presiding deities of their respective realms in the 
"heav,;n of the four great kings." The fourth, Vinipakkha, is the ruler of 
the naga!, wonder-working dragons inhabiting the remaining realm. Cy.'s 
explanation of the last three types of beings differs from the usual accowit. 
This is advanced by Sub. Cy., which the renderings chosen here follow. 

2 Paranimmitavasavattideva: the gods inhabiting the highest of the six sense 
sphere heavens. 

S See Introduction, pp. 14-15 
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the condition for birth, is the kamma leading to (rebirth into) 
sense sphere existence. The same method applies to fine material 
and immaterial existence. 

6. WITH CLINGING AS CONDITION THERE IS EX
ISTENCE 

CY. Here clinging to sense pleasures is a condition for the 

three kinds of kamma-existence and also for the three kinds of 

rebirth-existence; so too the remaining kinds of clinging. Thus 

twenty-four kinds of existence have clinging as condition.1 But 

literally the twelve kinds of kamma-existence obtain here. The 

clingings are a condition for these under the heading of decisive 

support as well as under the heading of conascence. 

SUB. CY. "Three kinds of kamma-existence": sense sphere, 

(fine material and immat-erial) kamma existence. "Three kinds 

of rebirth-existence": sense sphere, (fine material and immaterial) 

rebirth-existence. 

"But literally the twelve kinds of kamma-existence obtain 

here": since clinging is a condition for rebirth-existence through 

its nature as a condition for kamma-existence, not otherwise, 

it is directly a condition for kamma-existence. 

"Under the heading of conascence": clinging is a condition 

for the unwholesome kamma conascent with itself under tho 

heading of conascence; it is a condition for other (unwholesome 

kamma) under the heading of decisive support, by way of being 

a proximate decisive support condition, etc. But it is a condition 

for wholesome kamma only under the heading of decisive support. 

And here "under the heading of conascence" is said to show 

that such conditions as mutuality, support, association, presence, 

and non-disappearance, etc. are included by the conascence 

t:ondition. So too "under the heading of decisive support" is 

said to include collectively object decisive support, proximate 

decisive support, and natural decisive support. 

Three kinds of kamma-existence and three kinds of rebirth-existence, each 
having as condition the four kinds of clingine. 
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7. WITH CRAVING AS CONDITION THERE IS CLINGING 

CY. Craving is a condition for clinging under the heading 
of conascence as well as under the heading of decisive support. 

SUB. CY. Here craving is a condition for clinging to sense 
pleasures only under the heading of decisive support, but it is a 
condition for the remaining kinds of clinging under the headings 
of both conascence and decisive rupport. The factors that begin 
with consciousness and end in feeling are to be heated as resultants. 

8. THIS IS THE CONDITION FOR CRAVING, NAMELY, 
FEELING 

CY. Here resultant feeling is a condition for craving under 
the heading of decisive support, the other (i.e. non-resultant 
feeling) in the other way, too (i.e. under the heading of con
ascence). 

9. CY. To this extent the Exalted One has shown the previous 

craving (purimata't}hil) that becomes the root of the round. Now, 

as if striking someone on the back or grab-bing him by the hair 

and pulling hirn away while he wails, the Exalted One pulls the 

teaching down from its usual sequence and speaks the present 

pa-,sagc to sho\V, by way of nine terms, obsessional craving 
( samudiic,irata,:,hii). 

SUB. CY. "Previous craving": the craving completed in the 

previous existence. "Pulls the teaching down from its usual 

sequence": in the sequence for teaching dependent arising by tht' 

method that has come down 

the condition for feeling. 
in other sutta-,, contact is cited as 

Thus, immediately after saying 
"This is the condition for craving, namely, feeling," the Exalted 

One would say: "It was said: 'With contact as condition there 

is fet ling'." But here he does not enter upon that sequence; 

rather, by showing obsessive craving, he teaches the phenomena 

rooted in craving, pulling the teaching down from its usual 

sequence as if to teach, forcefully and emphatic ally, that there is no 
occurrence (of craving) for one who sees that teaching. 
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THUS, .A.NANDA, IN DEPENDENCE UPON FEELING 
THERE IS CRA YING 

CY. Within that (obssesional) craving there are two kinds 
of craving: acquistitive craving ( esanata1J,M) and possessive craving 
(esitatarihii). Acquisitive craving is the craving because of 
which one travels along rough and rugged paths seeking wealth. 
Possessive craving is the craving for those things which have 
been sought after and obtained. Both of these are designations 
for obsessional craving. Therefore, this twofold craving arises 
in dependence upon feeling. 

SUB. CY. Acquisitive craving is the craving which motivatt"5 
the pursuit of wealth, possessive craving the craving which arises 
for the wealth that has been pursued. Obsessional craving is 
craving that occurs by way of manifestation.1 "This twofold 
craving arises in dependen~e upon feeling": pursuit in order to 
acquire wealth not yet obtained and achieving ownership of 
that which has been gained. 

CY. "Pursuit" is the pursuit of objects such as visible forms: 
etc. "Gain" is the obtaining of such objects, for that occurs when 
there is pursuit. "Decision-making" is fourfold, by way of know
ledge, craving, views, and thought.!. Therein, decision-making 
as knowledge is referred to in the passage: "One should know 
how to decide on happiness. Knowing how to decide on happiness, 
one should be devoted to inner happiness" (M.139/iii.233). 
Decision-making as craving is the "hundred and eight reflections 
due to craving " (A.IV.199). Decision-making as views is the 
sixty-two views. Since it is said "Desire, lord of gods, has its 
source in thought" (D.21/ii.277), in this sutta here "decision
making" is intended as thought. For having gained something, 
one thinks of it as desirable or undesirable, beautiful or ugly, 
and then decides: "This much will be for visible forms, this much 
for sounds, etc. This is for me, this for others. This I will use, 
this I will keep." Thenae it is said: "In dependence upon gain 
there is decision-making." 

I ''Manifestation'' (pariyu,thana): a technical term l!ignifyine a defilement which 
has risen up from the stage of underlying tendency to appear in the form 
of unwholesome thoughts and emotions. 

2 NO:r;a, ta1}hii, di!fhi, vitakka. 
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"Desire and lust": because of unwholesome thoughts 
and strong lust arise towards the object thought about. 
here is craving. Desire is a weak form of lust. 

weak 
This 

"Attachment" is strong conviction (,vith the ideas) of "I" 
and "mine". "Possessiveness" is taking possession by way of 
craving and views. "Stinginess" is unwillingness to share with 
others. "Safeguarding" is guarding well by locking one's door, 
keeping things in a safe, etc. The "taking up of clubs" is taking 
up a club to restrain others, the "taking up of weapons" is taking 
up a sword, etc. "Conflicts" may be bodily or verbal; "quarrels" 
come first and "disputes" afterwarru. "Insulting speech" is 
disrespectful speech. 

10-18. CY. Now to show obsessional craving in reverse order, 
in these sections the Buddha traces the teaching back. Therein 
(in 1 18), "craving for sense pleasures" is craving for visible 
forms, etr., which arises as lust for the five strands of sense pleasure. 
"Craving for existence" is desire accompanied by the eternalist 
view, "craving for non-existence" desire accompanied by the 
annihilationist viC\v. 

THESE TWO PHENOMENA, BEING A DUALITY, CON
VERGE INTO A UNITY IN FEELING. 

CY. "These two phenomena": craving which is a root 
-0f the round and obsessional craving. "Being a duality": though 
unified by their characteristic of craving, they form two sections 
insofar as craving is both a root of the round and an obsession, 
and through these they converge into a unity in feeling. The 
meaning is: they have a single condition in that they both occur 
,vith feeling as condition. 

"Convergence" is threefold: convergence by descent, converg
ence by conasence, and convergence by condition. I Convergence 
by descent is referred to in the passage: "All these converge upon 
sense pleasures'' (untraced); convergence by conascence in the 
passage: "These phenomena, friend, are rooted in desire, originate 
from contact, and converge upon feeling" {A.VIII 83/iv.339); 
convergence by condition in the present passage: "being a duality, 
(they) converge into a unity in feeling." 

l Osaraii.asamosarana, sahaji.ta.samosara~, paccaya.samosarat1,0. 
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19. WITH COJ\'TACT AS CONDITION THERE IS FEELING 

CY. E;,e-contact, etc. are all resultant contacts only. Ex
cepting the four supramundane resultant contacts, the remainder 
number thirty-two.I Herein, contact is a condition for feeling 

in many ways. 

SUB. CY. "Resultant contacts only": interpreting the factors
that begin with consciousness and end in feeling as resultants, 
all contact is divided by way of the door of its arising. The 
supramundane contacts are excluded because this is an expla• 
nation of the round. 

"Contact is a condition for fccling in many ways": in the five 
sense doors, the fivefold sense contact, such as eye-contact, etc. 1 

is a condition in eight ways-as conascence, mutuality, support, 
kamma-resultant, nutriment, association, presence, and non,<; 
disappearance conditions~for the five kinds of feeling that take 
the sensitive matter of the eye, etc. as their basis. 2 The fivefold 
sense contact, such as eye-contact, etc., is a condition in only 
one way-as decisive support condition-for the remaining sense 
sphere resultant feelings occurring in each sense door by way of 
the reception, investigation, and registration (states of conscious

ness).' 

In the mind door, its conascent mind-contact is a condition 
in the aforementioned eight ways for the sense sphere resultant 
feelings occurring by way of the registration consciousness; the· 
same for the resultant feelings of the three planes occurring by 
way of the rebirth-linking, life-continuum, and death states of 

consciousness. But the mind-contact associated with the mind
door adverting consciousness is a condition in only one way-a2" 
decisive support condition-for the sense sphere feelings occurring. 
in the mind-door by way of the registration consciousness. 

l See Vism. XVII. 221. p. 653. 
2 Sensitive matter (pasadariipa), according to the abhidhamma, is the sensorily 

receptive matter of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, and body, which enables them 
to function as bases of cognition. See Niirada, A Manual of Abhidhamma, 
(Kandy: BPS, 1975), pp. 291-2. 

3 For a description of the modes of occurrence of consciousness referred to here 
and in the following paragraph, see Vism. XIV. 111-124, pp. 514-18; 
Narada, Manual of Abhidh«mma1 pp. 32-33. 
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20. THOSE QUALITIES, TRAITS, SIGNS, AND IN
DICATORS THROUGH WHICH THERE IS A 
DESCRIPTION OF THE MENTAL BODY 

CY. The mutuaJly dissimilar intrinsic natures [of feeling, 
perception, mental formations, and consciousness] are called 
"qualities" (akara.) They are also called "traits" (lingiini) because, 
when carefully looked at, they betray the concealed meanings 
(of their base); "signs" (nimittiini) becau~e they are causes for 
perceiving particular things; and "indicators" (uddesa) because 
they are to be indicated in particular ways. 

SUB. CY. "The mutually dissimilar intrinsic natures": the 
natures of experiencing, perceiving, voJitionally forming, and 
cognizing. 1 These are called "qualities" because they qualify 
(their base) and are discerned as the mutually distinct features 
of being what is felt, etc. (in the case of feeling). 

"They betray the concealed meanings": they make known 
the particular concealed, unapparent meanings, such as the 
meaning of being immaterial, the meaning of bending in the di
rection ofan object, etc. (in the case of the mental body). 

''They are causes for perceiving particular things'': they are 
causes for taking notice of their meaning of being immaterial, 
etc. "Signs": through these (the meaning) is signalled and 
inferred. 

"'Ihey are to be indicated in par .icular ways": they a.re to 
be explained through the mode of being immaterial and through 
the mode of being what is felt, e,c. 

IF THOSE QUALITIES, ETC ........ WERE ALL ABSENT, 
WOULD DESIGNATION-CONTACT BE DISCERNED 
IN THE MATERIAL BODY? 

CY. This is the meaning here: "Ana.nda, when there are present 
those qualities, traits, signs, and indicators through which there 
is a description of the 'mental body', the mental group-that 
is, when there is present feeling's quality, trait and sign of being 
what is felt and its indicator 'feeling'; when there is present 

1 Theae refer respectively to each of the four mental aggregates. 

perception's quality, trait, and sign of perceiving and its indicator 
'perception'; when there is present the mental formations' quality, 
trait, and sign of volition and their indicator 'volition'; 
when there is present consciousness's quality, trait, 
and sign of cognizing and its indicator 'consciousness' -then 
there is a description of the mental body thus: 'This is 
the mental body'. But when the c.auses for the description 
of the mental body-the quality, etc. of feeling, etc.-are all 
absent, would designation-contact be discerned in the material 
body? Designation - contact is synonymous with mind-contact, 
which arises in the mind-door taking as its basis the four mental 
aggregates. Would that be discerned in the material body? 
Would it arise taking as its basis one or another of the five kinds 

of sensitive matter?" 

The venerable .Ananda replies: "Certainly not, venerable 
sir," rejecting the arising of (mind-contact) from the material 
body (alone), just as one would the arising ofa mango fruit from a 
rose-apple tree when mango trees are absent. 

SUB. CY. The "mental group" is the assemblage of immaterial 
phenomena comprised in the four mental aggregates-feeling, per
ccntion, mental formations, and consciousness. It is designated 
"~ental" (nama) in the sense of bending (namana) in the direction 

of an object. 

"There is a description of the mental body": there is a de ... 
scribing of it as "mental body," "immaterial cluster," "immaterial 
aggregates," etc. Volition is stated to be the quality of mental 
formations because it is primary among the phenomena included 
in the aggregate of mental formations. 

"Taking as its basis the four mental aggregates": taking as 
its basis the phenomena serving as the support condition (for 
that contact)-feeling, perception, consciousness, volition, etc.: 
which are referred to (by way of their grouping into) the four 
mental aggregates. Though this method also applies to the five 
physical sense doors, "in the mind-door" is specified. 

"Designation-contact is synonymous with mind-contact": the 
latter gains the name "designation-contact" because it is appre
hended by means of (its functions of) designation and description. 
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It is "discerned in the material body" becawe, in five-constituent 
existence, it is found occurring with the support of the heart
basis.1 

"Would it arise taking as its basis one or another of the five 
kinds of sensitive matter?": this is not recognized here, as is 
illustrated by showing the impossibility (of designation-contact 
in the material body) when feeling and the other mental factors 
are rejected. For without the support of feeling, etc. it is impos
sible for mind-contact to occur taking as its basis the five kinds 
of sensitive matter. By means of tke example of the mango 
fruit he shows the inevitable conclusion: "When the necessary 
cause for the arising of an effect is absent, the effect never arises 
from some other cause not appropriate to its arising." 

IF THOSE QUALITIES, ETC. THROUGH WHICH THERE 
IS A DESCRIPTION OF THE MATERIAL BODY WERE 
ALL ABSENT, WOULD IMPINGEMENT-CONTACT 
BE DISCERNED IN THE MENTAL BODY ? 

CY. In this second question, the terms "qua1ities," etc., 
should be understood to mean the quality, trait, and sign of de
formation 2 and the indicator "material form". Impingement
contact is the contact which arises taking as its basis the impin
gent aggregate of material form.3 Here the Elder Jnanda replies: 
"Certainly not, venerable sir," rejecting the ans1ng of 
(impingement-contact) from the mental body (alone), just as 
one would the arising of a rose-apple fruit from a mango tree 
when rose-apple trees are absent. 

SUB. CY. The quality of deformation is manifest deterior
ation in the encounter with adverse conditions. Or it is the 
cause for the deterioration of what exists in one's own continuum 
in the event (of such encounters). The quality of deformation 

l Hadayavatthu. The Pali commentaries, following ancient Indian tradition, 
regard the heart as the physical basis of mind-consciousness. In the canonical 
Abhidhamma Pitaka, however, the basis for consciousness is not specified. 
The Pa.tfhiina only says: "that material form by which mind-element and mind
consciousness-clement are supported.'' 

2 See above, p. 79 n. 4. 

3 Sappa.tigha: namely, the five kinds of sensitive matter. Thus impingement
contact is contact occurring through the five physical sense faculties, eye
contact, ear-contact, etc. 
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1s itself also a "trait" because it betrays the concealed meanings 
such as basis, impingement, etc.; it is a "sign" because it is a cause 
for perceiving particular things; and an "indicator" because it 
is to be indicated in particular ways. "Impingement" is the im
pinging, one upon the other, of object and basis. The contact 
produced from that impingement is called "impingement
contact." 

IF THOSE QUALITIES, ETC. THROUGH WHICH THERE 
IS A DESCRIPTION OF THE MENTAL BODY AND 
THE MATERIAL BODY WERE ALL ABSENT, WOULD 
EITHER DESIGNATION-CONTACT OR IMPINGEMENT
CONTACT BE DISCERNED? 

CY. This third question is stated in terms of both. The 
Elder replies: "Certainly not, venerable sir," rejecting the arising 
of either of the two kinds of contact in the absence of mentality
materiality, just as one would the arising of mangoes and rose
apples in space. 

SUB- CY. "In terms of both": in terms of both supports, 
the mental body and the material body, and in terms of both 
kinds of contact, designation-contact and impingement-contact. 

IF THOSE QUALITIES, ETC. THROUGH WHICH THERE 
IS A DESCRIPTION OF MENTALITY-MATERIALITY 
WERE ALL ABSENT, WOULD CONTACT BE 
DISCERNED ? 

CY. Having shown the conditions for the two kinds of contact 
separately, now the Exalted One poses the fourth question. in 
order to show, without making distinctions, that menta11ty
rnateriality is the condition for the two Ekinds of contact]. 

THIS IS THE CAUSE ........ AND CONDITION FOR 
CONTACT, NAMELY, MENTALITY-MATERIALITY. 

CY. The meaning is: "The mentality-materiality occ1r1rring 
in the six doors, this is the cause, this is the condition, [for the 
two kinds of contact]." For in the eye-door, the eye and visible 
form objects are materiality and the aggregates associated [ with 
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contact] are mentality; the same holds, with appropriate changes. 
in regard to the other physical sense doors. Thus, this fivefold 
contact lby way of eye-contact, etc.] is still "contact with mentality
materiality as condition." In the mind-door, too, the heart
basis and any material object are materiality, the phenomena 
associated [with contact] and any immaterial object are mentality. 
Thus mind-contact, too, is "contact with mentality-materiality 
as condition." Mentality-materiality is a condition for this 
[contact] in many ways. 

SUB. CY. The aggregates associated with contact are those 
offeeling, etc. Adverting should also be included by the mention
ing of the associated aggregates, since that is inseparable. 

"Mentality-materiality is a condition for this contact in many 
ways": thus resultant mentality is a condition for the numerous 
kinds of resultant mind-contact in seven ways-as conascence, 
mutuality, support, k.amma-resultant, association, presence, and 
non-disappearance conditions. Whatever functions here (in the 
resultant mentality) as nutriment is a nutriment condition; 
whatever functions as a faculty is a faculty condition. Non
resultant mentality is a condition for non-resultant mind-contact 
ill all the above ways except for kamma-resultant condition. 

Materiality, classified (by way of the internal sense bases) 
into the eye-base, etc. is a condition for the ( corresponding) five
fold contact, eye-contact, etc., in six ways-as support, prena
scence, faculty, dissociation, presence, and non-disappearance 
conditions. Classified (by way of the external sense bases) into 
the visible form-base, etc., materiality is a condition for the same 
fivefold contact in four ways-as object, prenascence, presence, 
and non-disappearance conditions. 

(The five external sense bases classified into) the visible form. 
base, etc. and mental objects are a condition in only one way-as 
object condition-for mind-contact. 1 The materiality of the heart
ba5is is a condition for mind-contact in five ways-as support, pre
nascence, dissociation, presence, and non-disappearance conditions. 

Thus mentality-materiality is a condition for this contact in 
many ways. 
I Mental objects (dhammiiramma1_t,a) apprehended exclusively by mind

consciousness, never by the fivefold sense consciousness,are classified as sixfold: 
mind, mental factors, sensitive matter, subtle matter, concepts, and nibbina. 
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21. IF CONSCIOUSNESS WERE NOT TO DESCEND 
INTO THE MOTHER'S WOMB 

CY. If, after having entered, it were not to occur by way of 
rebirth-linking. 

SUB. CY. It is said in the text ''were not to descend into the 
mother's womb" in order to show separately that consciousness, 
at its first arising, is the distinctive condition for mentality~ 
materiality. Though the rebirth-linking of the embryo is spoken 
of as if it descends into the mother's womb from outside, the 
phrase actually denotes the first arising of the aggregates there 
in accordance with conditions. 

WOULD MENTALI1Y-MATERIALITY TAKE SHAPE 

IN THE WOMB? 

CY. If there were no rebirth.linking consciousness, would 
the remaining bare mentality-materiality occur in the mother's 
womb, "taking shape" by developing through the various em
bryonic stages ? 

SUB. CY. "The remauung bare mentality-materiality": the 
remaining mentality-materiality-only, without consciousness. 

IF, AFTER DESCENDING INTO THE WOMB, . CON
SCIOUSNESS WERE TO EXPIRE 

CY. If, after descending by way of rebirth-linking, it were 
to perish by way of death; that is, if it were to cease. This 
cessation does not come about through the ceasing of the rebirth
linking consciousness itself, nor through the subsequent ceasing. 
of the second and third (states of consciousness). For thirty 
kamma-born material phenomena are produced or1g1nating 
along with the rebirth-linking consciousness. While they endure, 
sixteen moments of life-continuum consciousness arise and cease.1 

The thirty material phenomena that originate along with the rebirth-linking 
consciousness are grouped into three clusters of ten each: the decads of heart
basis, body, and sex. See Vism XX 22. p. 714, Nirada, Manual of Abhi
dhamma, pp. 308-314. According to the abhidhamma, material phenomena 
are slower to change than mental phenomena; thus during the time an arisen 
material phenomenon endures sixteen acts of consciousness arise and perish. 
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During this time [ during these sixteen moments of consciousness] 
there is no obstacle to the child who has taken rebirth-linking 
or to the mother. This is called "the period of safety." If the 
material phenomena originating along with the rebirth-linking 
consciousness can provide a condition for the seventeenth life
continuum consciousness, the course of existence occurs and the 
current (of material phenomena) continues. But if they cannot 
provide a condition, the course of existence does not occur and 
the current does not continue. This is called "expiring" and 
it was in reference to this that the Buddha said: Hif, after des
scending, consciousness were to expire." 

SUB. CY. "If consciousness \Vere to expire": if it ¥.'ere to 
undergo destruction, the cutting off of the continuity, i.e. death. 

"There is no obstacle" : in the case of the child there 1s cer
tainly no obstacle, no danger of death, since it is impossible for 
the death-consciousness to occur then,1 but how is there no 
danger of death for the mother? Because until that time has 
lapsed, it is impossible for the act of conception to bring about 
death. Thence it is called "the period of safety" i.e. from death. 

"The material phenomena originating along with the rebirth
linking consciousness": he speaks of the kamma-born material 
phenomena arisen at the moment of conception, for those are 
literally called "the material phenomena originating along with 
the rebirth-linking consciousness." But not those originated by 
temperature, since those originate subsequent to the arising of 
the rebirth-linking consciousness. Material phenomena born 
of consciousness and those born of nutriment do not originate 
then at all. 

The material phenomena ongmating along with the rebirth
linking consciousness are threefold: those originating at its arising 
moment, those originating at its duration moment, and those 
originating at its dissolution moment. 2 Those originating at its 
arising moment cease at the arising moment of the seventeenth 
life-continuum consciousness; those originating at its duration 
moment cease at the duration moment (of the seventeenth life-

I The death-consciousness cannot occur during the sequence of consciousness 
constituting the rebirth-process. 

2 This refers to the division of a moment of consciowness into threesubmoments, 
made more explicit immediately below. 
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continuum consciousness); and those originating at its dissolution 
moment cease at the dissolution moment ( of the seventeenth 
life-continuum consciousness). One phenomenon undergoing dis
solution cannot be said to become a condition for another pheno
menon undergoing dissolution; but it is not impossible in the 
pha.es of arising and duration. Thus what is meant by the state
ment under discussion is this: "If, at the arising and duration 
moments of the seventeenth life-60ntinuum consciousness, (the 
material phenomena originating along with the rebirth-linking 
consciousness) can provide a condition for it by means of (those 
material phenomena) still standing ........ " 1 For in five-constituent 
existence the mental body occurs sustained by the material body. 

"The course of existence occurs'' (pavatti pavattati) : this is said 
referring to the strengthening of consciousness by the material 
phenomena. ''And the current continuues'' (pave1/i ghatVJati): 
the current of k.arruna-born material phenomena originating at 
forty eight moments continues on in succession. For first therebirth
link.ing consciousness occurs; then (the process continues) up to 
the sixteenth life-continuum consciousness. Each of these has 
three submoments: arising, duration, and dissolution. At each 
of the three submoments of each consciousness thirty kamma
born material phenomena arise. Thus the sixteen sets of three 
amount to forty-eight (moments when material phenomena 
originate). The same method applies to the following moments. 

"But if they cannot provide a condition": that is, if the material 
phenomena originating along with the rebirth-linking consciousness 
cannot provide a condition for the seventeenth life-continuum 
consciouness. For if the seventeenth consciousneas following 
the rebirth-linking consciousness were to be a death consciousness, 
kamma-born material phenomena would not arise even at the 
duration and dissolution moments of the rebirth-linking con
sciousness, not to speak of the moments of the life-continuum 
c@nsciousness. In such a case consciousness would not gain a 
condition, and thus the course of exi~tence would not occur and 
the current would not continue. It would necessarily be cut 
off. Thence he says: "This is called 'expiring'." 

Those "still ~tanding" are the material phenomena originating: at the duration 
moment and dissolution moment of the rebirth-linking consciousness. 
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WOULD MENTALITY-MATERIALITY BE GENERATED 
INTO THIS PRESENT STATE OF BEING? 

CY. "This present state of being" (itthatta): the state of the 

complete five aggregates. 

IF THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF A YOUNG BOY OR GIRL 
WERE TO BE CUT OFF, WOULD MENTALITY
MATERIALITY GROW UP, DEVELOP, AND REACH 
MATURITY? 

CY. The meaning is: "If consciousness were to be cut off, 
would bare mentality-materiality survive and grow up in the 
first period of life, develop through the middle period, and reach 
maturity in the last period? Would it grow up, de.,elop, and 
reach maturity through ten, twenty, a hundred, or a thousand 
years?" 

THEREFORE, lNA.1'1/DA, THIS IS THE CAUSE ........ AND 
CONDITION FOR MENTALITY-MATERIALITY, 
NAMELY, CONSCIOUSNESS 

CY. Since consciousness itself is the condition when rebirth
linking takes place in the mother's womb, during the stay in the 
womb, at the time cf leaving the womb, and for ten years and 
more during the course of exis1ence, "therefore this is the 
cause, this is the condition for mentality-materi3.lity, namely, 
consciousness." For consciousness is a condition for mentality
materiality in the way a king, restraining his retinue, might say: 
"Who was it that made you viceroy and yo1:1 general? Didn't 
I do so? For if you could bect.:me a viceroy or general by your
self, without my making you suc..h, then we would know your 
powe1." In the same way, as it were, (.:onsciousness might say 
to mentality-materiality: "Who is it that made you mentality, 
you materiality, you mentality-materialit)'? Didn't I do ,o ? 
For if you could become mentality, materiality, or mentality
mate1iality without my~elf having become a forerunner and 
taken rebirth-linking in the mother': womb, then we would know 
your power." Consciou5.ness is a condition for mentality
materialit)' in many ways. 
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SUB. CY. The phrase "consciousness itself" is a limiting 
-expression, a term repudiating the self posited by outside (non
Buddhist) thinkers as well as a areator God, etc. But it does 
not repudiate ignorance, etc. and contact, etc. (the other pheno
mena conditioning mentality-materiality), since the emphasis 
of the term is on the exclusion of its intended antithesis only. 

"Consciousness is a condition for mentality-materiality in many 
ways". How? Rebirth-linking or any other resultant conscious
ness is a condition in nine ways-as conascence, mutuality, sup
por:, kamma-result, nutriment, faculty, association, presence, 
and non-disappearance conditions - for resultant mentality, 
whether at rebirth-linking or in the course of existence, whether 
it be mixed with materiality or unmixed. 

At rebirth-linking it is a condition for the materiality of the 
heart-basis in nine ways-as conascence, mutuality, support, 
karnma-result, nutriment, faculty, dissociation, presence, and 
non-disappearance conditions. It is a condition for the remaining 
materiality apart from the heart-basis in eight ways-in all the 
above ways except the mutuality condition. Volitionally 
formative consciousness is a condition in only one way-as decisive 
support condition-for the materiality of the non-percipient 
beings or for kamma-born materiality in five-constituent existence, 
according to the suttanta method. 

All the remaining types of consciousness, from the first life
continuum consciousness onwards, should be understood to be 
a condition for mentality-materiality as appropriate. This is a 
synopsis. The method of assigning the conditions in detail has 
not been shown since to do so the entire explanation of the "Great 
Treatise" (the PaHhiina) would have to be brought in. 

Query. How is it to be ascertained that at rebirth mentality
materiality occurs with consciousness as condition? 

Reply. Both through the suttas and through reasoning (yutti). 
For in the texts consciousness has come down in many ways as the 
condition for feeling, etc. As it is said: "Phenomena occur 
>.ccompanied by consciousness" (Dhs. p. 5). Through reasoning 
it is understood by inference from consciousness-born materiality 
seen here that consciousness is also a condition for unseen materi-
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ality. For when the mind is calm or disturbed, material pheno· 
mena are seen ari:,,ing in accordance with it (i.e. with the state 
of mind); and through that which is seen inference is made to 
the unseen. Accordingly, it can be ascertained through the 
consciousness-born materiality that is seen here, that conscious
ness is also a condition for the unseen materiality at rebirth
linking. For in the Patthlina consciousness has come down as 
the condition for materiality originating from kamma just as it 
has for materiality originating from consciousness. 

22. THEREFORE, .ANANDA, THIS IS THE CAUSE ....... . 
AND CONDITION FOR CONSCIOUSNESS, NAMELY, 
MENTALITY-MATERIALITY. 

CY. (Mentality-materiality is a condition for consciousness) 
in the way a king's officers, restraining the king, might say: "Who 
was it that made you king? Didn't we do ,o? If you could become 
king alone, without one of us occupying the position of viceroy, 
another the position of general, then we would see what kind 
of king you are." In the same way, as it were, mentality· 
materiality might say to consciousness: "Who is it that made 
you the rebirth-linking consciousness? Didn't we do so? If 
you could become a rebirth-linking consciousness without the 
support of the other three mental aggregates and the heart-basis, 
then we would see what kind of rebirth-linking consciousness 
you are." Mentality-materiality is a condition for consciousness 
in many ways. 

SUB. CY. How? At rebirth-linking, mentality is a con
dition for consciousness in seven ways~as conascence, mutuality, 
support, kamm.a-resultant, association, presence, and non.
disappearance conditions. Mentality is here a condition in 
other ways, some as a ro0t-cause condition, some as a nutriment 
condition. 

Non~resultant mentality is a condition in six wavs-in all the 
abo~e ways except for kamma~resultant conditio~. Mentality 
is here a condition in other ways, some as a root-cause conditit>n, 
some as a nutriment condition; and that is in the course of existence 

' not at rebirth-linking. 
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Regarding materiality, at rebirth-linking the heart-basis is a 
condition for consciousness in six ways-as conascence, mutuality, 
support, dissociation, pre::ience, and non-disappearance conditions. 
In the ccurse of existence it is a condition in five ways, obtained by 
omitting the conascence and mutuality conditions (from the 
previous six) and adding the prenascenco condition. 

The fivefold materiality classified as the eye-base, etc. is a con· 
dition for the corresponding kinds of consciousness, classified 
as eye-consciousness, etc., in six ways~as support, prenascence, 
faculty, dissociation, presence, and non-disappearance conditions. 

Thus mentality-materiality is a condition for con'iciousness 
in many ways. 

IT IS TO THIS EXTENT, .ANANDA, THAT ONE CAN 
BE BORN ........ AND RE-ARISE 

CY. When consciousness is a condition for mentality
materiality, when mentality-materiality is a condition for con
sciousness, when the two occur as conditions for one another, 
it is by this much that one can be born ........ pass away and re-arise, 
that birth etc. or repeated death and rebirth-linking can be 

discerned. 

SUB. CY. He shows: "The entire round of sarh.sira occurs 
by this much-by the five aggregates, here called consciousness 
and mentality-materiality, occurring withoneanother as support." 

"By this much" (ettakena): by this much only. This is a phrase 
of inclusive emphasis meaning: "not through anything else 
besides this, through a self having the intrinsic nature of a subject 
or agent or through a creator God, etc.,, 

TO THIS EXTENT THAT THERE IS A PATHWAY FOR 
DESIGNATION, ETC. 

CY. "A pathway for designation" (adhiuacanajiatha): a path
way for an expression used through the application of a mere 
word regardless of meaning, as in the case of names such as 
"SirivaQ.Q.haka," "DhanavaQQhaka," etc. "A pathway for 
language" (niruttipatha): a pathway for an expression used with 
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reference to a reason; thus one is called "mindful" because he 
has mindfulness or "clearly comprehending" because he clearly 
comprehends. "A pathway for description" (panfiattipatha): a 
p_athway for an expression used to communicate (an idea) through 
diverse aspects; thus "wise, clever, intelligent-, subtle, proficient," 
etc. These three terms refer to the aggregates which become 
the basis for designation, language, and description. 

SUB. CY. "Pathway": a path c,f application, the domain 
for its application. Since the terms ''designation," "language " 
and "description" here have the same meaning and all stateme~ts 
share the nature of designation, etc., the words "designation," 
etc.-though used with distinction (of meaning) in relation 
to certain statements-here refer to all statements collectively 
through their sameness in revealing meaning through description. 

TO THIS EXTENT THAT THERE IS A SPHERE FOR 
WISDOM, ETC. 

CY. "A sphere for wisdom" (panfiiivacara): that which is to 
be encompassed by wisdom, that which can be known. "The 
round turns": the round of salDSara turns. "This present state 
of being": this is a name for the five aggregates. "For describ
ing": for the sake of describing by names, for the description by 
the names "feeling," "perception," etc. The meaning is: the 
five aggregates too are discerned to this extent. "That is, when 
there is mentality-materiality together with consciousness": 
what is meant is, to the extent that mentality-materiality and 
consciousness occur as conditions for one another. This state
ment refers back ( to all previous phrases preceded by "to this 
extent"). 

DESCRIPTIONS OF SELF 

23. CY. (With the above teaching) the Exalted One has 
~hown the sequel to the phrase "This d<,1Jendent arising, Ananda, 
lS de~p and_ a~pears. deep." He now undertakes the present 
teaching begmrung with the ways of describing self in order to 
show the sequel to the phras« "This generation has become like 
a tangled skein." 
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Therein, one who apprehends the unextended kasiQ.a sign as 

self describes self as having material form and as limited. One 
who gains different kasi"Q.as sometimes describes it as blue, some
times as yellow, etc. One who apprehends the extended kasii;ia 
sign as self describes self as having material form and as infinite. 
One who removes the unextended kasiQ.a sign and apprehends 
as self either the area that had been covered by the sign or the 
four mental aggregates occurring there, or, from among these, 
mere consciousness-he describes self as immaterial and limited. 
One who removes the extended kasii;i.a sign and apprehends as 
self either the area that had been covered by the sign or the four 
mental aggregates occurring there, or, from among these, mere 
consciousness-he describes self as infinite and immaterial. 

SUB. CY. Since no self exists in the ultimate sense, but only 
as a mental construct of the theorists, the commentator includes 
the above pasi;.age to show what it is they perceive as self and 
their mental constructions concerning its nature, such as having 
material form, etc. "Mere consciousness": one who holds the 
doctrine 11the self consists of consciousness.'' 1 

24. CY. "Therein, Ananda": among these four theorists. 
"In the present" (etarahi): now only, not afterwards. This 
is said by way of annihilationism. "There in the future" ( tattha 
bhiivirh): there in the world beyond in the future [as ever-existent 
and imperishable]. This is said by way of eternalism. The 
third position shows their dispute. 2 For the annihilationist 
thinks: "The self, which the eternalist posits as not subject to 
annihilation, is not thus. I will convert him to the way it really 
is (the state of being thus)-subject to annihilation. I will make 
him understand his eternalism and cau~c him to aocept annihi
lationism." The eternalist, too, thinks: 11The self, which the 
annihilationist posits as non-eternal, is not thus. I will convert 
him to the way it really is (the state of being thus)~ternal. I 
will make him understand his annihilationism and cause him to 
accept eternalism." 

11This being so": in the case of one describing self as having 
material form and limited. "A settled view ( of self) as haviag 
material form and limited underlies this": this view does not 

1 Viiindramayo attii. This may b€ an allusion to a Vedantic cenception of the self. 
2 For an alternative interpretation of this passage, see the Introduction, p. 38. 
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underlie this like a vine or creeper; it underlies this in the sen'ie 
that it has not been abandoned. 

SUB. CY. That is, it has not been eradicated by the path. 
"Underlying" means capable of arising when it gains a cause 
(which activates it). 

CY. To this extent sixteen kinds of theorists have been shown: 
four who gain meditative attainments, their respective disciples-, 
four rationalists, and their respective disciples. 1 

SUB. CY. The four who gain meditative attainments are 
the four theorists who describe their doctrinal views after mentally 
constructing, adopting, and upholding those views themselves as 
a result of gaining attainments with a material form kasi:i;ia, etc. 
Their respective disciples are the four theorists \\-·ho describe tho:se 
doctrines after they have learned them from the attainers, either 
directly or via a lineage of teac.hers, and then accepted and ap
proved of them in the same way. The four rationalists are the 
four who, without gaining jh.ina through the kasi:i;ias, adhere 
to and uphold the four doctrinal views by themselves, entirely 
as a result of reasoning. Their four discip'lles should be under
stood in the way explained. 

NON-DESCRIPTIONS OF SELF 

25. CY. Having thus shown those who describe self, the 
Buddha speaks the present section to show those who do not 
describe self. Who do not describe self? All noble individuals, 
firstly, do not desctibe self. Then those who are highly learned
one who is a n1a~ter of thtee Pit,akas, two Pitakas, one Pitaka, or 
even the studious expounder of the Dhamma who has thoroughly 
discriminated one Nik3ya, as well as one who has undertaken 
insight-they do not describe self. They know that the counter
part sign of the kasi:r;ia is only a counterpart sign and that the 
immaterial aggregates are only immaierial aggregates. 

SUB. CY. "One who has urdertaJ.-en insight": the po,ver of 
insight is such that even an unlearned pracfilioner does not de
scribe self. But this cannot (always) be said for one who gains 

l The four in each case should be understood by way of the four descriptions 
of self. 
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the jhi.nas and modes tf direct knowledge even though he follows 
the Buddha's dispensation; thus he is not mentioned here. 

"They know that": this is said to show the reason they do not 
describe self. They do not hold any disterted assumption• be
cause they have dispelled the cause for those assumptions. 

CONSIDERATIONS OF SELF 

27. Now those who describe self describe it after comidtring 
it by way of views, and their con5-idera•ion comes about bxau~e 
they have not abandoned personality view with its twenty cases. 
Thertfore the Exalted One speaks the present section to show 

personality view with its twenty cases. 

(HE) CONSIDERS FEELING AS SELF 

CY. By tbis, personality view based on the aggreg-ate of feeling 

i5 explained. 

"MY SELF IS WITHOUT EXPERIENCE OF FEELING" 

(appa/isariwedano me attii) 

CY. This is personality view based on the aggregate of 

material form. 

SUB. CY. By rejecting (self as) a subject offeeling, percei~ng 
and the other mental functions, which are inseparable from feeling, 
are also rejected. Thence the commentator says "personality 
view based on the aggregate of material form." 

"MY SELF FEELS; FOR MY SELF IS SUBJECT TO 

FEELING" 

CY. This is personality view based on the aggregates of per
ception, mental formations, and con~ciousness. For these aggre
gates feel because they are associated with feeling. The phenomenon 
offeeling belongs to them and cannot be dissociated from them. 

SUB, CY. By the phrase "my self feels" (atta me vediy£1ti), the 
theorist rejects the doctrine that self is without experience of 
feeling. By the phrase "my self is subject to feeling" (vedanii
dharnmo hi me attii), he rejects the doctrine that feeling is self. What 
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he claims is that self is endowed with feeling, that the phenomenon 
of feeling belongs to self, hence that "self is subject to feeling." 
"(They) feel because they are associated with feeling": he 
speaks of them as performing the function (of feeling) through 
their association with it. For the experiencing of the object 
pertains to all phenomena taking objects. And that comes about 
in part merely by being contacted. But feeling, flowing out, 
experiences the taste of the object as a master. By means of 
this, perception and the others are said to "ie<:J because they are 
associated with feeling." 

28. THEREIN, ANANDA 

CY. Now the Exalted One shows the errors "therein", in 
( the doctrines of) the three theorists. 

ON THE OCCASION WHEN ONE EXPERIENCES A 
PLEASANT FEELING, ETC. 

CY. The passage beginning with these words is stated in order 
to show the error (in identifying feeling with self). For what
ever feeling one considers as self, it follows that self is sometin1es 
present and sometimes absent. 

SUB. CY. Since the three kinds of feeling have different 
intrinsic natures, one considering pleasant feeling as self cannot 
consider painful feeling or neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling 
as self. The same applies for the other two cases. 

29. PLEASANT FEELING IS IMPERMANENT 
SUBJECT TO DESTRUCTION, ETC. 

CY. "Impermanent": because of not existing after having 
been. "Conditioned": made by several causes which have 
joined together, which have come together. "Dependently arisen": 
arisen rightly only through a cause, in dependence on several 
conditions. "Destruction," etc.: all these terms are synonyms 
for dissolution. For whatever breaks up also is destroyed, falls 
away, fades out, and ceases. 

SUB. CY. "Because of not existing after having been": with 
this he shows that it is impermanent because of possessing a rise 
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and fall. "Conditioned" because conditioned by numerous 
causes. "Arisen rightly'': arisen through a corresponding cause, 
an appropriate cause; "rightly," methodically due to the absence 
of eternalism and annihilationism, etc.; ''in dependence on," 
supported by its own several causes such as a sense faculty, an 
object, conscicusness, a contact to be felt as pleasant, etc. By 
the four terms-subject to destruction, falling away, fading out,. 
and ceasing-he shows that feeling has the nature of dissolution. 

"MY SELF HAS DISAPPEARED" (byagii mt attii) 

CY. The meaning is: "My self has departed, my self has 
ceased." 

Qµery: Can one and the same person think, at three different 
tin1es, "This is my self" ? 

Reply: Why not? For the theorist is not consistent, but wavers. 
like a stump planted in a heap of chaff. Like a monkey in the 
forest he lets- go of one thing and takes hold of another. 

SUB. CY. The purport of the question is: "Can one and the 
same theorist think at three different times, i.e. the times when 
the three feelings occur, 'This self of mine has pleasant feeling 
as its intrinsic nature, and also painful feeling and neither-painful
nor-pleasant feeling as its intrinsic nature'? How can anyone 
in his right mind affirm that one and the same thing can have 
different intrinsic natures?'' 

IMPERMANENT, A MIXTURE OF PLEASURE AND 
PAIN, ANDSUBJECTTOARISINGAND FALLING AWAY 

CY. If he makes a distinction and considers a particular 
kind of feeling to be s<lf, he considers as self something which is 
impermanent and plea~nt, painful, [ or neither-painfi;l-nor
pleasant]. If he considers feeling in general to be self, without 
making distinctions, he considers as self something which is a 
mixture and subject to arising and falling away. For feeling 
is threefold and subject to arising and falling away, and the 
theorist considers that [ threefold feeling taken collective!)] to be 
self. Thus he commits the error of accepting an impermanent 
self and the arising of many feelings at a single moment. But 
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an ~mpermane~t self is not allowed and there is no arising of many 
feelings at a single moment. It is in reference to this that the 
Exalted One says: "Therefore, Ananda, because of this it is n~t 
acceptable to consider: 'Feeling is my self'." 

.s~. CY. "He commits the error of accepting ........ the 
~1suig of many feelings at a single moment": (because he cons~ 
~1ders s~lf to ~ave) the intrinsic nature of fe-eling in general. For 
if that 1s so (1.e., that self has the intrinsic nature of feeling in 
g_eneral) the consequence follows that all feelings occur at all 
times to the self and the theorist would be forLed to claim that 
many feelings arise at a single moment. Not letting him escape, 
the_ commentator says: "There is no arising of many feelings at 
a. single m~r:ient." The intention is that this is contradicted by 
dir~ct ~:ogn1t1on. "Because of this it is not acceptable"; because 
(this view) has been proven to be self-contradictory and also 
because self is utterly non~existent, the wise do not accept this 
view. 

30. WHERE THERE IS NOTHING AT ALL THAT IS 
FELT, COULD (THE IDEA) "I AM" OCCUR THERE? 

CY. "Where there is nothing at all that is felt", in the bare 
aggrega:e of material form. The meaning is: "Can the ege>
c~ncept1on 'I a°:' (asmi) arise in that which is devoid of feeling, 
(m a bare material object) such as a palm-leaf fan or a windovr 

J?" s· h pane . 1nce t e bare aggregate of material form does not 
rise. up. and say "I arn", it is not acceptable (to consider: "My 
self 1s vnthout experience of feeling"). 

31. COULD (THE IDEA) "I AM THIS" OCCUR THERE? 

CY. The meaning is: "Among those three aggregates subject 
to feeling, (if feeling were to cease) would there be even one 
phenomenon which could be spoken of thus: 'I am this' (ayam 
aham asmi) ?" Or else: "When, through the cesration of feeling, 
those_ three aggregates have ceased along with feeling, could 
(the ideas) 'I am' or 'I am this' arise?'" The venerable Ananda 
rejecting this (as untenable) like the sharpness of a hare's horn' 

"C . ' says: ertainly not, venerable sir." 
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SUB. CY. "I am": this refers to the kind of ego-conception 
which arises taking the three ( other mental) aggregates collect
ively (to be self). "I am this": this refers to the kind cf ego
conception which arises taking one of them individually (to be 
self). With the cessation of the four mental aggregates th<re 
can be no ego~conception; for as with the sharpness of a hare',) 
horns, the supporting base would not be apprehended. 

CY. What has been explained so far? The round of existence 
has been explained. For the Exalted One sometimes explains 
the round under the heading of ignorance, sometimes under the 
heading of craving, and sometimes under the heading of views. 

Therein, in the passage: "Bhikkhus, no first point of ignorance 
is discerned, of which it could be said: 'Before this there was no 
ignorance, afterwards it came into being'. Nevertheless, ignorance 
has a specific condition" (A.X.61/v.115)-the round is explained 
under the heading of ignorance. In the passage: "Bhikkhus, 
no first point of the cTaving for existence is discerned, of which 
it could be said: 'Before: this there was no craving fer existence, 
afterwards it came into being.' Nevertheless, the C'raving for 
existence has a specific condition" (A.X.62/v.116)-the round 
is explained under the heading of craving. In the passage: 
"Bhikk.hus, no first point of the view of existence is discerned, 
of which it could be said: 'Before this there was no view of existence, 
afterwards it came into being'. Nevertheless, the view of ex~ 
istence has a specific conclition"1-the round is explained under 
the heading of views. 

Here, too, the round is explained under the heading of views. 
For the theorist, having taken pleasant feeling, etc. to be self, 
misapprehends them through ego-conceptions and conceptions 
of "mine"; because of this, passing away and re-arising from one 
state to another in all the realms of existence, modes of origin, 
destinations, stations for consciousness, and abodes of beings, he 
continually and constantly revolves around like a ship on the 
ocean driven by a storm, unable to lift his head out from the round. 

SUB. CY. Admittedly, in the earlier part of the sutta too 
(the part on d.::pendent arising) the round of existence was ex
plained. But here, by demonstrating the theoris1's inability to 

1 No such passage can be traced in the Pali Tipitaka as it now stands. 
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lift his head out from the round, the explanation reveals the 

extremely pernicious natute of wrong view. 

"No first point Qf ignorance is discerned": (the Buddha is 

saying) "Since a beginning is non-existent even my unobstructed 

omniscient knowledge dces not discern one, of which it could be 

said: 'Ignorance. arose in the time of such and such a Buddha or 

universal monarch and did not exi:,t before that time'." The 

specific condition for ignorance is the cankers, etc. 'Craving for 

existence" is the craving which becomes the fetter to existence. 

The "view of existence'' is the eternalist view. 

32. ANANDA, WHEN A BHIKKHU DOES NOT CONSIDER 

FEELING AS SELF, ETC. 

CY. Having so far explained the round in terms of the theorist 

who is eonfused about the princip1e of conditionality, in this section 

the Exalted One explains the ending of the round. To explain 

the ending of the round he does not refer to a distracted JJerson 

who has dropped his meditation subject because of some new 

work project, eto.; rather, through his skilfulness in teaching, 

he undertakes the exposition by way of a practitioner dwelling 

in the foundations of mindfulness. Thus he says: "When a 

bhikkhu does not consider feeling as self," etc. Such a bhikkhu does 

not consider feeling or anything else as self because he has pro

ceeded among all phenomena by means of exploration knowledge 

in the way described thus: "Whatever material form thert" is

past, present, or future, internal or external, gross or subtle, 

inferior or superior, far or near-he defines all material form as 

impermanent; this i~ one exploration. He defines it as suffering; 

this is one exploration. He defines it as not-self; this is one ex

ploration," (Pts. i. 53) etc. (The same for the other four aggregates). 

Not considering in such a way, "he does not cling to anything 

in the world''; that is, among the phenomena such as material 

form, etc. belonging to the world of the aggregates, etc., he doos 

not cling to even one thing as self or as belonging to self. 
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NOT CLINGING, HE IS NOT AGITATED. 

CY, He is not agitated (na parilassati) by the agitations of 
craving, views, or conceit. ''He personal~y a~ta~ns nibbiina": 
he himself attains nibbiina through the extmgmshmg of the de
filements. "Destroyed is birth," etc.: this is said to show the 
reviewing knowledge that occurs to one who has attained nibbina. 

ANANDA, IF ANYONE SHOULD SAY OF A BHIKKHU 
WHOSE MIND HAS BEEN THUS LIBERATED, .... ··· 
THAT WOULD NOT BE PROPER. FOR WHAT 

REASON? 

CY, (Since the arahat does not bold any of the four vi~ws 
concerning the Tathli.gatha after death) someone might say of him: 
"The arahat does not know anything." But it would not be 
correct to sav of an arahat, who is liberated through knowledge, 
that he does· not know anything. Thence at the end of the four 

alternatives it is said: "For what reason?", etc. 

BECAUSE THE BHIKKHU rs LIBERATED BY DIRECTLY 

KNOWING THIS, ETC. 

CY "The extent of designation": "designation" is a term 
c ' · "The extent of the pathway for designation": as 1or expression. 
far as there are aggregates, sense bases, or elements. This methcxl 
applies to the other cases (i.e. the pathways for language and 
description). "The sphere for ""1.sdom": the five aggregates, 

which are to be encompassed by wisdom. 
What has been shown so far by the Exalted One? The sequel 

to the phrase ''like a tangled skein'' has been shown. 

THE SEVEN STATIONS FOR CONSCIOUSNESS 

33. CY. Now the person spoken of ai; "not describing self,:: 
as he goes along, eventually becomes one "liberated in both ways. 
And the person spoken of as "not considering self," as he goes 

b "sd " To along eventually becomes one "liberated Y w1 om. 
show 'the outcomes and names for these two bhik.khus, the Exalted 
One undertakes the sections beginning with the one on the seven 

stations for consciousness. 
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SUB. CY. (For the one not describing s,:lf) the phrase "as 
he goes along" means that after becoming well-e,tablished in the 
practice of serenity, he goes along by insight and by the path 
and becomes one liberated in botb ways. The one spoken of 
as "not considering self" is one whose vehicle is insight, and he 
becomes one liberated by wisdom . 

THERE ARE, A.NANDA, SEVEN STATIONS FOR CON
SCIOUSNESS AND TWO BASES. 

CY. "Seven" is stated by way of rebirth-linking. "Station 
for consciousness": this is a foothold for consciousness. "Two 
bases": two dwelling places, for the word "base" here means a 
dwelling place. Why is all this included? In order to exhaus
tively survey the round of existence. For the round is not ex
haustively surveyed either by the stations for consciousness alone 
or by the bases alone, as it is by way of the realms of existence, 
modes of origin, destinations, and abodes of beings. Therefore 
all this is included. To analyze the meaning in order he asks: 
"What are the seven?" 

SUB. CY. "Stated by way of rebirth-linking": the seven 
'Stations for consciousness are stated by way of rebirth-linking, 
which is distinguished acC8rding to the distinctions of those "who 
are diverse in body and diverse in µerception," etc. For the 
diversities in body, etc. pertaining to any given order of beings 
are produced through the rebirth-linking (consciousness) con
tained in that order, as well as through the accumulation of 
kamma leading to rebirth there. ''A foothold for consciousness": 
a causal foothold for the present rebirth-linking consciousness. 
In denotation it is, in five-constituent existence, the four aggre
gates-material form, feeling, perception, and mental formations; 
in four-comtituent existence it is the three (mental) aggregates. 

BEINGS WHO ARE DIVERSE IN BODY AND DIVERSE 
IN PERCEPTION, SUCH AS HUMAN BEINGS, SOME 
GODS, AND SOME BEINGS IN THE LOWER REALMS 

CY. Human beings at·e mentioned as an example. For 
among the countless human beings in countless world systems 
there are not even two who are exactly the same in complexion, 
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figure, etc. Sometimes twins might have the same complexion 
or figure, but they can still be distinguished by the way they look 
ahead, look aside, speak, smile, walk, stand, etc. Therefore 
human beings are said to be "diverse in bc.dy." The rebirth
linking perception of humaus may be triple-rooted, double-rooted, 
or rootless; therefore they are said to be "diverse in perception. " 1 

"Some gods": the gods of the six sense sphere heavens. For 
these may have bodies that are blue, yellow, t"tc., and their perce
ption may be triple-rooted or double-rooted, though not rootless. 

"Some beings in the lower realms": such beings as the female 
spirits Uttaramata, Piyaiikaramata, Phussamitta, Dhamma
guttii, etc. and other spirits who live in palaces outside the four 
plane, of misery. For their bodies are of diver~e colours, shapes, 
and sizes, and like humans their perception may be double
rooted, triple-rooted, or rootless. But unlike the gods they are 
not powerful; they are powerless like low-class humans. They 
have trouble finding food and clothing and live oppressed by 
pain. Some are affiicted during the dark fortnight and happy 
during the bright fortnight. Therefore, because they have fallen 
from the heights of happine,s, they are called "beings in the lower 
real~. " 2 Those among them who are triple-rooted can achieve 
comprehension of the Dhamma. Thus one time at daybreak 
the female ,pirit PiyaJikaramata heard the Elder Anuruddha 
reciting the Dhamma and said (to her oon PiyaJikara): 

"Do not make a sound, Piya:rikara, 
This bhikkhu is reciting passages of Dhamma. 
Perhaps we can learn those prucsages 
And practice for our true welfare. 

''We should refrain from harming beings 
And should not te11 consc..ious lies. 
We should train ourselves in virtue 
To be freed from the goblin realm." (S. X. 6/i. 209). 

In the abhidhamma teaching, the rebirth-consciousnesli is divided into four 
types by way of roots: triple-rooted (endowed with non-greed, non-hatred1 

and non-delwion), double-rooted (endowed with non-greed and non-hatred) 1 

rootless wholesome resultant, and rootless unwholesome resultant. 
2 Ordinarily the "beings in the lower realms" (vinipatiki) are identified with 

the denizens of the four planes of misery. But here the term is used to refer 
to other classes of beings outside the planes of misery. 
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Having spoken thus to her little son, she attained the fruit 
of stream-entry that same day. Uttaramata became a stream
enterer arter hearing the Dhamma from the Exalted One. 

BEINGS WHO ARE DIVERSE IN BODY BUT IDENTICAL 
IN PERCEPTION, SUCH AS THE GODS OF THE 
BRAHMA-ORDER WHO ARE GENERATED THROUGH 
THE FIRST (]HANA) 

CY. "The gods of the Brahma-order" (ikva brahmakiiyikii): 
the gods of Brahma's retinue, the gods of Brahma's ministry 
and the great Brahmas. ' 

SUB. CY. Those who occupy the position of attendants to the 
great ~r~hma are gods of Brahma's retinue; those who occupy 
th~ _postt1on of the great Brahma's ministers are gods of Brahma's 

m1rustry; those Brahmas who are great in life-span, beauty, etc. 
are the great Brahmas. 1 

CY. All these are generated through the first jhana. Among 
these, the gods of Brahma's retinue are generated throu h 
l .. d(" ga 
mute attamment of the first jhana); their life-span is a third 

ofa~ ae~n. The_gods ofBr~hma's ministry are generated through 
a nuddling ( attainment of Jhiina); their life-span is half an aeon 
and their bodies are more pervasive than the gods of Brahma's 
retin~e. The great Braluniis are generated through a superior 
(attainment of jhiina); their life-span is an aeon and thdr bodies 
are extermely perva.ive. Thus, since their bodies are diverse but 
their. percep!~o~ identical by way of the first jhana, they are 
described as beings who are diverse in body but identical in per
ception." 

SUB. CY. A limited (at•ainment of the first jhiina) is one 
where the jhana is merely obtained; a"middling attainment'' is 
one where it is obtained (more firmly) without being well deve
loped; and a "superior attainment" is one where it is well deve
loped and fully mastered. 

"More perva,;ive": larger in size and more beautiful in quality. 

1 The shift from the singular to the plural is in the text Apparently, singula, 
"great Brahma" is the chief of the great Brahmas. · 
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"Identical in perception": the identity in their perception is. 

due to its being triple-rooted. For there is no difference at all 

in that perception by way of associated phenomena. 

CY. The beings in the four planes of misery are similar. For 

these beings are of varyin.._!'.{ sizes and appearances. Yet iOr all 

the (rebirth-linking) perception is a rootless unwholesome resultant. 

Thus the beings in the plane'S of misery are also reckoned as 

''diverse in body but identical in perception.'' 

BEINGS WHO ARE IDENTICAL IN BODY BUT DIVERSE 

IN PERCEPTION, SUCH AS THE GODS OF STREAM

ING RADIANCE 

CY. "The gods of streaming radiance" (deva abhassara): their 

radiance streams forth from their bodies, flying out after flicker

ing again and again like the flame of a torch. 

Those who are reborn as a result of developing the second and 

third jhiinas of the fivefold system to a limited extent become "gods 

of limited radiance" (parittabha) ;their life-span is two aeons. 1 Those 

who are reborn as a result of developing(those jhanas) to a middling 

extent become ''gods of immeasurable radiance'' (appamii:r;ii.bha); 
their life-span is four aeons. Those who are reborn as a result 

of developing (tho.se jhiinas) to a superior extent become "gods 

of streaming radiance"; their life-span is eight aeons. By mention

ing the most excellent (of these three planes), all three are included 

here. For all these gods have bodies that are identical in per

vasion; but their perception is diverse in that some have (a re

birth-linking consciousness) without applied thought but with 

sustained thought, while some have (a rebirth-linking consciousness~ 
without either applied thought or sustained thought. 

1 The fivefold system of jhiina is obtained by dividing the second jhii.na of the 
fourfold system into two, one without applied thought but with sustained 
thought (avitakka-saviciira) and one with neither applied thought nor sustained 
thought (avitakka-aviciira). Meditators with sharp faculties eliminate the 
two kinds of thought simultaneously and thus reckon jhii.na as fourfold; 
those lacking such skill mwt eliminate them sequentially and thus reckon 
jhli.na as fivefold. 
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BEINGS WHO ARE IDENTICAL IN BODY AND IDENTI
CAL IN PERCEPTION, SUCH AS THE GODS OF 
REFULGENT BEAUTY 

CY._ "The gods of refulgent beauty" (devii subhakirJ,hii): they 
are a smgle mas; ofbeauty, the beauty of their bodily aura. Unlike the 
gods of streaming radiance, their aura is emitted without flickering. 
The gods of limited beauty (parittasubhii), of inuneasurable beauty 

(appamiir;asubhii), and of refulgent beauty are generated into these sta
tes by developing the fourth jhana of the fivefold system to a limited 
mid~ing, and.superior extent, respectively; their respective life-spa~ 
are sixteen, thirty-two, and sixty-four aeons. Thus they are "identical 
in body" and also, through the perception pertaining to the fourth 
jh&na ( as a rebirth-linking consciousne5s), ''identical in perception.'' 

The gods of abundant fruit (velzapphala) are als<> assigned 
to the fourth station for consciousness. The non-percipient 
beings, not having consciousness, are not included here but . ' 
they are mcluded among the abodes of beings. The gods 
of the pure abodes, pertaining to the ending of the round, do not 
always exist. They do not arise in the world when it is devoid 
of Buddhas even for a I 00,000 aeons or for an incalculable 
per!od. They arise only when Buddhas have arisen, during a 
period of 16,000 aeons. These planes are like a special camp
ground of the Exalted One, after he has set in motion the wheel 
of Dhamma; thus they are not assigned to either the stations 
for consciousness or the abodes of beings. The meaning of the 
other stations is explained in the Visuddhimagga. 1 The base of 
neither perception nor non-perception is included among the 
bases but not among the stations for consciousness; for like per
ception this consciousness is so subtle that it is called "'neither 
consciousness nor non-consciousness.'' 

SUB. CY. "So subtle": since it has attained the subtlety 
of residual formations2• It is "not consoiousness" because it 
lacks the distinctive function of consciousness and "not non
consciousness" because it is not completely non-consciousness. 
Therefore it is not included among the stations for consciousnesst 
where the distinctive function cf cons,iousness is in evidence. 

1 Chapter X. The causes for rebirth into these stations are the corresponding 
meditative attainments. 

2 SankhJ,rUvasesasukhumabhii•a. See Vism. X 47-55, pp. 366-8. 
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34 THEREIN, 1NANDA, IF ONE UNDERSTANDS THE 
FIRST STATION FOR CONSCIOUSNESS, ETC. 

CY. "Its origin": one understands its origin by the method, 
"though the origination of ignorance material form originates," 
etc. "Its passing away": one understands its passing away by 
the method, "through the cessation of ignorance material form 
ceases," etc (Pts. i. 55f.) 1 

"Its satisfaction": one understands its satisfaction thus: "The 
pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on material form ....... . 
consciousness, this is the satisfaction in consciousness." "Its 
unsatisfactoriness": one understands its unsatisfactoriness thus: 
"That material form ........ consciousness is impermanent, suffering, 
and subject to change, this is the unsatisfactoriness in conscious
ness." "The escape from it": one understands the escape from 
it thus: "The removal and abandoning of desire and lust for 
material form ........ consciousness, this is the escape from con-
sciousness" (S.XXII.26/iii.28). 

This method of interpretation should be applied to all the other 
stations for consciousness. But where there is no material form 
(i.e., in the immaterial planes) the origin should be interpreted 
by way of the four mental aggregates only; and where there is 
no consciousness (i.e., among non-percipient beings) it should be 
interpreted by way of the one aggregate ( of material form). Thus 
here the passage should be interpreted with the phrases "through 
the origination of nutriment" and "through the cessation of 
nutriment." 

IS IT PROPER FOR ONE TO SEEK ENJOYMENT IN IT ? 

CY. Is it right for that bhikkhu to seek enjoyment in that 
station for consciousness as "I" or "mine" by way of craving 
conceit, or views ? 

SUB. CY. Seeking enjoyment as ''I" occurs by way of conceit 
and views, as "mine" by way of craving. 

I For the details, see Vism. XX 97-98. Pl'· 735-6. 
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ANANDA, WHEN A BHIKKHU ........ IS LIBERATED 
THROUGH NON-CLINGING, THEN HE IS CALLED 
A BHIKKHU LIBERATED BY WISDOM 

CY. He is liberated by not grasping anything through the 
four kinds of clinging. "Liberated by wisdom": having brought 
about the [future] non-occurrence of the mental body and the 
material body, he is liberated solely by the power of wisdom with
out realizing the eight emancipations. This type is fivefold: the 
dry insight meditator and those who attain arahatship after having 
become established in one or another of the four jhii.nas. It is 
said: "Who is the individual liberated by wisdom? Herein, some 
individual does not dwell suffusing the eight emancipations with 
the body; but having seen with wisdom his cankers are destroyed. 
This individual is called 'one liberated by wisdom.'" 
(Pug. pp. 14, 73) 

SUB. CY. "Liberated by wisdom": he is liberated solely 
by the power of wisdom because he does not achieve the eight 
emancipations and thus lacks the power of eminent concentration. 
Or else, "liberated by wisdom" means liberated while understan
ding; that is, knowing and penetrating the four truths in the modes 
of full understanding, etc. without contact with the first jhii.na, 
he is "liberated" or distinctively freed by completing the functions. 
( of penetration) by bringing those functions to their climax.1 

"Dry insight meditator": one whose insight is dry, rough, and 
unmoistened, lacking the moisture of serenity meditation. 

"Does not dwell suffusing the eight emancipations": this in
dicates the absence of the power of eminent concentration. 
"Having seen with wisdom": this indicates possession of the 
power of eminent wisdom. 

"Without contact with the first jhina" (pathamajjhiinapluusena vinii). This 
phrase needs careful qualification. It applies only to the dry insight meditator, 
and means that he reaches the supramundane path, by wchich he penetrates 
the truths, without having previously attained mundane jhana~ 
But for all meditators the supramundane path includes jhiina, required to 
fulfill the "right concentration'' factor of the noble eightfold path. In the case 
of the dry insight meditator, the concentration factor will occur at the minimal 
level as the first supramundane jhana. (See Vism. XXI. l 12, p. 779.) 
The four functions of penetration are the full understanding of suffering, the 
abandonment of its origin (craving), the realization of its cessation (nibbiina), 
and the development of the path. Each supramundane path performs these 
functions; the last one, the path of arahatship, completes them. 
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1 
THE EIGHT EMANCIPATIONS 

35. CY. Having thus shown the outcome and name for the 
first bhikkhu, the Exalted One explains the eight emancipations 
in order to show the outcome and name for the other one. 

SUB. CY. For the first bhikkhu, the outcome occurs through 
full understanding, etc. of the seven stations for consciousness 
etc.; thus his name is "liberated by wisdom." The other is the 
one liberated in both ways. 

.ii.NANDA, THERE ARE THESE EIGHT EMANCI
p A TIO NS ( ilf!ha vimokkhii) 

CY. In what sense are they emancipations? In the sense 
of releasing (adhimu6cana). And in what sense are they releasing? 
In the sense of freeing thoroughly from the adverse phenomena 
and in the sense of freeing thoroughly by way of delight in the 
object. What is meant is (the mind's) occurrence on the object 
without constraint, free from apprehension, similar to the way 
a little boy sleeps in his father's lap, his body completely relaxed. 
Bui the latter meaning applies only to the first seven emancip· 
ations, not to the last one. 1 

SUB. CY. "In the sense of releasing": the word "releasing" 
signifies the distinguished development of any fine-material sphere 
jhilna to the degree that liberation from opposing states takes 
place by the suppression (of defilements) and the jhilna occurs 
eminently, liberated from the opposing states by means of that 
distinguished development. For though there is sameness in 
kind (between individual jhana attainments), through distinguished 
development there is also a distinction in the quality of their 
occurrence. Thus "emancipation" has the meaning of releasing 
thoroughly by way of liberation from adverse mental phenomena 
and by way of delight (in the object) without constraint, free from 
apprehension.: The last emancipation is cessation. The meaning 
solely of being liberated (from adverse phenomena) obtains there, 
as the commentator himself says. 

I Since in the attainment of cessation all the mental functions stop, there can 
be no "delight in the object.'' 

2 Titls discussion seems to imply that the four jhiinas as such are not emancip
ations, but become emancipations only by "distinguished development'' 
( bhavaniivisesa) . 
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ONE POSSESSING MATERIAL FORM SEES MATERIAL 
FORMS 

CY. Here, the material form (possessed) is the fine material 
sphere jhana aroused through a blue kasil).a, etc., using as the 
blue kasi.Q.a, etc. something internal such as the hairs of the head, 
etc. One having that material form is "one possessing material 
form" (rupi). 

SUB. CY. "Possessing material form" means endowed with 
the material form included in one's own continuity that is dist
inguished as the cause for the jhana; because of that material 
form one is spoken of ru; "one possessing material form." Since 
this phrase signifies a special meaning, it should be understood 
that the jhana obtained through the material form included in 
one's own continuity is itself the referent here, in the ultimate 
sense, of the state of ''possessing material form.'' 

CT. "(One) sees material forms": with the eye of jhana one 
als@ sees material forms such as the blue kasit;ta: etc. externally. 
By this (first emancipation) the four fine material sphere jha.nas 
are shown for a person who arouses jhana through the kasiqas 
based on internal and external objects. 

ONE NOT PERCEIVING MATERIAL FORMS INTERN
ALLY SEES MATERIAL FORMS EXTERNALLY 

CY. This means that he does not arouse the fine material 
sphero jha.nas on his own head hairs, etc. By this the fine material 
sphere jhanas are shown for someone who does the preparatory 
work externally and arousesjhanas only externally. 

ONE IS RELEASED UPON THE IDEA OF THE 
BEAUTIFUL 

CY. By this are shown the jhanas attained through very pure 
colour kasb;ias. In the meditative absorption itself there is no 
concern with the idea of the beautiful. But because ,me who 
dwells in meditatien taking as his object a pure and beautiful 
kasi1,1a can be described as "released upon the idea of the beauti
ful'', the teaching is expounded in those words. 
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T In the Pa#sambhidamagga, however, it is said: 11 'One is released 
upon the idea of the beautiful'-how is this an emancipation? 
Herein, a bhikkhu dwells pervading one direction, etc. with a 
mind endowed with loving-kindness; through the development 
of loving-kindness beings :ore not repulsive to him. So too for 
compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity. Such is the 
emancipation: 'One is released upon the idea of the beautiful' " 
(Pt,. ii. 39). 

SUB. CY. For practitioners who take very pure colour wii:,as 
as their object of meditation, emancipation in the sense of "re
leasing thoroughly" occurs by way of delight; therefore the com
mentator explains the third emancipation in this way. But 
since the meditative development occurring by way of loving
kindness, promoting non-repulsion towards beings, releases one 
from repulsion towards them, the P•/is.mbhidiimagga says: "The 
development of the divine dwellings (brahmavihiira) is the emancipa
ti.on of the beautiful." Either explanation may be recognized, since 
in the way they are stated there is no contradiction between them. 

CY. Everything that has to be said about the immaterial 
emancipations has already been said in the Vi.nuldhimagga (Chapter 
X). The eighth emancipation i, the highest emancipation, since 
it is completely purified and liberated from the four (mental) 
aggregate,. 

SUB. CY. It is "the highest emancipation" because it can 
be attained only by noble ones and because it qualifies as the 
attainment of "nibbina here and now," since it tenninates in 
the noble fruit. 

36 . .ii.NANDA, WHEN A BHIKKHU ATTAINS THESE 
EIGHT EMANCIPATIONS IN FORWARD ORDER, 
ETC ......... THEN HE rs CALLED A BHIKKHU WHO 
IS LIBERATED IN BOTH WAYS 

CY. "In forward order": from the beginning to the end. 
"In reverse order": from the end back to the beginning. "In 
both forward and reve~e order": this is said with reference to his 
cruising back and forth through the attainments without stopping 
(in any one attainment), a result of his great proficiency. 
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''Wherever he wants'' (yatthicchakarit) signifies place: in whatever 
place he wishes. "In whatever way he wants" (yadicchakarit) 
signifies the attainment: whichever attainment he wishes. "As 
long as he wants" (yiivaticchakam) signifies the length of time: for as 
long a period of time as he wishes. 

"Liberated in both ways" ( ubhatobhiigauimutta) : liberated through 
two portions and liberated from two portions.1 Through the 
immaterial attainments he is liberated from the material body 
and through the path he is liberated from the mental body. It 
is said: 

"A,. a flame struck by a gust of wind 
(Upasiva," the Exalted One said,) 

"Reaches its end and can be reckoned no more, 
So the sage liberated from the mental body 
Reaches his end and can be reckoned no more." (Sn. v.1074) 

SUB. CY. "Liberated through two portions and liberated 
from two portions": he is liberated through the two liberating 
portions (vimuccanabhiigehi), i.e. through the emancipation by 
suppression effected by the immaterial jhii.na and through the 
emancipation by eradication effected by the path. And he is 
also liberated from the two portions one should be liberated from 
(vimuccitabbabhiigehi), i.e. from the material body through the 
immaterial attainment and from the mental body through the 
path. "Liberated" means liberated from defilernents. Thus 
the meaning here is: being liberated, he has been liberated from 
the two bodies by the supp< ession and eradication of defilements. 

In the verse addressed to the brahmin Upasiva, a gainer of the 
base of nothingness, the Exalted One referred to one liberated 
in both ways as "the sage liberated from the mental body." The 
sage (muni), here a learner (sekkha) reborn in the immaterial 
realm, has by the nature (of his rebirth) already been liberated 
from the material body. There he produces the fourth path and 
by fully understanding the mental body he becomes liberated 
from the mental body as well. Having become a cankerless arahat 

1 The translation employs two phrases here because the one phrase of the Pali, 
dvihi bhiigehi vimutW, can be read both as instrnmental and as ablative. From 
the immediately following explanation in the commentary, it is clear that 
the meanings implied by both readings are intended: that through which heis 
liberated and that.from which he is Ji berated. 
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liberated in both ways, he "reaches his end," final nibbii.na 

without clinging, ''and can be reckoned no more," he cannot be 

designated any more as a warrior, a brahmin, etc. 

CY. The "one liberated in both ways" is fiveiold: those who 

attain arahatship after emerging from one or another of the 

immaterial attainments, and the one who, having been a non~ 

returner, attains arahatship after emerging from cessation. 

SUB. CY. Query. When it is said "after emerging from one 

or another of the immaterial attainments," does this refer to 

someone who attains any one of them or to someone who attains 

all the immaterial states? 

Reply. You can understand 1t m either way, as you like. If 
it is stated by way of one who attains all the immaterial states 

there is no contradiction. 

Query. But if it is taken to mean someone who attains only 

one of them, would that not be contradicted by the statement 

in the sutta: "When a bhikkhu attains these eight emancipations," 

etc.? 

Reply. Someone who gains even one immaterial sphere jh&na 

is called a gainer of the eight emancipations, since it is possible 

to apply the name "eight emancipations" even to a single part 

of the set. For this designation "eight emancipations" can be 

attributed to a single part of the set just as well as to the whole. 

Thence it is said: "after emerging from one or another of the 

immaterial attainments." 

CY. Some say: "Since the fourth fine material sphere jhiina 

has two factors and is associated with equanimity, it is just like 

an immaterial jhii.na. Therefore one who attains arahatship 

after emerging from the fourth fine material sphere jhana is also 

liberated in both ways." 

SUB. CY. Some imagine the one liberated in both way• can 

be sixfold. That is merely their opinion. The phrase "some 
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say" shows that this issue has been decided by the ancient teachers. 1 

The "some" are the residents of the Uttaravihiira and the teachers 
of the Sirasamiisa. For they say "liberated in both ways" means 
liberated by both ways (ubha:,abhiigavimutta), that is, liberated thro
ugh concentration and insight; and they think liberation from the 
obstacles to concentration also comes about through concentration 
of the fine material sphere. Thus in the Siirasamiisa it is said: 
"Liberated by both, i.e. by a portion of the fine material sphere 
jhanas and by a portion of the immaterial jhanas." 

CY. This question of the one liberated in both ways was 
raised in the Bronze Palace ( of the Mahavihi\ra) and a decision 
was reached after a long time in reliance upon the explanation 
of the Elder Tipi~aka Ciila Sumana. In the Giri Vihi\ra, it 
is said, a pupil of the Elder heard the question from the mouth 
of an alms-wandering monk and said: "Friend, before our teacher 
explained this matter in the Bronze Palace, no one knew the 
answer.'' 

"What did the Elder say, venerable sir?" 

"He said that even though the fourth jhana of the fine material 
sphere has two factors, is accompanied by equanimity, and sup
presses the defilements, it still operates in proximate range to 
the defilements, in the field for their growth. For in five-constituent 
existence the defilements assail the mind with the decisive
support of a (sensory) object, such as the colour blue, etc., and 
the fine material sphere jha.na does not surmount such objects. 2 

Therefore 'liberated in both ways' signifies one who attains arahat
ship after completely turning away from material form and 
suppressing the defilements by means of an immaterial jha.na." 

1 The phrase "some say" (Mei) is used in the commentarial literature to intro
duce an opinion rejected by the commentator and established tradition. 
The Uttaravihii.ra, or "Northern Monastery,"' is the Abhayagiri Vihiira, 
the heterodox rival of the Mahavihii.ra, the center of strict orthodoxy to whose 
tradition the venerables Buddhaghosa and Dhammapii.la belonged. TI1e 
Silrasamdsa, "Compendium of the Essence," seems to have been an exegetical 
work of the Uttaravihiira, possibly their own commentary to the Digha 
Nikii.ya. For a discussion, see Lily De Silva's Introduction to her PTS 
edition of the Digha Tika., pp. lix-lxiii. 

2 Because the coloured kasi1;1as used to achieve the fine material sphere jhinas 
are originally sense ebjects. 
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Having said this he quoted the sutta: "Who is the individual 
liberated in both ways? Herein, some individual dwells suffusing 
the eight emancipations with the body, and having seen with 
wisdom, his cankers are destroyed. This individual is called 
Gne liberated in both ways" (Pug., pp. 14, 73). 

SUB. CY. ( An immaterial attainment is necessary to be 
"liberated in both ways" since) the development of the immaterial 
attainments suppresses the defilements more effectively th.an the 
development of the fine material jhanas, for the former marks 
the development of the fading out of the material and represents 
a. higher stage of development. 

The best of all "liberations in both ways" should be understood 
as the liberation attained when one has prepared the mental 
continuum extremely well by attaining the eight emancipations 
in forward order, etc. then takes the eighth and highest emancip
ation as a basis, arouses insight, and achieves the supreme path. 

CONCLUDED 
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APPENDIX 

CONDITIONAL RELATIONS AND DEPENDENT 
ARISING 

One of the major projects undertaken in the Pali commentaries 
is the interpretation of the teachings found in the Sutta Pitaka 
with the aid of the highly refined classificatory system presented in. the 
Abhidhamma Pitaka. The abhidhamma system is distinguished 
by two complementary methods in the treatment of experience: 
(i) a precise analysis of experience into momentary phenomena 
regarded as the fundamental constituents of actuality; and (ii) the 
correlation of these phenomena through a scheme of twenty-four 
conditional relations. The first is the special province of the 
Dhommasanga'(li, the first book of the Abhidhamma Pitaka, the 
second of the Pa!!hana, the seventh and final book. The basic 
categories used to classify the phenomena discovered through 
analysis are three: states of consciousness (citta), the mental factors 
(cetasika) which enter into association with them, and the material 
phenomena (riipa) which serve as their bases, objects, and general 
supports. Besides these, an unconditioned element is recognized, 
nibbana, which is not momentary and not arisen through con
ditions. 

To explicate the sutta teachings by means of the abhidhamma 
method, the commentaries translate their freer, more discursive 
and personalistic expositions into the technical abhidhamma langu
age of "bare phenomena" (suddhadhammii) linked together by 
nothing more personal than laws of conditional relatedness. The 
sutta statement of dependent arising already exhibits certain 
essential features of the abhidhamma approach and thus does 
not require raclical reformulation. In fact, it even provides the 
material for an entire chapter of the Vibhanga (VI), which treats 
it both from the sutta standpoint and by way of the analytical 
abhidhamma method. The Pa«Mna itself does not subject the 
formula for dependent arising to its own system of relations, but 
the commentari~s, ever aiming at maximum precision in their 
exegesis of sutta formulations, apply the method to the con
nection between each pair of factors, elucidating it by way of the 
relevant relations. 
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The application is fully worked out for the standard twelvefold 
formula for dependent arising in the Visuddhimagga, which prefaces 
its account with an explanation of the twenty-four conditions. 
As the commentary to the Mahanidiina Sutta assumes that its 
reader has this work at hand, it treats the connections only in a 
summary way, expanded but not explained in the subcommentary. 
Hence, to aid the reacl,:r unfamiliar with the method, this sup
plementary section has been appended briefly explaining the 
twenty-four conditional relations and illustrating their application 
to dependent arising in the exegetical texts. 

The System of Relations 

The Pali word being translated "conditional relation" is the 
same as that translated as "condition"---paccaya. But what is 
intended by the former use of the wocd are the specific modalities 
in which certain things, the conditioning phenomena (paccaya
dhammii), function as conditions for other things, the conditionally 
arisen phenomena (paccay'upfxmnii dhammii). A distinction in 
modalities is already implicit in the sutta account of conditionality, 
which shows phenomena of quite different kinds contributing 
in quite different ways to the arising of a single dependent state. 
The Pa//Maa enumerates the variety of conditional modes in 
minute detail, exploring every nook and cornec of the inter
connections. Its elaboration of twenty-four conditional relations 
may represent a later stage of thought than the account found 
in the suttas; but it is fully consistent with this account, and by 
exhibiting the diverse ways in which the conditioning function 
can be exercised, it reveals the vast range of the sutta principle 
and prevents simplistic reductionism in interpreting it. 

Though the exegetical texts do not bring all twenty-four 
conditions into connection with the teaching ofdependent arising, 
for the sake of completeness the entire set has been listed. Limit
ations of space and aim require that the explanations be kept 
brief.' 

1 Fuller explanations of dependent arising by way of the Paithii.na system 
can be found in the Y-isuddhimagga (Chapter XVII) and in the works of 
Venerable Nyaoatiloka rcfern:d to under ''Texts Used.•' 
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The T wenty:four Conditional &lotions 

I. Root-cause condition (hetupaccaya) 
2. Object condition (iirammar;apaccaya) 
3. Predominance condition (adhipatipaccaya) 
4. Proximity condition (anantarapaccaya) 
5. Contiguity condition (samanantarapaccaya) 
6. Conascence condition (sahajiitapaccaya) 
7· Mutuality condition (annamannapaccaya) 
8. Support condition (nissayapaccaya) 
9. Deeisive support condition (upanissayapaccaya) 

10. Prenascence condition (purqiitapaccaya) 
11. Postnascence condition (pacchiijiitapaccaya) 
12. Repetition condition (iisevanapaccaya) 
13. Kamma condition (kammapaccaya) 
14. Kamma-result condition (•ipiikapaccaya) 
15. Nutriment condition (iihiirapaccaya) 
16. Faculty condition (indriyapaccaya) 
17. Jhana condition (jhiinapaccaya) 
18. Path condition (maggapaccaya) 
19. Association condition (sampayuttapaccaya) 
20. Dissociation condition (vippayuttapaccaya) 
21. Presence condition (atthipaccaya) 
22. Absence condition (natthipaccaya) 
23. Disappearance condition (vigatapaccaya) 
24. Non-disappearance condition (avigatapacc•ya) 

(!) Root-cause condition refers to six mental factors called 
roots (mu/a, hetu) because they give strength and stability 
to the phenomena thty condition in the same way the roots of 
a tree give strength and stability to the tree. Three roots
greed, hatred, and delusion-are exclusively unwholesome. 11u: 
other three-non-greed, non-hatred, and non-delusion-arf" 
wholesome when they arise in wholesome states of cOnsciousness 
and ethically indeterminate when they arise in resultant ~tates 
and in the functional consciousness of an arahat. Phenomena 
which are root-cause conditions function as conditions for the 
mental phenomena associated with themselves (states of con
sciousness and other mental factors) and for the material pheno-
mena originated by the state of consciousness to which they belong. 
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(2) An object condition is a phenomenon that serves as a con
dition for consciousness and its associated mental factors by being 
taken as their object. The object condition is sixfold as visible 
forms, sounds, smells, tastes, tangibles, and purely mental objects. 

(3) Predominance condition is of two kinds, object and conascent. 
An object predominance condition is any object given special 
importance by the mind. A conascent predominance condition 
is one of four factors - desire (to achieve), energy, consciousness, 
and investigation-which takes on a dominant role in directing 
the state of consciousness to which it belongs. In any single 
state of consciousness only one of the four can assume such a role. 

(4) & (5) The proximity and contiguity conditions are identical 
in meaning. They both refer to any state of consciousness and 
its mental factors in so far as they are capable of arousing the 
state of consciousness and its mental factors that follow them 
immediately in the continuum of consciousness. 

(6) A conascence condition is a phenomenon that, in arising, 
makes other phenomena arise together with itself, similar to the 
way a lamp causes light to come forth as soon as it is turned on. 

(7) A mutuality condition is a phenomenon that assists another 
by means of mutual arousing and stabilization, similar to the 
way the three legs of a tripod enable each other to stand. The 
mutuality relationship is a specific type of conascence, so that 
all phenomena functioning as mutuality conditions also 
function as conascence conditions. Thus in any given state of con
sciousness, all the mental phenomena are both conascence and 
mutuality conditions for all the others. The same holds for 
each of the four primary material elements in relation to the 
others, and for mental and material phenomena in relation to 
each other at the moment of rebirth-linking. However, the 
nvo modes of conditionality are not co-extensive; there are cases 
of conascence which exclude mutuality. These are: mental 
phenomena in relation to material phenomena originated by 
consciousness and the four primary material elements in relation 
to derived materiality. Here, though there is simultaneity in 
arising, the ralationship is not symmetrical. The former member 
of each pair exercises a conditional efficacy towards the latter 
which is not reciprocated by the latter towards itself. 
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(8) A support condition is a phenomenon that assists other 
phenomena by serving as a foundation for them; thus it is said 
to support them in the way the earth supports trees or a canvas 
supports a painting. This condition encompasses the conascence 
relationship, so that all conascent conditions are also support 
conditions for their conditionally arisen phenomena. But the 
support condition has a wider range than conascence and applies 
to some phenomena which do not share a simultaneous origination 
with the states they arouse, but momentarily precede them. 
Thus the five internal sense bases are support conditions 
in this way for their respective kinds of sense consciousness together 
with their mental factors. So too is the heart~basis for the states 
of consciousness and mental factors that take it as their organic 
base during the course of existence (at rebirth it is a conascent 
support condition). 

(9) A decisive support condition is a phenomenon that assists another 
by serving as a strong cause for its arising. This kind of con
dition is threefold as object decisive support, proximity decisive 
support, and natural decisive support. The first is identical 
in denotation with object predominance condition, the second 
with proximity condition; the different classifications are made 
merely to accentuate different aspects of the conditioning function 
without implying an actual difference in the relationship itself. 
The third kind, natural decisive support, signifies anything 
which naturally becomes a strong cause for the arising of other 
phenomena. Thus hatred may be a natural decisive support 
for murder, greed for theft, faith for engaging in charity, virtue, 
and meditative development. 

(10) A prenascence conditwn is a phenomenon that arises earlier 
than another and as&sts. the latter to arise by remaining present 
after it has itself already arisen. Thus the five sense objects 
and the five internal sense bases are prenascence conditions for 
their respective kinds of consciousness and mental factors, the 
heart-basis for the states of consciousness and mental factors that 
take it as their organic base during the courf)e of existence. 

( 11) Postnascence condition refers to states of consciousness and 
their mental factors insofar as they function as a condition for the 
preservation and strengthening of the previously arisen body. 
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(12) Repetition condition refers to phenomena that assist and 
strengthen succeeding phenomena through the power of repetition. 
This condition only applies to wholesome, unwholesome, and 
functional indeterminate mental phenomena when they serve 
as condition for immediately succeeding mental phenomena 
having the same ethical quality as themselves. In the technical 
vocabulary of abhidhamma thought, this conditional function 
is exercised by each javana moment in relation to the succeeding 
javana moment in a single process of consciousness (cittavithi). 

(13) Kamtna condition is twofold. First, wholesome and unwhole
some volition is a kamma condition for resultant mental phenomena 
and for material phenomena produced through kamma. Second, 
conascent volition is a kamma condition for its associated mental 
phenomena and for the material phenomena originated by the 
states of consciousness to which it belongs. 

(14) Kamma-result condition refers to mental phenomena re
sulting from past k.amma in relation to each other and to certain 
kinds of material phenomena. 

(15) Nutriment condition refers to four factors, called nutriments 
because they "nourish" the psychophysical organism: material 
food, contact, volition, and consciousness. Material food is a 
nutriment condition for the physical body, the other three for 
their associated mental phenomena and for material phenomena 
originated by consciousness. 

(16) Faculty condition applies to twenty mental and material 
phenomena designated faculties because they dominate and 
direct the states that come under their influence. Thus, for 
example, the five physical sense faculties serve as faculty condition 
for the mental phenomena that originate through them, the 
mind faculty and the five spiritual faculties-faith, energy, mind
fulness, concentration, and wisdom-for their associated mental 
phenomena and for material phenomena originated by conscious 

ness. 

(17) Jhii.na condition refers to seven mental phenomena called 
jhii.na factors in the sense that they intensify and concentrate 
the state of consciousness to which they belong. 
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(18) Path conmtion refers to twelve mental phenomena called 
path factors in the sense that they provide an escape from various 
situations and lead to different destinations. The most prominent 
of these are the eight factors of the noble eightfold path leading 
to the cessation of suffering. 

.(19) Association condition applies to conascent mental phenomena, 
which assist each other through their association by having a 
common physical base, a common object, and a simultaneow 
arising and cessation. 

(20) Dissociation condition applies to material phenomena that 
as.5ist mental phenomena, and mental phenomena that assist 
material phenomena, by way of the essential differences between 
the two kinds of states. It is threefold as covering prenascent, 
postn&cent, and conascent phenomena. 

(21) Presence condition refers to a phenomenon that serves as a 
condition for other phenomena through its presence alongside 
the latter. It includes conditions 6, 7, 8, 10 and 11, as well as 
others on particular occasions which call them into relevance. 

(22) Absence condition refers to mental phenomena which, by 
their ceasing, enable the mental phenomena immediately following 
themselves to arise. This condition is identical in denotation 
with conditions 4 and 5. 

(23) Disapp,arance condition is identical with condition 22. 

(24) Non-disappearance condition is identical with condition 21. 

The Method Applied 

To illustrate how the modes of conditionality are applied t" 
dependent arising, several propositions within the formula can 
be taken for consideration. We will start with the statement: 
HWith consciousness as condition there is mentality-materiality." 

At "rebirth-linking," i.e. the moment of conception, the rebirth
consciousness arises together with its associated mental factors, 
both being supported by the newly fertilized ovum. This cell 
consists of a variety of material phenomena, th~ most important 
of which is the heart basis. Since consciousness and the other 
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mental phenomena, which belong to "mentality," arise and cease 
simultaneously, consciousness is a condition for mentality as 
--conascence, support, association, presence, and non-disappearance 
-conditions. Since, as conascents, their conditional efficacy is 
reciprocal, it is also related to them as a mutuality condition, 
and as a kamma-result condition because they all result from the 
same previous kamma generating rebirth. As the fourth nutriment, 
consciousness is a nutriment condition for its associated mental 
factors, and as the mind faculty it is a faculty condition for them, 
In these ways the nine conditions stated in the subcommentary 
are obtained. On any occasion of resultant consciousnes~ following 
rebirth-linking, consciousness is a condition for associated men
tality in the same nine ways. 

In relation to materiality, the subcommentary says that at 
rebirth, consciousness is a condition for the materiality of the 
heart-basis in nine ways. Eight of these are identical with the 
aforementioned ways consciousness is a condition for mentality, 
the one difference being the substitution of dissociation for asso
ciation condition. This change is made necessary by the definition 
of the latter as applying only to conascent mental phenomena 
and of the former as applying to copresent mental and material 
phenomena. For the other kinds of materiality arising at the 
moment of conception, the rebirth-consciousness is a condition in 
aU the above ways except mutuality; for though they are conas
cent, their conditional efficacy with regard to each other is not 
fuJly reciprocal. The kammically active consciousness of the 
previous life responsible for the present rebirth is a condition for the 
materic:1lity produced by kamma only in one way, as a natural 
decisive support condition.1 

A second example that can be examined is the converse..: "With 
mentality-materiality as condition there is consciousness"; thtl! 
we subject both arms of the "hidden vortex" to analysis. The 
subcommentar~· mentions seven general ways in which, at rebirth, 
mentality is a condition for conieiousness; these can easily be 
understood from the previous explanation as they simply reverse 
the relations shown above. Besides these, particular mental 

J So the 51,ubcommentary says, and so too th~ Visuddhimagga, p. 64 J. But the 
e-s:planation of the c.onditions in the schedule seems to require the kamma 
cendition to b.: mentioned as well. 
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factors can function as a condition for consciousness in other 
ways. The subcommentary mentions only two, root-cause and 
nutriment conditions, but the outline given in the Patthana 
indicates that the faculty, jhii.na, and path conditions could also 
have been brought in. During the course of existence following 
rebirth, resultant mentality is a condition for resultant consciousness 
in the same seven invariable ways and by way of various additional 
conditioru depending on the occasion. 

Next to be considered is the conditionality for consciousness. 
of non-resultant mentality, that is, the mental factors occurring 
in kammically active and in functional states of mind. Non
resultant mentality, the subconunentary says, is a condition for 
the associated consciousness in six general ways: in al_l_ the ways. 
mentioned above except karnma-result condition, which obviously 
must be excluded. But particular mental phenomena can 
function as conditions for consciousness in more spec.ialized ways, 
such a~ root-cause, faculty, jhana, and path conditions. 

Material phenomena also serve as a condition for consciousness. 
The subcommentary begins with the heart-basis, mentioning 
six ways it serves as a condition for consciousness at rebirth: 
conascence, mutuality, support, dissociation, presence, and non
disappearance. It is a conascence condition (and therefore also a 
presence and non-disappearance condition) because the heart-basis 
and consciousness spring into existence at the same moment of 
rebirth-linking; a support condition because it serves as the mate
rial foundation for the rebirth-consciousness; and a mutuality 
condition because they are conascents with reciprocal conditional 
efficiency. During the course of existence the heart-basis arises, not 
simultaneously with consciousness as at rebirth, but a brief moment 
earlier. Thus the conascence and mutuality n-lations cease, while 
the heart basis becomes a prenascence condition for the states of 
consciousness it supports. The relations of support, dissociation, 
presence, and non-disappearance, however, continue. Thus, during 
life, the heart-ba~s is a condition for consciousnell-s in five ways. 

During the course of existence, the five physical sense facu]ties. 
can become conditions for consciousness. Each is a condition 
for its respective kind of consciousness in the six ways mentioned 
in the subco=entary; these can easily be understood by 
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consulting the schedule of the conditions. The subcommentary 
does not mention the five kinds of sense objects, but these can 
serve as a condition for their respective kind of consciousness 
in at lca:i.t five ways: as object, prenascence, dissociation, presence, 
and non-disappearance conditions. Some objects, given special 
prominence, oan also become object predominance and object 
,decisive support conditions. 

One final example illustrating a different aspect of condition
ality is the statement: "With clinging as condition there is exist
ence." The commentary says that clinging is a condition for 
existence under the headings of both decisive support and co· 
nascence. As we saw, "existence" is explained by the comment
.a tors as the kamma leading to renewed existence, and kamma is 
identified as mundane wholesome and unwholesome volition. 
Clinging, in turn, is equated with two mental factors: clinging 
to sense pleasures with greed, the other three kinds of clinging 
with views. Thus the original sutta statement, reformulated in 
terms of specific mental factors entering into the abhidhamma 
system, expresses the conditionality of sensual greed and views 
for the volitions they arouse and influence. Volition must be 
present on any occasion of greed or views, and as mental factors 
they must arise simultaneously; thus clinging is a condition for 
existence as a conascence condition. The subcommentary ex• 
plains that, as a "heading," conascence here includes along with 
itself the mutuzi1ity, support, association, presence, and non
disappearance conditions. Since greed and views are unwholeso1ne 
mental factors, they pcJss on their unwholesomeness to their co• 
nascent volition. Thus the kamma generated simultaneously 
with the arising of clinging is necessarily unwholesome. This 
holrn whether the volition expresses itself in bodily or verbal 
action or remains internal as bare mental action. 

In any of its four forms, clinging can also function as a condition 
for kamma following it after an interval of time. It then becomes 
a decisive support condition for existence. As a natural decisive 
support condition for volition occurring "'t a later time, clinging 
can motivate volition with an ethical quality opposite to its own; 
that is, the unwholesome greed and views comprised under clinging 
can induce wholesome kamma leading to favourable forms of re. 
birth. For example, someone strongly attached to sense pleasures 
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might hear that the heavenly worlds offer greater sensual eajoyment 
than the human world. Instructed that charity and moral 
conduct are the means to a heavenly rebirth, he might then be
come exceedingly generous and very pure in his observance 
of morality, even to the point of developing an abstemious attitude 
towards sense enjoyment in this life. Thus his clinging to sense 
pleasures, transferred to a celestial afterlife, functions as a condition 
for him to undertake wholesome ac·.ions leading to rebirth in the 
sense sphere heavens. 

Again, someone might adopt the wrong view that existence in 
the fine material or immaterial realms is everlasting. Yearning 
for eternal life, he then develops the jhanas and immaterial at
tainments conducive to rebirth into those realms. In this case 
a wrong eternalist view becomes the condition for the wholesome 
kamma generated in achieving the higher meditative attainments. 
Or someone might come to believe that merely by undertaking 
precepts and practicing certain austerities he can gain full deliver
ance from suffering. In the hope of such deliverance, he takes 
up rules of conduct enjoining harmlessness and restrain, t, and 
observes such austere practices a: celibacy, moderation in eating, 
and fewness of wants. Though his view is wrong, a case of 
"clinging to rules and observances," it induces him to engage 
in wholesome actions. Thereby he generates kamma which will 
bring him pleasant fruits even if it fails to yield the complete 
deliverance he expects. Still again, a person might adopt the 
doctrine that the jhanas and irrunateriaJ attainments bring the 
realization of the true self. Through his clinging to a doctrine 
of self, he cultivates these attainments, as a consequence of which 
he takes rebirth in a fine material or immaterial realm cf existenr.e. 

From these examples it can be seen that clinging, though an 
unwholesome factor in :tsel.C:, is capable of motivating wholesome 
kamma-existence leading to higher forms of rebirth-existence. 
HowevQr, the ~tates of existence to which clinging leads are aJl 
impermanent, incapable of giving full security from suffering, 
and inherently subject to pass away. Thus the Buddha teaches 
that to attain deliverance from suffering, cJinging in all its forms 
must be eradicated. 
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TABLE 1 

The Standard and Mahanidana Versions of Dpt. Arising 

Standard 
Version 

Ignorance 

-1, 

Volitional 
formations 

.j, 
Consciousness 

-1, 

Mentality
materiality 

t 
Six sense bases 

t 
Contact 

.j, 
Feeling 

t 
Craving 

t 
Clinging 

t 
Existence 

t 
Birth 

t 
Aging and death 

Mahanidana 
Version 

Consciousness 

t t 
Mentality
Materiality _,_ 

t 
Contact 

t 
Feeling 

-1, 

Craving 
-1, 

Clinging 
.j, 

Existence 
,I, 

Birth 
{, 

Aging and death 

Secondary 
sequence 

Craving 

t 
Pursuit 

t 
Gain 

.j, 
Decision-making 

t 
Desire and lust 

t 
Attachment 

t 
PosS"essiveness 

t 
Stinginess 

t 
Safeguarding 

t 
Various evil, 
\lnwholesome 
phenomena 

Note : An arrow represents a relationship of conditionality from 
the condition to the dependently arisen phenomenon. 
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A PAU-ENGLISH GWSSARY 

This glossary includes only the more important doctrinal terms appearing 
in the :Mahinidii.na Sutta, its commentary and subcommentary, and in t.he 
Introduction, Appendix, and annotations. Only these meanings of a \erm are 
given which are intended by its use in this work. Other meanings it may have 
elsewhere, as well as non-technical uses, are not cited. 

akusala-unwholesome 
ajjhosantl-attachment 
atta--self 
attha-(i) meaning; (ii) purpose 
att/ui?igama-passing away 
adukkhanwsukha-neither painful nor 

pleasant 
adhiuacana-designation 
4,rafi,fi,atha-invariable 
anattii-not self 
ananta-infinite 
anii-giimi-non-returner 
anicca-impermanent 
anudiUhi--settled view 
anupassanii,-contemplation 
anubodha---under:1otanding 
anubha~---experiencing 
anuloma-forward order 
anuraya-underlying tendency 
anuseti-to nnderlie 
apiiya-plane of misery 
appavatti-non-occurrence 
abyapiira -absence of an agent 
abhiiiM-d.irect knowledge 
abhinandati-to seek enjoyment 
11bhinibbatti---gi::neration 
abhinivesa-(i) adherence; 

(ii) interpretation 
abhisankharatta-volitionally 

forming 
arahat-(nntranslated) a fully liber-

ated one 
ariya-noble, a noble oae 
a-rUpa-immatcrial 
aoo:aara-sphere 
avatthii~tage 
avabhiisa appearance 
avijja-ignorance 
avitatha-(i) undelusive; (ii) not thus 
flSaiiiia non'-percipient 
lll'SUTa-titan 
a.uiida---satisfaction 

ahamkara--ego-conception, 
ahetuka-rootles, 
akiira-quality, mode 
akasa--space 
iikincaiiiia-nothingness 
cidi"nava-unsatisfactoriness 
tiyatana-(i) sense base; (ii) base 
iiyuluma-accwnulating, accumul .. 

ation 
drakkha-safeguarding 
tirammatta-object 
tiruppa-immaterial state 
<ivajjana-adverting (consciousness) 
avii.ro-abode ( of beings) 
a.J"ava---canker 
ahara-nutriment 
itthaua-this (present) state of being 
idappaccayata--specifi.c conditionality 
indriya-facu1ty 
uccheda-annihilation(ism) 
uttana--clear, shallow 
uddesa-indicator 
up«kappeti-to convert {prepare for~ 

cause to acquire) 
upanissaya------d.ecisive support 
upapajjati-to re-arise 
uJxidt'.ina---clinging 
upekkhii----eq uanimi ty 
uppattibhava-rebirth-ex.istence 
uppii.da-aris i ng 
ubhatobhiigavimutta-liberated in both 

ways 
tkalta-identity, identical 
okkanti-------conception 
okkamati-to descend 
katha---explanation, talk 
kappa-aeon 
kanuna-action; also untranslated 
kamm.tbhava-kamma· existence 
kalllpa---cluster 
kasina-( untranslatt~d) a device for 

developing concentration 
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kama-(i) sense sphere; (ii) sensual, 
sense pleasures 

kaya-body 
karana-reason, call/JC 

kicc~-function 
kirfya-functi&nal ( clMS of conscious-

ness) · 
kilesa-defilement 
kusala-wholesome 
khatta-moment 
khandha-aggregate 
khaya-destruction 

gati-destination 
gandhabba--celestial 
gambhira--deep 
citta-mind, consciousness 
cuti--death, passing away 
cetasika-mental factor 
cetovimutti-liberation of mind 
chanda--desire 

jarti-aging 
jiiti-birth 
jluina-(untranslated) meditative ab-

sorption 
niina-knowledge 
oota-known 

thiti-(i) station (for consciousness); 
(ii) structuring factor; 
(iii) duration 

takkika-rationalist 
ta~ha-craving 
tatha-thus, real 
tatMgata-(untranslated) perfect one 
tadaramma~-registration (conscious-

ness) 
tiracchanayoni-animal realm 
tlrall,(J-scrutinization 

diUhi-view 
dii#Jigstika-theorist 
dukkha-suffering, pain, painful 
duggati-unfortunate destination 
deva--god 
desami-teaching 
dhamma-(i) (untranslated) the teach

ing of the Buddha; (ii) pheno
menon; (iii) mental object; 
(iv) subject to (as suffix) 

dhiitu--element 

nanatta--diversity; diverse 
ntima-(i) mentality; (ii) name 
Niimar'Upa-mentality-materiality 
nidann-source, causation 
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nimitta-sign 
niraya-hell 
niruUi-language 
nirodha--cessation 
nivasa-abode 
nissarati,a--escape 

paccakkha-----clirect cognition 
paccatta-personally 
paccaya-condition 
pacc,iyakara-principle of condition-

ality 
paccay'uppanna--conditionally arisen 
paccavekkharJ,ii,-reviewing (knowledge) 
paccekabuddha-(untranslated) one pri-

vately enlightened 
pajiniiti-to understand 
paiHiatti-description 
pafiiiapeti-to describe 
pminii-wisdom 
panfiiiyati-to be discerned 
paiiiiiivimutta-liberateci by wisdom 
pafiiiiiuimutti-liberation by wisdom 
paficca-in dependence upon 
Paticcasamuppanna-dependently arisen 
paticcasamuppada---dependent arising 
patigha-(i) impingement; (ii) aversion 
patibhiiga-counterpart (sign) 
pafiloma-reverse ordf'r 
pafivedha-penetra tion 
patisamvedana--experience 
pafisandhi-rebirth-linking 
pat#lha-gained a footing 
patha-pathway 
paramattha-ultimate sense 
panimiisa-misapprehension 
parikappanii.-mental construction 
pariggaha-(i) possessiveness; (ii) dis-

cernment (of conditions) 
pariccheda--delimitation 
parifiiUi-full understanding 
paritta-limited 
parinibbana-extinguishing 
pariyesana-pursuit 
pavatti-(i) occurrence; (ii) course of 

existence; (iii) application 
pau~i-current (of material pheno-

mena) 
pasiidnritpa-sensitive matter 
pabarn?-abandoning,abandorunent 
parami-perfection 
puggala-individual 
puii?ia-merit 
peta-affiicted spirit 
phala-fruit, effect 

---
phassa--contact 
bahiddha--extemal 
bahussuta-highly learned 
bhanga-----clissolution 
bhava-existence 
bhavanga-life-continuum 
bhiiva-nature, state 
bhiivanii--development 
bhilta-(i) come to be, become; 

(ii) being; (iii) material element; 
(iv) demon 

bheda-breakup, division 

magga-path 
macchariya-stinginess 
manasikiira-attention 
mano--mind, mentation 
mamankara--conception of ''mine'' 
maratt,a--death 
miina-conceit 
mUla-root 

-vakkha-spirit 
voni-mode of origin 
raga-lust, desire 
rUpa-(i) material form, material; 

(ii) fine material (sphere); (iii) visible 
form 

lakkha~-characteristic 
tab ha-gain 
liitga-trait 
lokiya-mundane 
lob ha-greed 

vacana-statement 
va{ta-round (of existence) 
vatthu-basis 
vaya-falling away; fall 
Mda---doctrine 
vikkhambana-suppression 
viciira-sustained thought 
viltlitina--consciousness 
vitakk~-thought, applie-d thought 
vinaya-(i) (untranslated) monastic 

discipline; (ii) removal 
vinicchaya~ecision, decision-making 
vinipiita-lower realm 
vipariti,ama-change 
uipassand-insight 
vipiika-result, resultant (of kamma) 
vibhava-non-existence 
vimufta-liberaied 
vimutti~liberation 
vimokkha--emancipation 
virllga-fading out 
vivatta--end.ing of the round 

visaya--domain 
visesa-distinct, distinctive, 

distinguished, particular, distinction 
vedanii.-- feeling 
wdayita-what is felt, feeling 
vokkamati-to expire 
voka.ra-----<:onstituent 
vohiira--expression 
sarilyojana-fetter 
samsiira-( untranslated) the cycle of 

rebirths 
sakadagiimi---once-returner 
sakkayadi#hi-personality view 
sankhata-conditioned 
sankhara-(i) volitional formation 

(ii) mental fonnation 
sankhepa--group 
sacca-truth 
sacchikaroti-to realize 
s<!iinii-perception 
satipat!hana-found.ation of mindfulness 
santati--continuity 
santiina-continuum 
santiran.a-investigation (consciousness) 
sandhi~nnection 
sappatigha-impingent 
sabbaiiiiutii---omniscience 
sabMva-intrinsic nature 
samntha----serenity 
samanupassati-to consider 
samaya-(i) occasion; (ii) tenet 
samiipatti-(meditative) attainment 
samuccati-to take shape 
samuccheda--eradication 
samudaya--origin, origination 
samudiigata-sustained, produced 
samudii.ciira---obsession 
samosara~--convergence 
sampaticchanna-reception ( consci&us-

ness) 
sambhava--origination; 
sambhilta--originated 
sammasana--exploration (knowledge) 
sarasalakkha~-essential characteristic 
sassata--etemal(ism) 
sahajiita---conascence 
siivaka----disciple 
silabbata-precepts and observances 
sukha-happiness, pleasure, pleasant 
subha-beautiful, beauty 
sotapatti-stream-en try 
sotapanna-stream-en terer 
hadayavatthu-heart-basis 
hetu----cause, root-cause 
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INDEX 

A 

Abhidham.ma, 12, 88, 98n., l 19n., 
132-133 

Aggregates (kluuufJ,;i), 18, 27-28, 29-30, 
31, 34, 40-41, 45, 46, 79n., 107, 108, 
117, 118, 123 

Aging and deat.h (jariimarana}, 4, 5, 14, 
30, 52, 54, 60, 75-76, 78, 87, 89-90 

Ananda, 6-7, 52, 68-69, 72-75, ~l 
Annihilationism (ucchedavadtt), 15, 24, 

26, 38, 46, 94, 109 

Arahat, 10, 45, 46, 47-51, 117, 124, 
128-131 

Attachment (ajjlwsiina), 16, 55-56, 94 

Attention (maaa.sikiira), 18, 20, 29 

B 

Bases (Uyatana), 48, 66, 118, 122 

Beautiful emancipation (subhavimokfr.ha}, 
66, 126-127 

Birth (jati), 4, 5, 14, 30, 52, 54, 60, 
75-76, 78, 87, 89-91, 107 

Bodhisatta, 82, 84, 85, 86 

Brahma gods, 65, 120 

Buddha, 1, 6-7, 69-70, 72, 81 

C 

Cause, 88-89 

Celestials (gandhabba), 54, 89-90 

~ation of perception and feeling 
(,anfiavedayitaui,vulha), 49, 50, 67, 
125, 129 

Characteristic (lakk/unta), 9, -33, 45, 78, 
ao, 84n. 

Clinging (upadana), 4, 5, 15-16, 29, 
35, 52-53, 54-55, 64, 78, 91-92, 116, 
141-142 
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Conascence condition (sahajiitapaecaya), 
13, 16, 91-92, 135 

Conceit (matza), 29, 32, 34, 40, 46, 123 

Concentration (samadhi), 47, 49-50, 
124 

Condition (paa;aya), 10-13, 75-76, 
88-89; nine modes, 76, 82-83; twenty
four, 12, 83n., 134-138 

Conditionality, principle of (paccafa
kam), 68-69, 81-82, 85-86, 89 

Consciousness (vifiM1_1,.a), 4, 5, 18, 19-20, 
22-27, 30-31, 40-41, 48, 51, 53, 
59-60, 77, 78-79, 88, 95, 97, 101-107, 
108, 117-118, 123, 138-141. See also: 
stations for consciousness. 

Considerations of self (attasamanu
pas,anii), 37, 39-45, 62-64, 111-116 

Contact (phassa), 4, 5, 17-21, 30, 43, 
53, 58-59, 78, 88, 95-100. See also: 
designation-contact, impingement
contact. 

Convergence (samosara1_1,.a), 94 

Course of existence (pavatti), 79, 102, 
103, 104, 106, 140 

Craving (la'fhii), 4, 5, I.!, 15-17, 26, 29, 
35-36, 49, 53, 55-56, 58, 78, 92-94, 
115, 116, 123 

D 

Death, 101, 102. See «lso: Aging and 
death. 

Decision-making (vinicchaya), 16, 55, 
57, 93 

Decisive support condition (upatri.ssa.:,a 
paccaya), 13, 15, 16, 74, 90, 91, 136 

Deformation (ruppaM), 78, 79, 98-99 

--
Delimitation of mentality-materiality 

(no.marupaparic,heda), 75, 84 

Demons (bh'Uta), 54, 89, 90 

Dependent arising (pa#ccasamuppiida) 
1-13 passim, 17, 30, 31, 34-35, 49, 52, 
68-72, 81, 84, 87, 132-133, 138; 
fourfold depth, 7-9• 75-80 

Description (paiiiiatti), 27, 28, 33-34, 
59, 64, 96-97, 99, 108; descriptions 
of self, 34-39, 60-61, 101l-l I I 

Designation (adhivacana), 20, 27-31, 
40, 4ln., 43, 46, 64, 107-108, 117 

Designation-contact (adhivacana. sam
phassa), 19-21, 43, 59, 96, 97, 99 

Desir~ and lust (chandarfi.ga), 16, 55, 
57, 94, 123 

Discernment of conditions (pacCl!J(l
~riggaha), 83, 84 

Disciple (siivaka), 72, 82 

Diverse in body, diverse in perception 
(nr"inattakiiyii. niinattasaiifiino), 63 

118-119 

Diverse in body, identical in per
ception (niinattakiiyii. ekattastmiiino), 
65, 120-121 

Divfr1e dwelling (brahma-vihiira), 127 

Dry insight meditator (sukkhavipassaka}, 
49,124 

E 
Ego-conception (ahaTnkara), 34, 46, 

I 14, 115 

Emancipations, eight (vimokkhii), 47, 
49-51, 66-67, 125-131 

Emptiness (suii1iatii), 69, 77, 78-79 

Endi:ig of the round (vivatta), 10, 51, 
116 

Esc.ape (nissarari,a), 48, 49, 66, 123 

Eternalism (sassatav<ida), 15-16, 24-25, 
26, 38, 46, 94, 109, 116, 142 

Exist,:-nce (bhava), 4, 5, 14-15, 52, 54, 
78, 79, 90-91, 141-142 

Exploration knowledge (samma-
sanaiia~), 116 

F 
Feeling(vedanii),4,5, 11·12, 16, 17, 18, 

20, 45, 53, 55, 58, 78, 80, 92-!t3, 94, 
96, 97, 98; and considerations of 
self, 41-45, 62-64, I 11-116 

Fetter (safiV'ojaM), 80, 82, 116 

Full Wlderstanding (pariii.M), 84-85, 
124 

G 
Gain (liibha), 16, 55, 57, 93 

God, oreator (issara), 25, 27, 105, 107 

Gods (devil}, 54, 65, 89-90, 118-122 

H 
Heart-basis (hadayavatlhu),98, 100, 105, 

106, 107, 139, 140 

Human beings (manussii), 54, 65, 
118-119 

I 
Identical in body, diverse in per

ception (ekattakayii niinattasaiifi.ino) 
65, 121 

Ide.ntical in body, identical in per
cepti0n (ekattak4..'PU .Jcattasaiffiino), 65, 
122 

Ignorance (avijja), 2, 4, 5, 26, 29, 34, 
35, 40, 75, 76, 77, 78, 82-83, 115, 116 

Inunaterial attainments (ariipasamii,
patti), 15, 47-51, 127-131, 142 

Impermanent (anicca), 25, 42, 43, 44, 
45, 47, 49, 63, 112, 113-114, 123, 142 

lmpingement-contact(patighasampkassa) 
19, 21, 59, 98-99 

Infinity of consciousness, base of 
(viiifiiitiaiicayatana), 65, 67 

Infinity of space, base of (akasanandiya
tana), 65, 67 

Insight (l1i,bassa11a}, 9, 45, 49, 84-85, 
I IO, 118, 124 

Itrinsic nature (sabhava), 8, 32, 33, 
78, 80, 96, 113, 114 

Invariability (anafiiiathatii), 2, 89 
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J 
Jhii.na, 15, 49, 65, 110, 111, 120-122, 

124, 125-126, 128-131, 137, 142 

K 

Kamma, 5, 14-15,21, 26, 90-91, Il8, 
137, 141-142 

Kasil}.a 37, 38, 39, 109-110 

L 

Language (nirutti), 27, 28, 4ln., 64, 
107-108 

Liberated by wisdom (paiflavimutta) 
47-49, 66, 117-118, 124, 125 

Liberated in both ways (ubhato
bhii.gavimutta), 47-48, 49-51, 67, 
117-118, 125, 127-131 

Life-continuum (bhavaitga), 101-103 

Lower realms (vinipata), 52, 65, 119 

M 
Material form, materia1ity (rUpa), 18, 

30, 34, 40, 41, 43-44, 60-61, 66-67, 
79, 99-100, 101-103, 105-106, 109, 
114, 123, 138-141; material body 
(riipakaya), 19-21, 43-44, 50, 59, 
96-99, 128 

Mental formations (saMhii.rii), 96, 97 

Mentality (Rama), 18, 1,, 79, 100, 
104-105, 139-140; mental body 
(namak<iya), 19-21, 28, 43-44, 50, 
59, 96-99, 128 

Mentality-materiality (nii.ma-rUpa), 4, 
5, 18-19, !l, 22-27, 30-31, 51, 53, 
59-60, 77-78, 79, 99-100, 101-107, 
138-141 

Mindfulness, foW1dations of (sati
pa!thana), 45, 116 

N 
Neither perception nor non-percep

tion, base of (n'eva saii»iinii-saUiiaya
tana), 66, 67, 122 
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Nibbii.na, 45, 64, 80, 117, 127, 12!) 

Non-percipient beings (asaiiiiasatta), 66, 
105, 122, 123 

Non-returner (aniigllmi), 80, 129 

Nothingness, base of (akiMmiiiiiy11tsna), 
65, 67 

Not-self (anaetii), 26, 45, I 16. Su also: 
self 

0 
Once-returner (sakada,gllmi), 80 

Origin (samudaya), 48, 66, 90, 123 

p 

Paccekabuddha, 72, 81, 82, 85 

Padumuttara, Buddha, 74 

Passing away (att!urftgama), 48, 66, 123 

Path (magga),80, 82, 84,-85, 118, 124n., 
128, 138 

Pathways (patha), 27-34, 41n., 44, 46, 
60, 64, 107-108, 117 

Penetration (pativedha), 8-9, 77-80, 82, 
84-85, 124 

Perception (smifia), 18, 20, 28-29, 65-66, 
96-97, 118-122 

Perfections (pii.rami), 81 

Personality view (sakkllyad#thi), 40-42, 
111 

Plane of misery (apaya) 9, 52, 86, 119 

Possessiveness (pariggaha), 16, 55, 56-5 7, 
94 

Pure abodes (suddhiivasa), 122 

Pursuit (pariyesana), 16, 55, 58, 93 

R 
Rahu, 73-74 

Reality (tathatii), 2, 89 

Rebirth-linking (patisandhi), 23, 77, 79, 
87, 101-107, 118, 120, 121, 138-140 

Resultant (vipiika), 4-5, 88, 92, 95, 100, 
105, 119n., 134, 137, 139-140 

RolUld of existence (vatta), 3-6, 10 
11-12, 21, 27, 30-31, 34, 48, 51, 60~· 
64-65, 92, 108, 115-116, !IS 

s 
Safeguarding (Urakkha), 16, 55-56,94 

Samsii.ra, 9, 17, 35, 48, 52, 79, 86, 107, 
I 08. See also: round of existence. 

Sii.rasamii.sa, 130 

Satisfaction (assiida), 48-49, 66, 123 

Self (atta), 24-25, 27, 29-31, 33, 78-79, 
80, 105, 107, 116. See also: consider
ations of self, descriptions of self, 
settled view (of self). 

Sense bases, six (sa/-iiyatana), 4-5, 17-18, 
30, 78, 79-80, 88 

Sensitive matter (pasiidariipa), 95, 97, 98 

Serenity (samatha}, 47, 49, 118, 124 

Settled view (of self) (anudiUhi), 38-39, 
61, 62, 109-110 

Specific conditionality (idappaccayatii), 
2, 10-13, 52-53, 87 

Spirits (yakkM), 54, 89-90, 119 

Stations for consciousness, seven 
(viniiiit.iatthiti), 48-49, 65-66, 117-124 

Stinginess (macchariya), 16, 55, 56, 94 

Stream-enterer (sotiipanna), 7, 74, 75, 
80, 119 

Suffering (dukkha), 1, 3, 10, 14, 17, 46, 
47, 49, 53, 60, 116, 123, 142 

Supa\UJ.a bird, 73 

T 

Tathii.gata, 2, 45-46, 64, 117 
Teaching (desarni), 8, 76-77 
Timirapingala fish, 73 
Titans (asura), 73, 86 
Truths (sacca), 4n., 10, 35, 47, 49, 77,. 

78, 82, 124 

u 
Undelusiveness (avitathatii), 2, 89 
Underlying tendency (anusaya}, 34, 40, 

46, 80-81, 82, 109-110 
Unsatisfactoriness (iidituW«), 49, 66, 123-

V 

Views (dit,hi), 15-16, 24-26, 29, 34-46, 
64, 85-86,93, 109-110, 115-116, 117, 
123, 141-142. Se, at,o, 
considerations of self, descriptions 
of self, settled view (of seU). 

Volition (cetarni), 18, 20, 2ti, 97, 141 
Volitional formations (saHkharii.), 4, 5, 

76, 77, 78, 82-83 

w 
Wisdom (paiiiiii) 1, 34, 47, 82, 83, 124; 

sphere for wisdom, 34, 60, 64, 102, 
117 

Worldling (puthujjana), 24, 29-30, 
36-37, 40-41, 79 
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